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Abstract

Electricity grids are evolving to “smart grids”. Smart grids employ commu-
nication of supply and demand between participants of the grid to achieve
better efficiency, availability, resilience, etc. than traditional grids. Con-
sumer households are connected to the smart grid using smart metering
and demand response. Smart metering communicates the household’s elec-
tricity consumption at high resolution to the smart grid. Demand response
enables service providers to affect the household’s eletricity demand by the
means of different incentives. The communication of a household’s electric-
ity consumption leaks information about the household and its inhabitants.
Thus, it poses the inhabitants’ privacy at risk. Existing smart grid de-
ployments address this conflict between utility and privacy unsatisfactorily.
They either accept the privacy risk or forfeit utility.

This dissertation provides an alternative solution to mitigate this con-
flict. The solution retains utility of the smart grid without compromising
consumer privacy. In particular, this dissertation first identifies that the
smart grid poses a privacy risk to consumers. This privacy risk originates
from the collection and central storage of consumption traces in naive im-
plementations. Once consumption data is centrally stored there are few
techniques one can employ to protect it from various attacks. The only
viable, i.e. general and utility-preserving, technique is pseudonymization
of stored data in combination with proper access control. However, this
dissertation shows experimentally on real smart metering data that pseudo-
nymization of consumption data is not effective. This result drives the main
idea of the remainder: Consumption data must not be collected, i.e. leave
the household, in the first place. This dissertation provides three privacy-
preserving protocols that support essential smart grid computations (aggre-
gation, billing, compliance verification) on consumption data, respectively.
For each computation the respective protocol only transports the minimal
amount of required information out of the household. Furthermore, to the
service provider that interacts with the household, they guarantee compu-
tation results that are as trustworthy as those from non-private protocols.
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Zusammenfassung

Stromnetze verändern sich zu sogenannten intelligenten Stromnetzen. Diese
ermöglichen es Netzteilnehmern ihr Angebot bzw. ihre Nachfrage zu kom-
munizieren, um gegenüber herkömmlichen Stromnetzen beispielsweise höhere
Effektivität, Verfügbarkeit oder Widerstandsfähigkeit zu erreichen. Die bei-
den Technologien “Smart metering” und “Demand response” binden private
Haushalte an intelligente Stromnetze an. “Smart metering” kommuniziert
den zeitlich hochaufgelösten Stromverbrauch eines Haushaltes an das in-
telligente Stromnetz. “Demand response” erlaubt es Dienstleistern den
Stromverbrauch eines Haushaltes mit Hilfe verschiedener Maßnahmen zu
beeinflussen. Die Kommunikation des Stromverbrauchs eines Haushaltes
lässt jedoch Rückschlüsse über den Haushalt bzw. die Bewohner zu und
gefährdet somit die Privatheit der Bewohner. Bereits existierende intel-
ligente Stromnetze gehen mit diesem Konflikt zwischen Nutzen des intel-
ligenten Stromnetzes (gegenüber der herkömmlichen Stromnetze) und der
Privatheitsgefährdung der Haushalte auf eine unbefriedigende Weise um.
Sie akzeptieren entweder das Risiko einer Privatheitsgefährdung oder eine
Minderung des Nutzen.

Diese Dissertation bietet eine alternative Lösung für diesen Konflikt. Sie
bewahrt sowohl Nutzen des intelligenten Stromnetzes als auch die Privatheit
der Haushalte. Konkret identifiziert diese Dissertation zuerst, dass eine
naive Umsetzung eines intelligente Stromnetzes eine Gefährdung der Pri-
vatheit darstellt. Diese Gefährdung beruht darauf, dass in einer naiven Um-
setzung Stromverbrauchsdaten gesammelt und gespeichert werden. Sobald
diese Daten zentral gespeichert sind, stehen kaum Techniken zur Verfügung
um sie vor verschiedenen Angriffen effektiv zu schützen. Die einzige, auf-
grund ihrer Universalität und nutzenbewahrenden Eigenschaft, anwendbare
Technik ist die Pseudonymisierung der Daten in Verbindung mit entsprechen-
den Zugriffskontrollen. Diese Arbeit zeigt jedoch experimentell mit Hilfe
echter Stromverbrauchsdaten die Ineffektivität dieser Technik: Selbst pseu-
donymisierte Stromverbrauchsdaten können ihren Haushalten wieder zuge-
ordnet werden.

Diese Feststellung führt zu der Maxime, die den restlichen Teilen der Dis-
seration unterliegt: Stromverbrauchsdaten dürfen nicht gesammelt werden,
bzw. dürfen Haushalte gar nicht erst verlassen. Daher entwickelt diese Dis-
sertation desweiteren drei Protokolle, die die grundlegenden Berechnungen
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des intelligenten Stromnetztes (Aggregation, Abrechnung und Überprüfung
der Einhaltung von Verbrauchsvorgaben) auf Stromverbrauchsdaten in einer
privatheitsbewahrenden Weise durchführen. Diese Protokolle übertragen
jeweils nur die minimal benötigten Informationen aus dem Haushalt, die
für die jeweilige Berechnung benötigt werden. Gleichzeitig garantieren sie
den Dienstleistern, die mit dem Haushalt interagieren, diesselbe Vertrau-
enswürdigkeit der Berechnungsergebnisse wie die Protokolle einer naiven
Umsetzung.
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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The home is private. The special meaning of a person’s home to society
is codified in law. On the one hand, law punishes theft of tangibles from
homes1. On the other hand, law also protects intangibles inside the home,
i.e. actions of or interactions between inhabitants2. This means, that the
observation and recording of home’s interiors is usually illegal. This reflects
the common expectation that at home one is not under observation by
others.

Under certain circumstances the police are allowed to observe the insides
of homes. They can either plant audio/video recording devices in the home
or use adequate equipment to observe interactions in the home from the
outside (e.g. laser microphones or thermal-imaging). Interestingly, also the
observation from the outside is only allowed for the same circumstances3.
This illustrates that the law’s intention is not to protect homes from physical
intrusion, i.e. the planting of recording devices, but from the more general

1Sometimes the theft of tangibles in a house is punished even more severely than theft
of property out in the open.

2For instance, German paragraph 13 of the “Grundgesetz” (similar to the US con-
stitution) says that under normal circumstances the home is untouchable, even to
government agencies.

3A recent decision by the US supreme court says that thermal imaging of a home, even
from a public vantage point, constitutes a “search” requiring a warrant. (United
States, 533 U.S. 27 2001)
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1. Introduction

informational intrusion: An informational intrusion happens independently
of how one obtains information about the inside of a household. Even if
respective information, like in the case of thermal-imaging, are emitted by
the home anyway.

The circumstances under which the police are allowed to perform an ob-
servation of a home, from the inside or outside, are clearly defined and an
assessment is made on a case-by-case basis by a judge: The suspect’s (poten-
tial) illegal actions and their consequences for society must outweigh every
person’s special right of privacy at its home.

However, for a law-abiding citizen this means that he can enjoy privacy
at home.

The smart grid affects the privacy of homes. The electricity industry
undergoes changes and administrations4 are pushing for a transformation of
the traditional electricity grid to a so-called smart grid. This transformation
is driven by two major aspects: First, an increasing amount of electricity
generation comes from renewable sources which, because of their volatile
nature, introduce difficulties in the planning of generation. Second, there is
a desire to improve the electricity grid with respect to various dimensions,
e.g. efficiency, stability or resilience. Associated technologies like smart
metering or demand response are pivotal for the smart grid as they connect
common households to the rest of the smart grid (i.e. generation, industrial
consumption, distribution, etc.).

Smart metering enables suppliers to measure the electricity consump-
tion of their connected households better than traditional metering. Every
household’s traditional electricity meter is replaced by a smart meter. This
smart meter records the household’s energy consumption at a high tem-
poral resolution (e.g. up to one value per second) and communicates these
measurements to the supplier in real-time.

Researchers have shown5 that using records of a household’s fine-grained
electricity consumption (collected with technologies similar to smart meter-

4On December 19, 2007 the Energy Independence and Security Act was signed into law
in the United States which mandates the transition to a new generation smart grid
architecture. Since September 2009 European Union Directive 2009/72/EC promotes
the deployment of smart grids. It states that, where initial pilots are positive, 80% of
consumers shall be equipped with smart meters by year 2020.

5This research is surveyed in Chapter 3.
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1.1. Motivation

ing) one can infer various information about the household. For instance,
which appliances are used when and how they are used. Furthermore, they
have shown that from inferred information one can deduce inhabitants’ be-
havior and preferences. Thus, smart metering (i.e. the collection of mea-
surements about a household’s electricity consumption) represents an infor-
mational intrusion into the household from the outside6.

If, as envisioned by industry and governments, smart meters become
mandatory and are deployed on a wide scale then this conflicts7 with a
citizen’s right to privacy at home.

A conflict requires resolution. This conflict has been recognized by gov-
ernments and the public in general. In the Netherlands, for instance, this
conflict affected legislation. The Netherlands’s government proposed the
mandatory installation of smart meters into homes. A public outcry from
privacy advocates, the media and consumer groups let to a quick change of
the respective policy to voluntary installations [54].

Administrative efforts in this area, as described in Section 3.2, can be de-
scribed as policy-based (non-technical privacy protection) and follow either
one of two approaches:

Privacy first. The benefits of smart metering for society (i.e. the realization
of a part of the smart grid) are valued lower than their negative effects
on privacy. Then smart meters can only be installed if households give
their consent. Even if households give their consent, for instance in
return for lower prices or better service, they effectively pay for these
benefits with their privacy. However, if lacking consent means that
smart metering is not deployed on a wide scale the smart grid cannot
play to its full potential.

Utility first. The benefits of smart metering for society are valued higher
than their negative effects on privacy. Consequently, legislation is
changed to allow the collection of measurements by smart metering.

6In this respect smart metering is very similar to thermal imaging, but does not even
require physical presence from the observer.

7Smart metering may also emerge for other utilities, e.g. water or gas. In principle there
the same problem applies and the solutions of this dissertation may be applicable as
well. However, this this dissertation focuses on the electrical smart grid.
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1. Introduction

The resulting consequences for consumer privacy can not be estimated
for the long-term.

Neither option actually solves the conflict. In any case either the smart grid’s
utility or consumer privacy suffer. This dissertation provides an alternative,
technical solution to this conflict.

1.2. Contributions

This dissertation’s approach to this conflict is to technically ensure that in
each smart grid use case only a minimum amount of information is trans-
mitted from households to service providers. This preserves the utility of
the smart grid without compromising household’s privacy.

In particular, this dissertation’s contributions are the following:

� Identification, analysis and survey of the problem domain:
This work provides an analysis of the smart grid and associated tech-
nologies (Chapter 2) and a survey of related research on preference/be-
havior learning from a household electricity consumption (Section 3.1)
that lead to the identification of a potential privacy problem (Sec-
tion 4.2): The collection and storing of electricity consumption data
at service providers. An experimental evaluation on real smart meter-
ing data reveals that pseudonymization at service providers, the only
applicable mitigating technique, is ineffective (Section 4.3). This leads
to the conclusion, that smart metering data must not be collected in
the first place. This dissertation identifies three smart grid compu-
tations on smart metering data that must operate differently (than
on collected data) to be privacy-preserving: aggregation, billing and
compliance verification. Furthermore, this dissertation systemizes ex-
isting privacy-preserving solutions for these computations (Section 6.4,
Section 7.3 and Section 8.3 respectively).

� Design of a fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation pro-
tocol: This dissertation presents a privacy-preserving aggregation
protocol (Chapter 6) that enables service providers to perform ag-
gregation on smart metering data without invading consumer privacy.
This protocol ensures that the service provider can calculate aggre-
gates over smart metering data without being able to disclose the
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1.2. Contributions

electricity consumption of individual households. A survey and sys-
temization of existing privacy-preserving aggregation protocols (Sec-
tion 6.4) shows how this dissertation’s protocol compares to existing
solutions:

– provides consumers with a privacy guarantee (differential pri-
vacy),

– tolerates an arbitrary number of smart meter failures,

– provides better accuracy of the calculated aggregate that is also
independent of the number of smart meter failures,

– enables the calculation of a wider range of statistical functions
(weighted sums) and

– has lower requirements towards group management or synchro-
nization.

� Design of a privacy-preserving billing protocol: This disserta-
tion presents a privacy-preserving billing protocol (Chapter 7) that
enables service providers to bill consumers on smart metering data
without invading consumer privacy. This protocol supports various
smart metering tariffs (e.g. time-of-use or load-dependent tariffs) but
only transmits the absolute minimal amount of information from con-
sumer households to the service provider for billing: the final price
for the electricity consumed in the respective billing period. It thus
provides a maximum of privacy while retaining the utility of smart me-
ter billing. A survey and systemization of existing privacy-preserving
billing protocols (Section 6.4) shows that in comparison to existing
solutions the developed protocol:

– requires a lower complexity of the smart meter (and thus a lower
attack surface) than most solutions and

– is one of the fastest solutions.

� Design of a privacy-preserving compliance verification proto-
col: This dissertation presents a privacy-preserving compliance veri-
fication protocol (Chapter 8) that enables service providers to verify
that a consumer’s electricity consumption has certain properties with-
out invading consumer privacy. This protocol ensures that only one
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1. Introduction

bit of information, compliance or non-compliance with the respective
property, is transmitted to the service provider. It thus provides a
maximum of privacy while retaining the utility of compliance veri-
fication. This protocol is based on another contribution — a new
cryptographic primitive “ZKP with Garbled Circuits”. This primitive
supports efficient zero-knowledge proofs for problems that do not ex-
hibit an algebraic group structure. For instance, it supports proving
the knowledge of the pre-image of a MD5 hash for a public hash and
a public cryptographic commitment to the pre-image.

1.3. Outline

The following describes the general outline of this dissertation.

Chapter 2 explores the problem domain – the smart grid’s computation
on electricity consumption data of consumers. For this it derives a definition
of the smart grid from existing definitions and introduces associated tech-
nologies: smart metering and demand response. Furthermore, this chapter
explains how these technologies form a feedback loop between private house-
holds and the smart grid and how this feedback loop operates on electricity
consumption data.

Chapter 3 substantiates two claims with related work: First, the claim
that electricity consumption data represents an information leakage regard-
ing the household and its inhabitants. Second, the claim that the aforemen-
tioned naive implementation (central collection) of consumption data in the
smart grid is not fictive but is already reality.

Using these substantiated claims Chapter 4 then identifies the privacy
problem in smart grids: The collection and central storage of consumption
data. The chapter starts with a definition of privacy as used in this disserta-
tion and describes pseudonymization as the only one technique that can help
to protect privacy for already collected information in the context of smart
grids. This chapter provides an experimental evaluation that leads to the
following observation: Pseudonymization of consumption information is not
effective and thus it cannot mitigate the conflict between utility and privacy.
The chapter’s concluding research question is whether the smart grid’s feed-
back loop computations can be implemented in a privacy-preserving way.
This question drives the remaining chapters.
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Chapter 5 answers this question tentatively but positively. It introduces
this dissertation’s approach to developing privacy-preserving protocols for
these computations and explains why it is privacy-preserving. The chapter
first constructs an abstract system model that serves as common denomina-
tor for developed protocols and for comparison to related work in the remain-
der. Furthermore, the requirements towards protocols for the smart grid are
described. Then the tool-set, i.e. privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs),
as a technological approach to implementing privacy-preserving protocols
is presented. Eventually, suitable PETs are chosen and an overview of the
developed privacy-preserving protocols of the subsequent chapters is given.

Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 all follow the same schema:
First they introduce and define the respective problem they tackle (aggre-
gation, billing or compliance verification). Then, for reasons of self-reliance,
they present the naive, non-private implementation that leads to the prob-
lematic accumulation of consumption data. Subsequently, these chapters
develop privacy-preserving protocols for their respective problem. They
provide a systemization of related work and a performance evaluation of
a prototypical implementation (only in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). The
chapters conclude with a comparison of their privacy-preserving protocols
to related work and with evaluation of their privacy-preserving protocols to
the smart grid protocol requirements (as derived in Chapter 5).

Chapter 9 summarizes all chapters and argues that the developed privacy-
preserving protocols support a privacy-preserving feedback loop and thus
a privacy-preserving deployment of the smart grid for private households.
That chapter concludes this dissertation with an outlook on open questions
for future research.

Appendix A introduces cryptographic building blocks and primitives
required by the protocols of Chapters 6, 7 and 8. In particular, it intro-
duces the notion of (interactive) proof systems and their various proper-
ties, e.g. zero-knowledge, proof-of-knowledge etc. Furthermore, it intro-
duces the cryptographic primitives (e.g. cryptographic signature, partially-
homomorphic encryption etc.) and their terminology.
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1.4. This dissertation can be read in various ways

Figure 1.1 illustrates the ways this dissertation can be read. The reader can
either read through all chapters subsequently but can also directly jump
to the protocol chapter he is interested in. The protocols are readable
without the chapters that precede them. Appendix A provides additional
cryptographic background and is provided for the reader’s convenience.

Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Domain analysis,
survey of related work,
problem identification

Chapter 5 This dissertation’s approach

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Protocol chapters

Chapter 9 Conclusion

Appendix A Cryptographic concepts

Figure 1.1.: Reading paths through this dissertation.
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1.5. Related and unrelated publications

1.5. Related and unrelated publications

Parts of, and ideas underlying this thesis, have been previously published
or submitted in the following form and have contributed to the specified
sections/chapters:

� Marek Jawurek, Martin Johns, Florian Kerschbaum: Plug-In Privacy
for Smart Metering Billing. Privacy Enhancing Technologies Sympo-
sium (PETS) 2011: 192-210 [60].

This publication forms the basis for the protocol description and its
performance measurements in Chapter 7. In addition to the con-
tents of this publication Chapter 7 also applies the protocol to load-
dependant tariffs and evaluates it against related work and smart grid
protocol requirements.

� Marek Jawurek, Martin Johns, Konrad Rieck: Smart metering de-
pseudonymization. Annual Computer Security Applications Confer-
ence (ACSAC) 2011: 227-236 [61].

This publication overlaps with Section 4.3. The paper was written
in cooperation with Konrad Rieck who provided the data analysis
framework and performed the respective experiments. This disserta-
tion’s author developed the concept behind the attacks and supplied
the smart metering data from a pilot-deployment in the Meregio [1]
research project.

� Marek Jawurek, Florian Kerschbaum: Fault-Tolerant, Privacy-Pre-
serving Statistics. Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS)
2012: 221-238 [59].

This paper originally presented the privacy-preserving aggregation
protocol of Chapter 6. However, the description provided in this dis-
sertation is more thorough and presents the development in subse-
quent steps that build upon each other. In addition to that publica-
tion, Chapter 6 puts the protocol into context with the naive, non-
private implementation and performs a systematic comparison to re-
lated work. Also it evaluates the protocol against smart grid protocol
requirements.
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� Marek Jawurek, Claudio Orlandi, Florian Kerschbaum: ZKPs with
Garbled Circuits. In submission for the 33th International Cryptology
Conference (CRYPTO) 2013.

This paper presents an evolution of the cryptographic primitive “ZKP
with Garbled Circuits” over the variant used in the privacy-preserving
compliance verification protocol of Chapter 8. The primitive’s version
as used in Chapter 8 was developed, implemented and evaluated by
this dissertation’s author. In addition to the cryptographic primitive,
this dissertation also demonstrates the use of this primitive in the
entire privacy-preserving compliance verification protocol, presents it
in context with the naive, non-private implementation and evaluates
the entire protocol against smart grid protocol requirements.

� Marek Jawurek, Florian Kerschbaum, George Danezis: Privacy Tech-
nologies for Smart Grids - A Survey of Options. In preparation for
ACM Computing Surveys. Section 3.1, Section 6.4 and Section 7.3.

This paper surveys related work with respect to attacks on privacy
of smart metering data, legislative efforts and privacy-preserving pro-
tocols related to the privacy-preserving aggregation and billing pro-
tocols of this dissertation. Its contents contributed to Chapter 3 and
the systemizations of related work in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. This
paper was written in cooperation with George Danezis and Florian
Kerschbaum who provided an overview over legislative approach to
privacy in the smart grid and physical approaches (i.e. battery based)
respectively. The co-author’s parts are not included in this disserta-
tion.

Wherever the co-authors’ participation was not distinctly indicated they
(Florian Kerschbaum and Martin Johns) contributed with their expertise in
their respective fields, finding a proper structure and by aligning the paper
to its intended focus.

These papers’ ideas and contents have not been included in this disserta-
tion but have proven insightful to the understanding of the problem domain:

� Marek Jawurek, Martin Johns: Security challenges of a changing en-
ergy landscape. Information Security Solutions Conference (ISSE)
2010 [58]
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� Marek Jawurek, Felix C. Freiling: Privacy threat analysis of smart
metering. Workshop on “Sicherheitsmanagement und Datenschutz in
Anwendung und Praxis” In Gesellschaft für Informatik, Jahrestagung
2011 [57]
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Chapter2
A short introduction to the smart grid

This chapter introduces the reader to concept of a smart grid and associ-
ated technologies that connect private households to the smart grid. Sec-
tion 2.1 first gives a high-level description of the traditional electricity grid
and current developments that necessitate change to a smarter grid. Then,
Section 2.2 derives a definition for the term “smart grid” and introduces
the concepts of smart metering and demand response. Finally, Section 2.3
describes the computations in a feedback loop that operate on consumption
traces.

2.1. The traditional electricity grid is obsolete

2.1.1. The traditional electricity grid

The traditional electricity grid1 distributes electric energy from few major
power plants to industry and households over interconnected, long range
transmission grids and attached local distribution grids. The way the tradi-
tional electricity grid works is mandated by a particular conflict: On the one
hand, its basic restriction is that in the grid’s distribution network electric
energy cannot be stored. Thus, generation and consumption have to match

1The term “traditional electricity grid” does not describe a specific grid in a specific
country. It represents a state that some electricity grids may have exhibited or still
exhibit. The introduction of this state serves as counterpoint to better illustrate what
constitutes a smart grid.
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at all times. On the other hand, consumption is volatile throughout the
day, reflecting people’s and industry’s schedules.

The traditional electricity grid addresses this conflict with a demand-
oriented strategy: Firstly, future consumption is estimated and respective
amounts of generation capacity are scheduled via market mechanisms. In-
dustry’s consumption depends on production and therefore an estimate can
be derived from production plans. Private households’ consumption can not
be planned, but can be quite well estimated by so-called “standard profiles”.
They represent the energy consumption of an average household for every
time slot of every day in a year.

Whenever planned consumption and thus scheduled generation and actual
consumption differ a surplus or shortfall of energy occurs that is indicated
by a frequency change of the alternating current. For the mitigation of these
differences and for the mitigation of peaks in consumption excess generation
capacity is kept on standby. Although, power plants that provide this excess
generation capacity are flexible and can quickly ramp up/down generation
they are economically less efficient than regular power plants.

The frequency change is the only means of communication between supply
and demand in the traditional grid.

In summary, the traditional electricity grid represents a distribution net-
work for electricity that connects distributed consumers of electric energy
to few central generators. It implements a demand-oriented strategy that
revolves around prediction of consumption and reaction to remaining differ-
ences between predicted and actual consumption.

2.1.2. Current developments require change

Current developments of how electricity is generated and consumed chal-
lenge the future feasibility of the traditional grid’s structure and approach:

Volatile generation: The increased generation of energy from renewable
sources has made the supply side of electricity distribution more volatile.
In the traditional grid, the consumption side was volatile and the gen-
eration side reacted. Renewable sources, however, are volatile them-
selves as sun, wind or tidal energy generation is weather-dependent.
Thus, with upcoming increased renewable generation the whole gener-
ation side has to deal with changes in consumption as well as changes
in volatile generation.
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Distributed generation: In addition to wind turbines that are set up in
remote, windy locations an increasing number of households also take
on the role of energy generators by installing rooftop solar panels.
Thus, the generation of electricity is no longer in the hand of few
major generators with few power plants like in the traditional grid.
Generation becomes more distributed. This poses a challenge to the
way energy is transported, as transmission and distribution grids were
constructed for the central distribution approach of the traditional
grid. Grid segments may now become bottlenecks because of attached
distributed generation that was non-existent in the traditional grid.

New, major consumers: The transition from combustion engines to all-
electric cars is still in its early stages. Still, the emergence of the
electric car is just one example for all unknown loads on the electric-
ity grid that might appear in the future. In particular, electric cars
might induce concentrated (time-wise) loads on the electricity grid,
for instance when the majority of people returns home from work and
starts charging.

Higher efficiency: In general there is a desire to operate the electricity grid
as economically efficient as possible. This means, that excess genera-
tion capacity should be kept as small as possible which, in turn, means
that differences between planned generation and actual consumption
as well as consumption peaks should be minimized.

In the traditional grid’s approach these developments require the following
changes:

Additional generation capacity: Volatile generation of renewable genera-
tion and the concentrated (time-wise) loads of new, major consumers
require more excess generation capacity than before. Addition of even
more excess generation capacity is costly and introduces more ineffi-
ciencies: It is only used for peak loads and has to be kept on standby
for the remaining time.

Infrastructure investments: Distributed generation and new, major con-
sumers can lead to physical bottlenecks. They can induce loads in
grid segments that were not designed for either the new direction or
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magnitude of energy flows. To mitigate physical bottlenecks invest-
ments in the infrastructure are required.

The traditional grid’s approach to cope with these developments is to
employ excess generation and infrastructural capacity to deal with overall
and physical bottlenecks.

In contrast to that, the smart grid’s approach is to provide all participants
of the electricity grid with the ability to communicate with each other for
efficient alignment of supply and demand.

2.2. The smart grid

2.2.1. Existing definitions

The smart grid has many stakeholders and thus it is hard to find a holistic
definition of the smart grid that fulfills all their interpretations. Therefore,
this section develops one definition that stresses the most relevant aspects
of the smart grid w.r.t. consumer privacy and privacy-enhancing technolo-
gies as this is required for the remainder of this dissertation. The definition
developed in the next section is based on the European Commission’s and
the Privacy Commissioner of Ontario’s understanding of the differences be-
tween the traditional electricity grid and the smart grid. These two views
were chosen because of their importance for European legislation and for
their commitment to privacy in smart grids, respectively.

The European Commission’s stand [21] on the definition of smart grid,
its expected services, functionalities and benefits gives a good example for
the elusiveness of the concept:

“A smart grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently
integrate the behavior and actions of all users connected to
it – generators, consumers and those that do both – in order
to ensure economically efficient, sustainable power system with
low losses and high levels of quality and security of supply and
safety.”

This is rather a requirements specification than a definition. However, in
the remainder of that document it says:
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“Smart grid employs innovative products and services together
with intelligent monitoring, control, communication, and self-
healing technologies . . . ”

Ontario’s Privacy Commissioner says in “Privacy by Design: Achieving the
Gold Standard in Data Protection for the Smart Grid” [17]:

“. . . communications provides for the convergence of information
technologies with the delivery of power. It is the many opportu-
nities this convergence provides that is labeled the smart grid”

The next section presents the working definition of the term “smart grid”
for this dissertation based on the former two.

2.2.2. Smart grid definition

This definition borrows heavily from the definitions in Section 2.2.1 but
emphasizes on the privacy-relevant part, i.e. communication of information:

Definition 1 (Smart grid).

The smart grid is the additional interconnection of and communication be-
tween participants of the traditional electricity grid by means of information
communications technology (ICT) for the purpose of improved (w.r.t. vari-
ous dimensions) quality of operation.

Participants of the smart grid are all consumers of electricity (households
or companies), all generators of electricity, operators of transmission and
distribution grids and all other service providers in the electricity industry.

Quality of operation has different dimensions like efficiency/sustainabil-
ity, safety, reliability, resilience with different priorities depending on the
viewpoint. In the USA, for instance, resilience against attacks on the elec-
tricity infrastructure is one major driver for the smart grid while in Europe
it only plays a minor role. In Europe sustainability and reliability are the
primary desired qualities.

The main difference between the traditional electricity grid (as described
in Section 2.1.2) and the smart grid is that the interconnection of partic-
ipants by ICT enables explicit bi-directional communication between all
participants and especially between supply and demand side.
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This definition is deliberately agnostic to the techniques and technologies
that implement this communication infrastructure of the smart grid and
to those that make use of it2. So far, the following technologies for the
connection of private household3 to the ICT backbone of the smart grid
have emerged4:

Smart metering is the collection and communication of electricity con-
sumption at households using so-called smart meters that replace the
traditional electricity meter. It connects households to the commu-
nication infrastructure of the rest of the smart grid. A smart me-
ter continually measures the household’s electricity consumption in
atomic time slots. The duration of these atomic time slots can range
from one second up to 15 minutes. Consecutive readings of a longer
time period (that consists of several atomic time slots) is noted as
consumption trace in the remainder. A smart meter sends either in-
dividual readings or entire consumption traces to respective receivers
over a communication link (e.g. UMTS/GPRS/Power-line communi-
cation). Smart metering, i.e. the use of smart meters for metering,
connects household to the ICT backbone of the smart grid it is thus a
crucial part of the smart grid. Smart metering has been mandated by
EU directive 2009/72/EC and promoted by the US Energy Indepen-
dence and Security Act of 2007 and Smart meter roll-outs have begun
all over the world [30].

Demand response is the collection of techniques and infrastructure to in-
fluence the demand side of electricity distribution. Demand response

2In contrast to the term “traditional grid” the term “smart grid” does not describe a
specific state but a development. In theory, there is no limitation to the “smartness”
(in terms of information and demand-control) a grid can exhibit.

3As this dissertation focuses on privacy problems and solutions in the smart grid the
remainder of this dissertation focuses on those parts of the smart grid that are privacy-
relevant. This means all technologies that connect private households to the smart
grid.

4This is a list based on the author’s professional experience at SAP but is also reflected in
other authorities’ opinions. Ontario’s privacy commissioner, for instance, says:“While
exactly what will comprise the Smart Grid in the future is unknown, major compo-
nents of the future grid in Ontario will include advanced metering infrastructure,
time-of-use pricing, demand management,...” [101].
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can piggy-back on the infrastructure of smart metering. One can dis-
tinguish between implicit and explicit techniques.

Explicit techniques are direct requests to change consumption or
shift loads and are implemented by remote actuation of household ap-
pliances. Required hardware support in appliances and lacking con-
sumer acceptance pose obstacles to quick adoption of explicit demand
response techniques. They are not further considered in this disserta-
tion. See [57] for a discussion of their privacy implications.

Implicit techniques can be further distinguished in price-based or
incentive-based techniques.

Price-based techniques achieve an influence on consumption by price
change. Tariffs, implementing this price change, can be broadly
applied to all consumers to achieve a long term shift/reduc-
tion/increase in consumption. The use of tariffs to achieve a
change in demand does not require identification of potential tar-
get households.

Incentive-based techniques employ incentives or deterrents to achieve
localized (w.r.t. time or area) changes in consumption. For this
specific households are presented with a consumption target and
receive a bonus if they comply with this target (e.g. “consume
today between 7pm and 10pm 10% less than yesterday between
7pm and 10pm for e 2”). Optionally the household can also face
a penalty for non-compliance. A consumption target can be di-
rected at the household’s inhabitants or at a device that manages
the household’s energy consumption. In contrast to tariffs this
technique requires the identification of households prior to send-
ing the requests so that households are not flooded with requests
they cannot possibly fulfill.

The next section describes how smart metering and demand response
implement a feedback loop that allows to exert influence on the consumption
of private households.
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2.3. The private household in a feedback loop

Smart metering and demand response provide the building blocks for a feed-
back loop (see Figure 2.1). The household’s smart meter readings represent
the loop’s feedback-signal. Demand response techniques represent the loop’s
feedback-mechanism.

Household

Service provider(s)
Aggregation

Billing
Compliance verification

Feedback signal:
Smart meter readings

(i.e. consumption traces)

Feedback mechanism:
Demand response techniques

Figure 2.1.: The smart grid feedback loop and its participants. A household
can have a one to n relationship with multiple service providers.
A service provider performs one or more feedback loop compu-
tations on consumption traces.

This feedback loop can be used by various service providers to exhibit
control on private households’ consumption to achieve various goals. A
grid operator might want to use it for predicting and preventing or at least
mitigating physical bottlenecks in grid segments. A supplier might want
to use it for predicting future consumption or for mitigating a difference
between his prediction and actual consumption.

For the remainder of this dissertation it is indifferent how and by which
service provider the feedback loop or parts of it are operated. Without loss
of generality one can assume, that various service providers cooperate to
implement this feedback loop. However, at some point the mechanisms of
smart metering and demand-response require the following three types of
computations on consumption traces:
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Aggregation: Appropriate choice and application of the feedback mecha-
nism (i.e. demand response) requires analysis of the feedback signal,
i.e. consumption traces collected via smart metering.

Depending on the stakeholder the performed analysis varies. It can
cover either only smart meter readings from one household or readings
of all smart meters in a geographic area. Furthermore, it can also
accept noisy results.

The remainder of this dissertation refers to aggregation (over con-
sumption traces) in general as this is neutral w.r.t. the desired goal
and actual calculation.

Billing: Billing of electricity consumption is the act of demanding pay-
ment for the supplied electric energy. This financial consequence of
consumption makes consumer controllable w.r.t. their electricity con-
sumption, provided that consumers only have limited funds available
and furthermore want to minimize costs.

Thus, billing serves two purposes in the feedback loop: First and
foremost, it introduces financial consequences for consumption which
allows to control consumption behavior in the first place. Second,
respective tariffs can be used as price-based, implicit demand re-
sponse measure, i.e. feedback mechanism, as already pointed out in
Section 2.2.2.

In the traditional grid the annual price for electricity consumption was
based on single annual measurements and a fixed price and thus only
offered limited controllability. In the smart grid billing is based on the
fine-grained consumption traces of smart metering and allows to exert
controlled influence on consumption by application of different tariffs:

Flat-price tariffs bill electric energy consumption independently of the
consumption time with the same price. This was the standard
billing in the traditional grid.

Time-of-use tariffs bill electric energy consumption depending on the
time of consumption with different prices. They can be used as
an implicit demand response measure to make consumers shift
their loads to cheaper times of the day.
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Load-dependent tariffs bill electric energy consumption at high loads
more expensively than at low loads. They can be employed as
an implicit demand response measure to reduce peaks in loads.

These tariff types are formalized in Chapter 7 in Section 7.3.

The billing computation is a special case of aggregation. Billing is
expected (by legislation and consumers) to yield an exact result where
aggregation might also accept an approximation. Furthermore, billing
only consumes consumption traces of one household while aggregation
can use consumption traces of several households.

Compliance verification: As previously mentioned, tariffs as price-based,
implicit demand response measures are not suitable to achieve short
term or localized change in consumption. Incentive-based demand
response measures, like consumption targets, are better suited for this
purpose.

To verify whether the household complied with a previously received
consumption target a service provider has to perform compliance ver-
ification on consumption traces provided by smart metering.

If compliance verification yields that the household fulfilled the target
it is eligible to a bonus payment or avoids a penalty.

Compliance verification is also a special case of aggregation. Exactly
like billing, it is expected to yield exact results and only consumes
consumption traces of one household. Furthermore, unlike billing,
compliance verification only requires one bit of information.

The remainder of this dissertation refers to all three computations in the
feedback loop as “feedback loop computations”.
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2.4. Naive implementation of feedback loop calculations

A naive implementation5 of feedback loop computations first transmits all
consumption traces from households to the computing service provider’s
IT-systems. Subsequently, the computation is performed on those collected
consumption traces. This naive approach has a certain appeal to the elec-
tricity industry:

� This is the way, the industry has operated in the traditional grid.

� It is open towards future developments. When new analysis techniques
appear they can be applied retrospectively to data collected in the
past.

� It offers most utility, once collected the receiver can do whatever he
pleases with the data.

Section 3.2 describes some administrative efforts that implement or plan
to implement the smart grid in this naive way.

2.5. Summary

This chapter first characterized the traditional electricity grid as a reac-
tive system that responds to demand-side fluctuations. Then it listed the
developments that require a change of this reactive approach to an active
approach: The emergence of volatile and distributed generation or the emer-
gence of new electricity consumers — electric cars.

Subsequently, based on existing definitions of different authorities on this
topic, a working definition of the smart grid is derived for the remainder of
this dissertation:

The smart grid is the additional interconnection of and commu-
nication between participants of the traditional electricity grid

5This naive implementation of computations will be used throughout this dissertation
as privacy baseline. Thus, Section 5.2.2 will redefine this naive implementation in
the abstract system model that it introduces while Sections 6.1.2, 7.1.2 and 8.1.2 will
refine it for the presentation of specific privacy-preserving protocols for aggregation,
billing and compliance verification, respectively.
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by means of information communications technology (ICT) for
the purpose of improved (w.r.t. various dimensions) quality of
operation.

The smart grid employs technologies like smart metering and demand re-
sponse to implement a feedback loop that connects private households to
the rest of the smart grid and makes their demand controllable to some
extent.

Finally, this chapter identifies three types of computations in the feedback
loop that require information from consumption traces: aggregation, billing
and compliance verification. In their naive implementations they operate
on consumption traces that have been previously collected and stored by
service providers.

The next chapter surveys research on the privacy impact of technologies
related to smart metering and describes administrative efforts regarding
privacy in smart grids.
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Chapter3
Related work

This chapter explores related work to substantiate two claims. The first
claim it that electricity consumption data leaks private information about
a household and its inhabitants (Section 3.1). For this, Section 3.1.1 shows
that use of electrical appliances in the household can be reconstructed from
consumption traces. Furthermore, Section 3.1.2 shows that even the use-
mode of appliances can be inferred from fine-grained consumption traces.
Section 3.1.3 lists related work that shows how consumption traces disclose
inhabitant’s schedules and preferences.

The second claim is that naive implementations of smart grids (feedback
loops) (as described in Section 2.4) are becoming reality. Section 3.2 presents
respective administrative approaches for Ontario (Canada), the UK and
Germany.

For the sake of completeness, Section 3.3 presents organizational efforts
to analyze or protect privacy in smart grids.

Previous work related to the aggregation (Chapter 6), billing (Chapter 7)
and compliance verification (Chapter 8) protocols is presented in those chap-
ters respectively.

3.1. Electricity usage - a covert channel

So far, to the best of the author’s knowledge, only few research papers have
successfully demonstrated attacks on real smart meter data. One reason
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for this might be the unavailability of smart metering data to researchers
because of expected negative publicity of successful attacks.

However, several works in related research fields have shown how infor-
mation can be inferred from a household’s electricity consumption.

3.1.1. Non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NALM)

The term non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NALM)1 and the result-
ing research field were created by Hart [51] in 1985. The idea behind NALM
is to detect appliance usage in households without the need for expensive,
laborious and intrusive sensor deployments in homes. A single non-intrusive
electricity sensor located anywhere in the house or at the electricity meter
provides the necessary data. Although, NALM relies on higher resolution
readings (kHz - hz range), in contrast to the 1hz resolution of current smart
meters, technically it is very similar to smart metering.

Data gathered with NALM can then be used for load forecasting, help
appliance designers, provide information for energy saving audits, help de-
tect appliance failure, support security monitoring and home automation in
general and enable demand side load management. The key challenge of the
single point sensing is to disaggregate the influences of different electrical
appliances on the power line to identify the respective appliances.

Zoha et al. [105] provide the most recent survey of NALM research. G.W.
Hart maintained a comprehensive list of publications [50] in this field that
were published between 1983 and 1995. Prudenzi [88] also provides a good
overview of the field.

Hart [53] presents a two-phased approach to solve the problem of disaggre-
gating appliances from consumption data: First, a training phase and then
an actual working phase. The training phase learns the electricity profile
of different appliances, either by manually or automatically turning them
on and off. The training can also be augmented or replaced by a database
of known appliance signatures. After the training the profiles are used to
identify devices in the aggregate consumption.

1G.W. Hart coined the term “non-intrusive appliance load monitoring” and abbreviated
it with NALM. Since then also the term “non-intrusive load monitoring” (NILM) has
been used by others for the same concept. This dissertation employs the abbreviation
NALM as G.W. Hart coined it.
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In contrast, Molina-Markham et al. [78] use inhabitants’ diaries as auxil-
iary information to correlate appliance usage and power consumption data.
Similar power consumption events are clustered and tagged with duration,
power-step at beginning, average power and shape. Then, automated appli-
ances are filtered out. Under the assumption that low power consumption
means low human activity all power events occurring in lower power con-
sumption periods are associated with automated appliances. Remaining
power events are then correlated with appliances using inhabitants’ activity
diaries.

In 1992, Hart [52] first raised concerns about the impact of NALM on
household privacy. He identifies NALM as a potential surveillance technol-
ogy and suggests legal frameworks to limit the information gathering with
NALM technology to legitimate purposes. Specifically, he suggests that bur-
glars might use NALM to time their break-ins when occupants are not at
home or when they are showering. Furthermore, he identifies that informa-
tion collected through NALM can be used for direct marketing to consumers
with “junk mail” or targeted advertisements.

While the detection of appliance activation, appliance class (oven/fridge
etc.) or even appliance make and type allows the deduction of inhabitant
behavior to some extent, the use mode, i.e. how appliances are used, provides
even more detailed private information about inhabitants.

3.1.2. Use mode detection

Use mode detection goes one step further than detecting which electric
device is active: It tries to infer the actual activity performed with the
device. For use mode detection one can either employ NALM or attach the
sensor directly to the appliance’s power cord.

Enev et al. [29] analyze electro-magnetic interference (EMI) of television
sets on the power line and how it varies with the content displayed. First in
a lab environment and then in homes they analyze 8 different television sets
from 3 manufacturers and 3 different sizes. EMI traces are measured with a
2hz resolution on the power line with other appliances also attached and in
use. After digitalization and transformation to the frequency domain only
frequencies of 0-250kHz were considered for analysis. They show that the
same video produces repeatable EMI traces on the same television set and
highly correlated between EMI traces between different television sets. Fur-
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thermore, they show that movies can be identified from EMI traces of 1200
known movies with up to 92% accuracy for some sets. This would identify
the activated television channel for a known program and time. Finally, the
EMI signature model of an arbitrary television can be learned from known
video content and does not require the knowledge of the television make
and experiments in the lab. The remote analyses of EMI traces of unknown
television sets makes this attack applicable to any household. As counter-
measures they propose either the injection of high-energy broadband noise
onto the power line or a power line isolator for every EMI emitting device.

Greveler et al. [47] also describe an approach to identify displayed TV
channels. First, they note that the smart meter measurements of their sealed
smart meter (part of a commercial smart meter deployment) are neither
encrypted nor cryptographically signed. Second, they use the 0.5 hz smart
meter measurements to create a prediction function that predicts the energy
consumption of a dynamic back lighting LCD depending on the brightness
of displayed content. Effectiveness of their approach is documented with
three movies where prediction and actual consumption match with a Pear-
son coefficient of 0.93/0.94/0.98 respectively. Further, they extend their
analysis to several TV sets with dynamic back lighting and describe how
their approach can be automated and used in TV channel identification.

Clark et al. [20] measure electricity consumption at a computer with a
sampling frequency of 1khz to identify which website, out of a pool of 8
popular websites, the computer is downloading and rendering. They apply
different classification techniques like length, motif and cross correlation of
consumption traces during web page download and rendering. They find
that combinations of different classification techniques (length and cross
correlation) produces good accuracy (approx. 60%) and no false positives.
Furthermore, they analyze how susceptible the different classification tech-
niques are to website changes. As potentially effective defense strategies
they propose either excessive CPU utilization or random delays which both
would imply inconveniences for the computer user.

Bauer et al. [7] also measure different appliances directly. In a first train-
ing phase, they record feature vectors of all appliances in their different
use-modes. That means, they measure different amounts of water in the
water boiler, fridge with open door/closed door, bread cutter cutting bread
or salami and so on. From these feature vectors they derive rules that allow
to infer the use mode. With their approach they manage a 80-90% pre-
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diction accuracy of use-modes of isolated appliances while each use-mode
can still produce different consumption traces depending on the appliance
operator.

While the attacker model behind use mode detection using direct mea-
surements of appliances is more powerful than the NALM attacker this
advantage might be reduced in the future with improved techniques for
disambiguation of load signatures in NALM approaches. Then, NALM ap-
proaches might achieve a similar level of detail in activity recognition as
direct sensing approaches.

3.1.3. Behavior deduction

The analysis of electricity consumption allows one to infer inhabitants’ be-
havior, either directly or indirectly from used appliances or their use modes.

Lisovich et al. [72] attempt to predict inhabitants behavior directly from
smart metering data. Over the course of two weeks they conducted an
experiment that collected electrical data and video surveillance of the in-
habitants of a student flat. Their developed system detected load events
from the electrical data and predicted behaviors. Then they evaluate the
performance of their behavior prediction with manually extracted control
data from the video surveillance. Finally, they construct a sample disclosure
metric that divides their behavior deductions into categories like presence,
sleep schedule and others and rates the disclosure in those categories accord-
ing to the accuracy of their behavior-extraction system and the sensitivity
of the categories.

3.1.4. Other utilities or combinations of utilities

Smart metering has also been discussed to be used for other utilities than
electricity, e.g. gas or water. Their consumption traces can also be used to
infer inhabitant behavior as has been shown by Froehlich et al. [38]. They
employ a single pressure sensor to the water infrastructure of a home to
identify water usage events and associate them with a distinct fixture/ap-
pliance. First in a manual training phase, data of pressure events and flow
rate for the opening and closing of all valves are collected in ten different
homes. Automated analysis consists of first identifying the start and end of
events, then distinguishing between open/close events and finally attribut-
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ing events to a specific fixture. Although in their experiments all valve
events were identified in isolation of each other they note that in a realistic
setting concurrent valve events may occur and that valves can also only be
opened partly or slower/faster than in their experiments.

Kim et al. [64] describe how measurements of two utilities (water and elec-
tricity) can be used to disambiguate findings of one another. This way a sin-
gle sensor infrastructure-mediated water pressure approach can be amended
by auxiliary information from an electricity meter. In particular they also
mention potential privacy problems. During their experiments they observe
one inhabitant that flushes a toilet twice and another that only flushes once
but does not use the sink afterwards and does not switch the bathroom light
on.

3.2. Administrative approaches to the smart grid

One can observe that naive implementations of smart grids (feedback loops)
(as described in Section 2.4) are becoming reality.

3.2.1. IESO in Ontario (Canada)

The independent electricity system operator (IESO) of Ontario operates an
independent “Meter Data Management and Repository” (MDMR) for all lo-
cal electricity distribution system operators (DSOs). It is responsible for the
“collection, management and storage of information related to the metering
of consumers’ consumption or use of electricity in Ontario, including data
collected from distributors”[101]. It provides non-discriminatory access to
all distributors and retailers in Ontario and other authorized entities. Access
is limited to the data (but not the granularity) that the respective service
provider requires. For instance, a service provider only has access to his
customers’ consumption data. However, authorized utility companies still
get access to plain data and do not employ privacy-preserving protocols as
developed in this dissertation.

3.2.2. DECC in the UK

The UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) plans to estab-
lish a nationwide data and communications company (DCC). It will serve
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as a central node for all smart metering data from all households in the UK.
Depending on the service a service provider provides he will have access to
few or more frequent measurements of his customers. For instance, for basic
provisioning with electricity, the service provider only obtains monthly read-
ings. If the customer wants he can opt-in for more frequent (e.g. hourly)
readings. This consent is required, for instance, if the customer wants a
time-of-use tariff.

3.2.3. BSI in Germany

BSI (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik) started a new
development in the regulation of the German electricity market by creation
of a Common Criteria Protection Profile (PP). This particular protection
profile [40] defines the required protection level for so-called “smart meter
gateways”. This gateway is defined as a central communications and storage
hub for all (for all utilities) smart meters in the household. It serves as an in-
termediate between the actual meters and consumers of their measurements.
Every legitimate consumer of smart metering data (service provider) is reg-
istered with the gateway by a gateway administrator. Then, the gateway
will contact these consumers in regular intervals to transmit smart metering
data. The PP indicates that consumers of smart metering data must define
aggregation rules that are used by the gateway to aggregate smart metering
data before transmitting it to consumers.

Just by itself, a PP created by the BSI has no mandatory impact on the
market. That means, this PP can voluntarily be used by companies to cer-
tify their gateways against. However, regulatory authorities have picked up
on this idea and the mandatory introduction of gateways is under discussion
among these authorities, market participants and lobbying groups.

If the gateway, and the PP for that matter, become mandatory this also
has implications for the privacy of electricity consumers:

� On the one hand, the aggregation of smart metering data in the gate-
way is a privacy-preserving measure that helps to protect consumers
privacy. In this respect the gateway can be considered a trusted device
that performs the aggregation on behalf of the consumer. However,
in order to be trustworthy such a gateway must implement rigorous
security measures or implement attestation.
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� On the other hand, depending on who takes on the role of the gate-
way administrator, this might have a negative impact on the privacy
of consumers. If one company implements this role for all consumer’s
in Germany then a lot of trust is put in this company. It must protect
access to these gateways, i.e. protect the authentication credentials for
administration of these gateways. If this also means that the gateway
administrator has access to the raw smart metering data stored in
the gateway, compromise of the gateway operator’s IT systems could
compromise the raw smart metering data of every electricity consumer
in Germany. Furthermore, such a compromise could not be penalized
by consumers nor by regulation: Consumers could not switch their
gateway administrator because there is just this one. In addition,
because of the complexity of the necessary IT-systems, regulatory au-
thorities could not award this role to another company on short notice
and without loss in friction. Thus penalization would be limited to
penalties according to data protection laws.

In consequence, this means that the implementing company would not
be economically inclined to put a lot of resources into the protection
of access to gateways.

The privacy-preserving protocols in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 introduce
a “privacy component” that can also implement this gateway. Its distinct
advantage over the gateway, as envisioned by the BSI, is that it is not
trusted. Service providers interested in the privacy component’s outputs can
verify integrity and authenticity of outputs themselves. Thus, in contrast
to the BSI’s gateway, the privacy component does not have to implement
all the security measures the BSI’s gateway employs (e.g. security measures
hat protect the gateway from manipulation by the household’s inhabitants
are not required by the privacy component).

3.2.4. Discussion

The approach chosen by the DECC in the UK is an instances of the Privacy
first strategy as outlined in Section 1.1: The consumer is allowed to decide
whether he participates with fine-grained measurements in the smart grid.

The approach of IESO in Ontario and the BSI in Germany can be cate-
gorized as instances of the Utility first strategy: The consumer participates
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in the smart grid with his data at full granularity. Privacy is then protected
by controlling access to the data.

Both approaches, the DECC approach and the approach of IESO, envision
or already employ a central storage hub for smart metering data. This hub
is nationwide (DECC) or at least spans one state (IESO). It is questionable
whether such a hub and the data “inside” can be effectively protected and
thus whether central storage is a good design decision from the standpoint of
consumer privacy. The problem of central storage (at a central storage hub
or at service providers) is further discussed in the next chapter in Section 4.2.

To the best of the author’s knowledge neither the electricity industry nor
any administration implement the approach described in this dissertation
(see Section 5.1): To employ privacy-enhancing technologies to protect pri-
vacy while achieving utility.

3.3. Organizational efforts for privacy in smart grids

One can observe various organizational efforts for the analysis of privacy
problems or the protection of privacy in smart grids. The following two
organizational efforts are described exemplarily.

3.3.1. NIST in the US

The US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) published
volume 2 of their “Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security” report titled:
“Vol.2, Privacy and the Smart Grid” [82]. It provides an introduction to
privacy, presents US privacy laws and regulations and discusses if and how
they are applicable to privacy in smart grids. Furthermore, it presents
the result of a privacy impact analysis of the smart grid. It distinguishes
between the primary uses of smart grid data by utilities, secondary uses by
companies external to the smart grid and illicit uses by criminals and other
unauthorized entities. The report recommends to perform privacy impact
assessments and to explicitly develop and document privacy policies.

3.3.2. Privacy commissioner of Ontario (Canada)

Ontario’s (Canada) privacy commissioner Ann Cavoukian has been actively
engaged in the field of privacy for the smart grid. Cavoukian [17] first estab-
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lished the general principle of “privacy by design”. The idea is that privacy
cannot be enforced by policies alone but must be become part of how an
organization works. This includes that the organization actively approaches
potential privacy problems, establishes the private mode of operation as the
default one and builds privacy into the design of systems and business in-
stead of adding it afterwards. The goal is that the embedding of privacy
leads to a “positive-sum”, i.e. that privacy does not impose a trade-off on
utility but instead offers additional utility.

Cavoukian et al. [18] give a short introduction into the smart grid and as-
sociated technologies. Furthermore, they identify preliminary privacy ques-
tions about these technologies. They mention the optional use of privacy-
preserving technologies to support privacy but also explicitly say that those
can only be a part of the solution.

3.4. Summary

This chapter presented related work on the topic of inferring information
from electricity consumption traces. Researchers have shown for the field
of non-intrusive load monitoring that electricity consumption data allow
the deduction of appliance use, appliance use modes (i.e. how they are
used) and thus the deduction of inhabitants’ preferences, habits or even
schedules. The combination of analyses of different utilities, e.g. electricity
and water, proves helpful as it enables a disambiguation of findings using just
one utility. Furthermore, this chapter presented administrative approaches
to smart grids (feedback-loops) that employ the naive implementation (as
described in Section 2.4).
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Chapter4
Privacy in the smart grid

Research surveyed in Section 3.1 demonstrated that consumption traces leak
private information about a household and its inhabitants. Furthermore,
the description of administrative approaches (Section 3.2) supports that
some countries are already deploying naive implementations of smart grid
feedback loops.

Based on these two findings this chapter identifies the smart grid’s, i.e. the
naive feedback loop’s implementation, privacy problem: consumption trace
collection. First, Section 4.1 defines privacy and describes the technique of
pseudonymization. Then, Section 4.2 explains that consumption trace col-
lection represents a privacy problem because it is hard to protect data from
various attackers once it has been collected and is centrally stored. Among
all available protection techniques only pseudonymization in combination
with adequate access control is a viable option. However, Section 4.3 shows
that pseudonymization of smart metering consumption data is not effective.
Finally, Section 4.4 provides a preliminary conclusion and introduces this
dissertation’s

4.1. Privacy and its protection

4.1.1. Privacy definition

This dissertation adopts Alan Westin’s (a privacy pioneer) definition of pri-
vacy.
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Definition 2 (Privacy). Privacy is “the right of the individual to decide
what information about himself should be communicated to others and under
what circumstances” [103]. In analogy to tangible property, the individual
is then the owner of information about himself.

Alan Westin’s definition introduces the concept of informational self-
determination as a person’s fundamental right, that also forms the basis
for current (e.g. German/European) data protection law.

4.1.2. Data protection law

The current approach of some legislations regarding privacy protection is to
describe a set of rules, i.e. data protection law, that specifies how and un-
der what circumstances personal information can be collected and handled.
Personal information can be any information that describes the owner, e.g.
his character, habits, finances, health, religion or sexual orientation. Some
legislations also regard information like religion and sexual orientation as
particularly private and require even stricter protection.

The German data protection law (“Bundesdatenschutzgesetz”), for in-
stance, states that data may only be collected with the owner’s consent and
only for a specific purpose. Furthermore, its minimality principle requires
that only the minimal amount of data required for the respective purpose
may be collected. The data controller, the legal entity responsible for col-
lection and handling, must ensure the data’s security (confidentiality and
integrity) during collection and handling until the data is deleted. Data
must be deleted as soon as it is no longer required for the specific purpose.
The data’s owner has the right to obtain all the data collected about him
and the right to correct false data.

However, these general requirements do not prescribe how the data con-
troller implements them. On the one hand, this ensures openness towards
future technological developments but also makes data protection laws inde-
pendent of developing technology and thus frequent changes. On the other
hand, this leaves the data controller with the responsibility but also with
a lot of leeway to implement the data protection law’s requirements ade-
quately. German data protection law only gives two indications to possible
technological approaches. First, it explicitly considers anonymized data as
not protected by the law. The law defines “anonymized” data as data that
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can only be linked to its owner with “extraordinary” effort. Second, it sug-
gests to pseudonymize, i.e. separate identity and payload, data wherever
possible. The next section defines the act of pseudonymization for use in
the remainder of this chapter.

Data protection law, like any law for that matter, can only act deter-
rently but cannot actually prevent (privacy) violations. For the case that a
data controller does not comply with the law or the case of an actual data
breach data protection law specifies penalties. Currently, in Germany these
penalties can only go up to e 100k per data breach instance.

The next section defines pseudonymization as one technological measure
to protect privacy that is mentioned in German data protection law.

4.1.3. Pseudonymization

Definition 3 (Pseudonymization). Pseudonymization of information is the
act of separating identifying information and not-identifying information of
a data record by the introduction of a pseudonym (i.e. name) that links both.

Identifying information of a data record enables the identification of the
data subject among a set of subjects. The pseudonym introduced with
pseudonymization represents a common denominator that links identifying
and non-identifying information. Non-identifying information separated in
this way from identifying information is anonymous on its own. That means
they are unlinkable to their owner and thus do not allow its identification.
The interested reader is directed to Pfitzmann and Hansen [87]’s definition
of the terms anonymity, pseudonymity and unlinkability.

However, the actual separation of identifying and non-identifying infor-
mation is not-trivial as the analysis of Section 4.3 will show. In general
there are two problems with an accurate separation:

Context-dependency: Information can be considered non-identifying in-
formation on its own or in a specific context but is in fact identifying
information if the context is widened, i.e. in combination with an ex-
ternal database that was not considered during design time. Further-
more, attackers can widen the context if they have access to additional
(non-public) databases.

Time-dependency: The aforementioned context may change in time. Even
if the separation is accurate at design time, new external databases can
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become available that make a once accurate separation of identifying
and non-identifying information inaccurate.

Pseudonymization, based on an incorrect separation of identifying and non-
identifying information, may yield pseudonymized records that are not ef-
fectively anonymous. Consequently, pseudonymization based on such a sep-
aration can be reversed at least to some extent.

4.2. The smart grid privacy problem

The naive, non-private implementation of the feedback-loop is be-
ing implemented. Chapter 2 introduced the feedback loop that builds
upon smart metering and demand response. It requires computations on
consumption traces. Naive implementations of these computations (as de-
scribed in Section 2.4) collect consumption traces first and then perform the
respective computation on stored consumption traces.

In fact, this naive approach is already in place in some states. As described
in Section 3.2 the IESE in Ontario already operates a state-wide central
storage hub for consumption traces across service provider. The DECC in
the UK plans to implement a nation-wide central storage hub for all of UK’s
smart meters to store their data in.

This concept of “collect first, process later” that underlies the naive im-
plementation represents a privacy problem. The remainder discusses the
problem of collecting consumption traces at services providers. Nationwide
collection at central hubs implies the same problem on a bigger scale.

Consumption traces contain private information. Research shows, that
a household’s consumption trace leaks private information about its inhab-
itants. Related work in Section 3.1.1 shows that use of electrical appliances
in the household can be reconstructed from consumption traces. Further-
more, even the use-mode of appliances can be inferred (see Section 3.1.2)
from fine-grained consumption traces. Finally, consumption traces have
even been shown to disclose inhabitant’s schedules and preferences (see Sec-
tion 3.1.3).

Researchers, consumers and privacy advocates perceive a range of threats
to privacy that result from this data collection. Utility companies, but also
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companies external to the electricity industry, might attempt to use informa-
tion contained in consumption traces for insurance adjustments or to target
households with marketing. Governments, might use consumption traces for
dragnet investigations or to verify alibis. Households can be discriminated
based on their religion that might be visible from their consumption traces,
e.g. praying patterns or (not) sticking to “religious” behavior on religious
holidays.

For the remainder, this dissertation assumes, that service providers im-
plementing any of the feedback loop computations in the electricity grid,
are trustworthy and will not abuse the data they are entrusted with. After
all, their operations revolve around energy distribution and data collection
is just a means to this end1. Furthermore, service providers are assumed to
use appropriate measures to protect consumption traces in transmit between
the smart meter and the service provider’s IT-systems. The protection of
their confidentiality during transmit is explicitly out of this dissertation’s
scope2.

Still, this means that consumers do not want their data to be disseminated
any further than the service provider as this contradicts their privacy as
defined in Definition 2 on page 36. Their reasonable expectation is, that
consumption traces are safe with the service provider and that he protects
the data from further dissemination.

Once collected, consumption traces are a valuable commodity. Indeed
a service provider is at risk to “loose”, in the sense of loosing control of
its confidentiality, consumption data to internal or external attackers. To
them consumption traces represent items the service provider or externals
may attribute a value because of the associated threats: Internal attackers,
e.g. disgruntled employees, might attempt to copy the data to extort the
service provider or to sell it externally. External attackers, e.g. hackers
might try to obtain the data to for the same reasons. Furthermore, the

1Note that this does not necessarily represent reality. Some legislations have a different
concept on data ownership than for instance the German data protection law. Ser-
vice providers under those legislations may monetize on consumption traces legally.
However, privacy-preserving protocols developed in this dissertation will also protect
the consumer from a malicious service provider.

2Protocols developed in the remainder can be altered or employed in a way that also
protects the consumption traces’ confidentiality.
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service provider must also protect the data from abuse by 3rd parties whose
services or whose IT-systems he might use.

Existing, protective measures cannot prevent legitimate access. Data
protection law only acts deterrently and can at best achieve that 3rd parties
or the providers of external IT-systems also protect the data on their ends.
In addition, a continuous business relationship is in their best interest. How-
ever, data protection law in itself cannot prevent that internal or external
attackers obtain the data. Only respective technical measures taken by the
service provider can prevent these attacks.

Access control plays a major role in protecting sensitive data at service
providers. Appropriate access control and enforcement can prevent that
external attackers obtain access to sensitive data. Techniques like separation
of duty can help to ensure that employees only have access to data they
actually need for their work. However, access control cannot protect the
data from employees or entities that require access to it, like 3rd parties
providing analysis services or the provider of external IT systems.

If one assumes, that consumption traces are collected first for later pro-
cessing then there are only few protecting techniques that can be applied
without overly limiting its future use. On the one hand, one can either
manipulate the consumption trace in such a way that it no longer contains
private information. This can be achieved by a reduction of resolution or by
perturbation. On the other hand, one can make it impossible to link private
information to its origin. This can be achieved by pseudonymization. The
applicability of these techniques is discussed in the following:

Reduction of resolution: By reducing the resolution of consumption traces
before storing them one can potentially reduce the amount of private
consumer information. However, the basic idea of smart metering is
to actually provide a high resolution to enable accurate analysis and
thus this approach contradicts the very purpose of smart metering.

Data perturbation: By perturbing consumption traces before storing them
or before passing them on to different companies, one can potentially
prevent some kinds of attacks. For consumption data this means, that
random noise is added to the consumption data. However, there are
two problems with perturbation: First, the amount of required random
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noise is hard to define. Adding too much noise can lead to reduced
utility of the data, essentially making it useless for some calculations.
Not adding enough data makes perturbation ineffective in preventing
some attacks.

Consider, for instance, a vacation pattern attack: A burglar wants to
determine absence patterns of a targeted household from its consump-
tion trace. To prevent the vacation pattern attack one has to add so
much noise to consumption traces so that an attacker can not distin-
guish between days of presence and absence. On average this requires
noise that is higher than the average consumption.

Second, some uses of consumption data (e.g. billing) are required by
law to operate on exact readings and thus cannot operate on per-
turbed data. For these two reasons, data perturbation is not a suitable
technique to protect consumption traces. Section 5.4 introduces data
perturbation as one privacy enhancing technology that is extensively
used by protocols developed in related work.

Pseudonymization: As defined in Definition 3 on page 37, pseudonymiza-
tion of consumption traces can prove to be an effective defense against
attacks on privacy. It allows for unlinking identifying information and
non-identifying information and storing them in different databases
only connected by introduced pseudonyms3 Then, the methods out-
lined in Section 3.1 to deduct inhabitant’s schedules or preferences
from consumption traces can only be applied by the owner of both,
the identifying and the non-identifying information because of two
reasons:

First, deduction from non-identifying information is error-prone as no
identifying information can be used as contextual data. Contextual
data can be the geographic location of the household or the number
of inhabitants etc.

Second and more importantly, all information that is inferred from
non-identifying information can not be attributed to a specific house-
hold due to missing identifying information.

3Note that anonymization, i.e. removing any identifying information from records with-
out storing them elsewhere, is not suitable as some computations (e.g. billing) require
that in the end their result can be attributed to a specific household.
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With pseudonymization at service providers, 3rd party services only
receive non-identifying information for analysis. Separation of duty
(or access control in general) can enforce, that employees either only
have access to identifying or non-identifying information of household.

As reduction of resolution and perturbation of consumption traces were
ruled out earlier, at this point, pseudonymization is the only potential can-
didate for protecting the privacy of consumers in the naive implementation
of feedback loop computations.

However, there is a potential problem with pseudonymization of consump-
tion traces. As explained in Section 4.1.3 the actual separation of identifying
and non-identifying information is non-trivial in general. Thus one has to
determine whether pseudonymization, that separates consumption traces
and associated identity information (e.g. address, names, payment infor-
mation, etc.), yields actually anonymous consumption traces that can be
processed by others without risk to consumer privacy.

This leads to this dissertation’s first research question:

Research Question 1 (Research Question). Do consumption traces, if
separated by pseudonymization from identity information of their respective
households, represent non-identifying information?

A negative answer to this question indicates that such pseudonymization
does not yield anonymous consumption traces, i.e. one can de-pseudonymize
such naive pseudonymization using appropriate data sources.

The next section provides an extensive analysis to answer this research
question (the actual answer is provided in Section 4.3.7 on page 64).

4.3. On the effectiveness of consumption trace
pseudonymization

As pointed out in Section 4.2 the accumulation of consumption traces at-
tracts interal and external attackers. This section answers Research Ques-
tion 1 to determine whether pseudonymization is a suitable technique for
protecting consumption traces.
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4.3.1. Terminology and assumptions

For the sake of simplicity but without loss of generality assume a billing
scenario: A supplier stores consumption traces by pseudonym in a consump-
tion trace database. For the purpose of billing the supplier owns another
database, the identity database, that connects the consumer’s identity with
the pseudonym.

Contractors of the supplier only have access to the consumption trace
database but not to the identity database. They provide analysis services
to suppliers based on pseudonymized consumption traces. Separation of
duty measures ensure that the supplier’s employees have either only access
to identity information or the consumption trace database.

Optionally, a supplier may re-pseudonymize a consumption trace repeat-
edly, creating a 1 to n relationship between identities and pseudonyms.
Consumers can switch suppliers which leads to the following situation: They
have an old consumption trace, identity information and linking pseudonym
in the old supplier’s databases and also a current consumption trace and new
pseudonym together with their identity information in their new supplier’s
databases.

4.3.2. Approach

This section presents two attacks to answer Research Question 1: Linking
by behavior anomaly and Linking by behavior pattern. Then Section 4.3.3
presents the developed data analysis framework that forms the basis for
aforementioned attacks. Finally, Section 4.3.4 presents the results of the
empirical evaluation of these attacks, that allow to answer this research
question in Section 4.3.7.

Linking by behaviour anomaly

Linking by behavior anomaly (LA) is an attack that can be used by an
attacker to link either an identity to a consumption trace or two consumption
traces with each other (see Figure 4.1 on page 45 and Figure 4.2 on page 46).
This is accomplished by identifying and correlating anomalies in both data
sources that occur at the same time.

An anomaly is a singular or a series of unusual events, where an event is
some consumer behavior that is reflected in the energy consumption of the
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respective household. The rarity of an anomaly, and therefore its suitability
for linking, is based on different factors: Length of the series, the resolution
of the time stamp (day, hours or minutes) and rarity of the singular events
among the population of consumption traces under consideration. On the
one hand, length and resolution make up for singular events that happen
very often among the population: Leaving home or coming home at slightly
different times during the course of one week. On the other hand, there are
events that neither require a series nor a high resolution because they occur
seldom and have a significant impact on electricity consumption: moving
in/out, death/birth or holidays. A series of events for a low resolution can
be observed if household inhabitants leave every weekend or stay at home
always at specific work days. Here the rarity originates from the length of
the series.

With respect to linking a consumption trace to an identity, LA can be
used in both ways: Either identifying the household for a consumption trace
or vice versa. It really depends on the final purpose of the identification
which approach is taken, whether specific households should be targeted or
specific consumption profiles are of interest. The main requirement for this
attack is to have two data sources that overlap for the time interval where
an anomaly has been identified.

Linking by behavior pattern

The goal of linking by behavior pattern (LP) is to link different pseudonyms
of one consumer (see Figure 4.3 on page 47). There are two reasons for one
consumer to have different pseudonyms attached to his identity: Either one
supplier re-pseudonymizes his consumption trace database or the consumer
has consumption traces in different databases with different pseudonyms
respectively. The latter happens when a consumer changes his supplier.
The old supplier still posseses the consumption trace with one pseudonym
and the new supplier starts to collect new consumption traces under a
new pseudonym. This is equivalent to tracking consumers across different
databases.

The former case, re-pseudonymization, means that a consumer’s traces
are stored under the pseudonym A in time interval t and stored under
pseudonym B in time interval t+ 1 in the same database. This method can
be applied by suppliers to prevent the de-pseudonymization of many years
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Figure 4.1.: Illustration of the “linking by behavior anomaly” attack using
anomalies in consumption trace and behavior observation.

of consumption profiles under the same pseudonym in case one pseudonym
is de-pseudonymized.

For the LP attack the attacker requires a database of pseudonymized
consumption traces for pseudonym A. He tries to find a consumption trace
with pseudonym B that originates from the same consumer. Then the
attacker can link pseudonym A with pseudonym B.
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of the “linking by behavior anomaly” attack using
anomalies in two consumption traces.

In contrast to the LA attack, this attack can be applied even if the data
sources do not overlap in time. This is because fundamental patterns in
consumption are identified and subsequently looked for in the other data
source. This means, that one can either consider consumption slices from
two different consumption trace databases or two consumption traces from
the same database but from different time intervals.

On the one hand, the feasibility of such an attack would also imply that
everyone possessing current consumption traces and links to consumer iden-
tities can harvest all consumption traces that have been published (even in
anonymized form) or that have leaked in the past or can be obtained for
the past. On the other hand, legitimate holders of old consumption trace
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databases and the corresponding identities are able to “de-anonymize” data
traces that are publicized in the future.

Figure 4.3.: Illustration of the “linking by behavior pattern” attack. Iden-
tifying consumption traces with the same origin by patterns in
consumption.
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4.3.3. Data analysis framework

So far the linking of consumption traces and consumer identities have been
covered in an abstract manner. For conducting the presented attacks in
practice, a data analysis framework is introduced in the following. This
framework builds on concepts of machine learning and allows to analyze
consumption traces geometrically. To this end, the consumption trace of a
consumer is mapped to a high-dimensional feature space, such that it can
be analyzed by standard techniques of machine learning. In this geometric
representation, the linking by behavior anomaly can be achieved using ge-
ometric anomaly detection, where unusual events are identified by a large
distance from normal activity. Similarly, the linking by behavior pattern
can be carried out using geometric classification, where the behavior of one
consumer is separated from all other users in the feature space. Figure 4.4
illustrates this geometric interpretation of the two attacks.

µ φ(z)

(a) Anomaly detection

w
+

−

(b) Classification

Figure 4.4.: Schematic depiction of the underlying data analysis: (a) dis-
tance to mean; (b) separating hyperplane.

Before presenting this data analysis framework, some basic notation is in-
troduced. A consumption trace of a consumer is denoted byX = {x1, . . . , xn},
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where X covers n days and each xi corresponds to the measurements of one
day. Depending on the resolution d of smart metering, each xi is represented
by a vector of d dimensions

xi =
(
m1, . . . ,md

)
,

where mj is the consumption measured at the j-th time slot of the smart
metering resolution. Moreover, if one considers a grid of g bins associated
with consumption values, then mj falls into bin k, if mj has the smallest
difference to the consumption value associated with the k-th bin.

A binary feature space

Mapping consumption traces to a vector space may seem trivial at a first
glance, as the measurements of a day are already represented as a d-dimen-
sional vector. However, for discriminating different patterns in this data, a
more advanced representation is required that emphasizes the characteristics
of each consumer and provides an expressive basis for application of machine
learning.

Depending on the setup of electronic devices in a household, the consump-
tion of a consumer changes between different states. Devices are switched
on and off; thereby the consumption moves from one state to another. This
discrete behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.5 on the next page, which shows
the consumption of one user over the period of one week on a fixed grid.
Dark entries in the grid indicate frequent occurrences of a consumption
value. It is notable that the consumption is neither a continuous nor a
smooth function and several discrete states can be observed. For example,
between 10:00 o’clock and 11:00 o’clock the consumption matches one of
three possible states at roughly 300, 900 and 1500 W/h respectively.

This observation inspired the construction of a feature space that specif-
ically reflects these states of consumption data. In particular, a grid of g
bins that spans the range of observable consumption values is introduced.
Using this grid the indicator function Ij,k

Ij,k(x) =

{
1 if mj falls into bin k

0 otherwise.

is defined that returns 1, if the j-th measurement of a day x falls into the
k-th bin of the grid, and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 4.5.: The data analysis framework’s grid representation of a con-
sumption trace. Dark color indicates frequent occurrences of
measurements.

If one computes the indicator function Ij,k for all d measurements of a
day and all g bins of the grid, one obtain a mapping

φ : X 7→ Rd·g, φ(x) =
(
Ij,k(x)

)
1≤j≤d
1≤k≤g

that maps the consumption of one day to a binary feature space with d · g
dimensions. For example, if one measurement is collected per hour, that is
d = 24, and the grid with g = 100 is used, the data is embedded in a feature
space of 2,400 binary features, each corresponding to a particular consump-
tion value at a particular hour. In contrast to a naive representation with
d dimensions, this feature space describes states independently of absolute
differences. That is, each state change induced by the consumer is treated
equally, whether it involves switching on a small desk lamp or a powerful
washing machine. For the experiments in Section 4.3.4, d was chosen to be
24 and a grid with 100 bins of consumption values was used.

Anomaly detection

By embedding the consumption traces into an expressive feature space, the
aforementioned attacks can be phrased in terms of geometric relationships
between data points. For determining unusual activity (linking by behavior
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anomaly) in the data of a consumer a standard technique for detecting
geometric outliers is employed. Given a consumption trace of n consecutive
days, first a profile of normal activity is learned by computing the mean µ
of the data in the feature space as follows

µ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

φ(xi).

The profile µ captures the average state of the consumption traces. As
each vectors φ(xi) contains only binary values, each dimensions of µ can
be interpreted as the probability for observing a particular grid value at
particular time of the day. Geometrically, the deviation of a day z from this
profile can be determined by simply computing the distance

d(z) = ||φ(z)− µ||.

Note that d(z) corresponds to the Euclidean distance in the vector space and
can be efficiently computed with standard software libraries. This generic
approach to anomaly detection is illustrated in Figure 4.4(a) on page 48.
If one notices a large distance d(z) for a day z, some of the consumption
states of this day differ from normal activity and z is likely to contain an
anomalous event.

This technique for computing profiles can also be applied to compare
different sets of consumption traces. For example, if one has two reference
sets X1 and X2 from the same consumer, one can compute two mean values
µ1 and µ2 and compare the distance to both. This setting enables one to
study different classes of days during analysis, as shown in Section 4.3.4 for
weekdays and weekends.

Classification

For linking by behavior pattern, the analysis aims at inferring patterns from
the consumption trace of a consumer. However, a model of a consumer’s
complete behavior is not required, but only determining patterns that dis-
criminate his behavior from others. Thus, the technique of classification is
employed and a discrimination between users is learned. A robust method
for learning such a discrimination is a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[22, 80]. An SVM basically determines a hyperplane in the feature space
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that separates two classes with maximum margin. This geometric concept
is illustrated in Figure 4.4(b) on page 48. The hyperplane is constructed
as a linear combination of the training data and separates the consumption
trace of one consumer c from all others. Formally, this hyperplane is given
by a direction vector

wc =
n∑
i=1

yiαiφ(xi)

and an offset term bc, where yi ∈ {−1,+1} are training labels indicating
whether day xi corresponds to consumer c and αi are the learned coefficients.

To account for multiple consumers, the one-against-all approach is used
and hyperplane for each consumer separating him from the rest of users is
learned. The discrimination function for each consumer is then given by

hc(z) = 〈φ(z), wc〉+ bc.

The function hc(z) reflects the distance from day z to the hyperplane of
consumer c. The more consumption states and patterns are shared with c,
the higher hc(z) gets. Hence, if one wants to link a day z to a consumer,
one simply assign it to those consumer c with the largest value for hc(z).
Similarly to the anomaly detection, there exists several efficient libraries for
computing SVMs. In the experiments, LibLinear [34]—a library capable of
learning with millions of dimensions and data points is used.

4.3.4. Experimental evaluation

To study the impact of the aforementioned attacks in practice, experiments
using real4, anonymized consumption traces for 53 households were con-
ducted. The used data stretches over 221 days and has a resolution of one
reading per hour. The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate the efficacy
of the two attacks described in Section 4.3.2. However, as due to privacy
reasons identity data for the consumption traces was unavailable the LA
attack can not be fully implemented. Yet, significant anomalies in the con-
sumption trace can be identified that can greatly help in linking identities
to pseudonyms.

4At the time of this writing this is the only empirical evaluation of a concept related to
privacy on data from real households.
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Identification of anomalies

In the first experiment, the technique of anomaly detection is applied to each
of the 53 consumers. Days that stand out of regular energy consumption
are of interest and might provide a good basis for linking the consumption
data with an external data source.

Figure 4.6(a) on the following page shows exceptionally high energy con-
sumption throughout the day, probably in the course of Christmas prepa-
rations. Depending on the amount of time this consumption trace spans
this can mean different things: If the trace spans several years (which this
specific data source does not) this would indicate that this consumer has
not has had such extensive Christmas preparations because he/she previ-
ously went away for Christmas or celebrates Christmas for the first time at
home. As this particular trace only spans approximately 7 months, this de-
viation just indicates that the 25th of December means something special to
this household. This, can in turn indicate that it is a Christian household.
Depending on the context of this household this can mean incriminating
information.

Figure 4.6(b) on the next page displays how a consumer apparently starts
energy consumption shortly before 9 o’clock. This may indicate that the
consumer has moved in and started the first electric devices in his new
apartment. In the afternoon exceptionally high load can be observed, con-
sistent with the use of machines by craftsmen. If one can correlate this data
with data sources that hold information about moving households in this
region this can lead to the identification of the inhabitants.

While only two strong anomalies from the available data set are shown,
several others can be identified for the consumers. Provided external refer-
ence data, it is trivial to correlate these anomalies with unusual events and
there is a realistic chance of unlinking pseudonyms.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, anomalies can also be identified using dif-
ferent profiles of consumption. In this second experiment, the consumption
on workdays and weekends are analyzed to determine whether the household
inhabitants stay or leave home. In particular, the profile of weekends and
workdays are compared to identify workdays that match the consumption
behavior of weekends.

Figure 4.7(a) on page 55 displays how usual workday and weekend profile
look like for a consumer. For the 24th of May however, one can identify a
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(a) Anomaly detected for consumer 21.
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(b) Anomaly detected for consumer 49.

Figure 4.6.: Illustrational of two identified consumption anomalies for two
consumers in the smart metering data set. The shaded area
indicates the standard deviation.

day that matches a weekend day judging by its energy consumption but is
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(a) Profiles for consumer 12 and “day-off”.
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(b) Profiles for consumer 40 and “day-off”.

Figure 4.7.: Illustration of weekday and weekend consumption profiles. The
red line indicates a potential “day off”.

a Monday (workday). Figure 4.7(b) shows the same for another consumer
for the 7th of December 2009 which is a Thursday.
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It is notable that for the given resolution of smart metering accurate pro-
files can be learned for the consumption data. While only examples for
comparing weekends and weekdays have been shown, several other scenar-
ios exist that would allow to further structure and analyze the electricity
consumption of a household. Together with the anomaly detection, these
analysis steps clearly allow to narrow down the search for a particular iden-
tity and help to unlink its pseudonym5.

Linking by behavior pattern experiment

In this experiment the LP attack is conducted by using the classification
technique from Section 4.3.3 to determine whether consumption traces have
the same origin household. One time interval of the consumption trace
database is used for training of the machine learning framework. Subse-
quently the framework is provided with test data from a different, non-
overlapping time interval. The algorithm implemented by the framework
then tries to link consumption traces that are similar. Accuracy is mea-
sured by the relative frequency of correct linking decisions.

Figure 4.8(a) on the facing page displays linking accuracies for training
data of 60 days in dependency of test data size, where fixed pseudonyms are
assumed during the given time spans. The graph steadily climbs to over 90%
accuracy for 30 days of test data. Figure 4.8(b) on the next page represents
a breakdown of the linking accuracy for testing data of 14 days. For several
pseudonyms an almost perfect re-linking is possible and on average an ac-
curacy of 83% is attained, corresponding to 5 correct identifications out of
6 consumers. Note that pseudonym 30 undergoes significant perturbations
over the course of the data which leads to repeated mis-classification and
subsequently zero accuracy.

Figure 4.9 on page 58 displays the accuracy of this approach depending
on the sizes of the training set and the test data in days. One can see, that
the size of the test data has a slightly stronger impact on the accuracy then
the size of the training data. Overall, the accuracy reaches approximately
83% if the training and test data is larger than 28 days. As a result, the
attack is even effective if a repseudonymization is conducted every month.

5For instance, consumption profiles can help burglars to identify vacation patterns.
Employers can try to identify whether employees actually remained home during
sick-leave.
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(a) Accuracy for varying size of test data.
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(b) Per-consumer accuracy for 14 days of test data.

Figure 4.8.: Accuracy of the “linking by behavior pattern” attack on the
smart metering data set for varying sizes of test data (a) and
individual users (b).
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Figure 4.9.: Accuracy of the “linking by behavior pattern”attack in depen-
dence of training and testing data size.
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4.3.5. Preliminary conclusion

These results strongly indicate, that an attacker, having only access to
pseudonymized consumption traces, can very likely use external data sources
to correlate anomalies in those traces to anomalies in the data sources to
learn the identity of households or at least to narrow it down considerably.

Furthermore one observes, that the consumption traces of the experimen-
tal data contain patterns that can be used to track them across different
pseudonyms.

This means, that pseudonymized consumption traces do not represent
non-identifying information. Thus one can preliminary conclude, that pseu-
donymization of consumption traces is not a suitable technique for pro-
tecting consumer privacy once consumption traces have been collected by
service providers.

The next section analyzes whether the service provider can effectively
mitigate the LA/LP attacks on pseudonymized consumption traces.

4.3.6. Mitigation techniques

This section analyzes the effects of lowering the consumption traces’ resolu-
tion and frequent re-pseudonymization of consumption traces on the effec-
tiveness of the LA/LP attacks.

Lowering the resolution of consumption traces has been identified (in Sec-
tion 4.2) to contradict the idea of smart metering. However, as the previous
section comes to the preliminary conclusion that pseudonymization, as the
only technique initially deemed suitable, does not provide adequate protec-
tion for consumer privacy the last resort is to combine techniques.

Lower resolution

A simple yet promising approach to mitigating the developed attacks on
the anonymity of consumption traces is to lower the resolution of smart
metering in addition to pseudonymization. The idea behind this is that
consumption traces are blurred and therefore anomalies and patterns are
covered. To evaluate this mitigation technique the available consumption
traces were scaled down in several steps. The experiments were repeated on
this down-scaled data.
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Figure 4.10 on the next page presents the effects of anomaly detection for
resolutions of 6, 3 or 1 value per day for the anomaly that was identified
in Figure 4.6(a) on page 54. One can see that the anomaly remains visible,
even if the smart meter only records one value per day. The reason for this
is that the anomaly spanned a larger part of the day and hence had a high
impact on the total energy consumption of that day. Figure 4.11 on page 62
shows an anomaly that behaves differently. While for resolutions of 6 or 3
values per day the anomaly still can be identified, it is not recognizable in
the 1 value per day.
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(a) 6 values per day.
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(b) 3 values per day.
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(c) 1 value per day.

Figure 4.10.: Anomaly detection in consumption traces for different resolu-
tions. The detected anomaly from Figure 4.6(a) on page 54 is
shown.
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(a) 6 values per day.
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(b) 3 values per day.
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(c) 1 value per day.

Figure 4.11.: Weekday and weekend profiles with different resolutions. The
profiles from Figure 4.7(a) on page 55) are shown.
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Regarding the LP attack the reduction of smart metering resolution has
a higher effect. Figure 4.12 shows the linking accuracy in dependency of the
test data size for different resolutions. In contrast to Figure 4.9 on page 58
the linking accuracy drops significantly with a reduction of the resolution.
While the accuracy still reaches almost 70% for 8 measurements per day it
drops to approx. 4% for one measurement a day.
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Figure 4.12.: Accuracy of the “linking by behavior pattern” attack for dif-
ferent resolutions. The accuracy is given for resolutions of 8
(.), 6 (/), 3 (◦) and 1 (�) value per day.

These results show that a reduction of the smart metering resolution
has mixed effects on the attacks. For anomaly detection (and subsequent
anomaly linking) the attacker will probably be still quite successful if he
manages to find anomalies that have a big impact on the total energy con-
sumption. However, short bursts of energy consumption will not be recog-
nizable at low resolutions. Moreover, these results show that the LP attack
can be successfully mitigated. The linking accuracy drops significantly with
every reduction of the resolution.

Frequent re-pseudonymization

Re-pseudonymization can be considered another mitigation technique to
prevent de-pseudonymization of pseudonymized consumption traces. The
holder of the identity and consumption databases introduces new pseudonyms
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for identities every now and then. Subsequently arriving consumption trace
items of a household will be recorded under the new pseudonym. This leads
to the effect that a holder of only the consumption trace database has only
short intervals of data per pseudonym. Which means, that the training set
for the LP attack is limited by the repseudonymization time frame.

If one assumes that the attacker tries to track origins of consumption
traces across repseudonymization he would try to match two data sets of
different pseudonyms to determine whether they belong to the same origin.
Proved that the repseudonymization time frame is constant, the size of the
training set and test set are the same. The potential effect on the LP attack
can be seen in Figure 4.9 on page 58.

Even if the re-pseudonymization time frame has only 20 days one can
link two pseudonyms of the same identity with 80% accuracy. Thus, for
the method to be effective one would need to re-pseudonymize in very short
intervals. There are two major drawbacks of repseudonymization: First,
analysis over frequently re-pseudonymized consumption traces can only span
intervals of the re-pseudonymization time frame. Analysis that requires
long-term consumption data is not possible because this would require in-
formation about which pseudonyms belong to the same identity. Second,
frequent repseudonymization incurs an overhead of storing the linking be-
tween the different pseudonyms and the identity.

4.3.7. Summary on the effectiveness of pseudonymization

As preliminarily concluded in Section 4.3.5 the experimental results show
that consumption traces on their own (without associated identity infor-
mation) in fact still contain identifying information. Evaluation results of
the LA/LP attacks indicate that with adequate additional databases the
identity of origin households can be determined for pseudonymized con-
sumption traces and thus pseudonymization is not effective. This answers
Research Question 1: “Do consumption traces, if separated by pseudony-
mization from identity information of their respective households, represent
non-identifying information?”:

No, consumption traces can be linked back to their origin house-
hold using the LA/LP attack and thus do not represent non-
identifying information. Only consumption traces with a dras-
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tically reduced smart metering resolution withstand these at-
tacks. This does not exclude the existence of other attacks on
the pseudonymity of smart metering data with reduced resolu-
tion.

However, the reduction of smart metering resolution contradicts the core
ideas of smart metering: the high-resolution recording of consumption traces.

4.4. Summary and conclusion

This chapter introduced (in Section 4.1.1) Alan Westin’s definition of pri-
vacy, data protection laws as normative measures for privacy protection and
pseudonymization as one technological measure to protect stored data from
inside/outside attackers. Section 4.2 enumerates potential techniques that
service provider can apply to consumption traces once they are collected to
protect consumer privacy: The technique of lowering the resolution of con-
sumption traces contradicts the core idea of smart metering of offering high
resolution data. Perturbation is neither suitable because for the mitigation
of some attacks extremely high amounts of random noise are required. This
only leaves pseudonymization as only pseudonymization provides adequate
protection and utility at the first glance. However, Section 4.3 then shows
that naive pseudonymization as means to protect data at service providers
is not effective. The analysis presents and partly evaluates attacks that al-
low the linking of pseudonymized consumption traces to household or across
different pseudonyms.

Thus this chapter’s conclusion is that once consumption data are collected
by service provider consumer privacy can hardly be protected. Subsequently
this means that data must not be accumulated at service providers (or any
entity for that matter) in the first place.

This, leads to the resulting second research question:

Research Question 2. Can the feedback loop computations be implemented
in a privacy-preserving way?

Privacy-preserving means, that consumption traces are not accumulated,
neither at service providers, central storage hubs or other intermediate en-
tities. Thus privacy is optimally protected if consumption traces do not
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leave the household in the first place6. A negative answer to this research
question implies either of two:

� Households have to accept the involved privacy risks of collection.

� Every computation and associated technology that relies on consump-
tion traces can not be employed.

Neither option is desirable.
There is already one indication that this second research question can

be answered positively (the definite answer is provided in Chapter 9.1 on
page 187). The naive approach of the feedback loop computations, as in-
troduced in Section 2.4, is to “collect first, process later”. In fact, these
computations have access to much more information than they actually
require. They all receive a household’s consumption traces at the smart
meter’s full resolution. However, they all require much less information:

� Aggregation only requires the respective aggregate over a specific sub-
set data items.

� Billing merely requires a final price per household and per billing pe-
riod.

� Compliance verification only requires one bit indicating a household’s
compliance with a previously issued consumption target.

The next chapter introduces this dissertation’s approach to protecting
consumer privacy in the feedback loop computations: To allocate only these
information to each computation that it requires7.

6Once consumption traces leave the household its inhabitants effectively loose control
of the information.

7Then the consumer is also better protected from service providers that were previously
assumed to act honestly and not monetize on collected consumption traces.
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Chapter5
Privacy enhancing technologies for the
smart grid

Chapter 4 demonstrated that private information contained in consumption
traces, once collected, is susceptible to de-pseudonymization attacks and
thus consumer privacy cannot be adequately protected.

This chapter first introduces this dissertation’s general approach to pro-
tecting consumer privacy in the smart grid (in Section 5.1). Then, Sec-
tion 5.2 introduces an abstract system model that serves as common de-
nominator for all developed protocols and for homogeneous comparison to
related work in the remainder of this dissertation. Section 5.3 derives re-
quirements for protocols that implement the feedback loop computations.
Finally, based on this system model Section 5.4 introduces privacy enhancing
technologies (PETs) and shows on a high level how the developed protocols
of this dissertation employ PETs in Section 5.5.

5.1. This dissertation’s approach to a privacy-preserving
smart grid

The underlying concept of all privacy-preserving protocols developed in this
dissertation is that of data minimization. That means, that only those pieces
of information are collected and stored that are required by the feedback
loop computations.
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This dissertations approach is to:

1. Identify for all feedback loop computations identified in Section 2.3
(aggregation, billing and compliance verification) the actual informa-
tion they require: The respective sections named “Protocol goal” in
the subsequent protocol chapters (Chapter 6, 7 and 8) address this.

2. Develop a privacy-preserving protocol using privacy enhancing tech-
nologies that enables a service provider to only collect this information
and no more. The protocol must be privacy-preserving in the face of
a malicious data consumer that actively tries to obtain more infor-
mation. At the same time it must guarantee the data consumer the
correctness of required information. (These requirements are specified
in more detail in Section 5.3 below). The remainder of the respec-
tive chapters contains the protocol description and their comparison
to related work.

The developed privacy-preserving protocols ensure that, apart from the
required information, no additional information is transferred from a house-
hold to a service provider.

The next section introduces the abstract system model as basis for all
developed privacy-preserving protocols.

5.2. System model and naive, non-private protocol

In the remainder of this dissertation, protocols are presented for an abstract
system model and abstract entities rather than roles and relationships of an
electrical smart grid. This abstraction allows to

� compare protocols developed in this dissertation to related work that
is also mapped to this abstract system model,

� apply protocols of this dissertation to other problems that can also be
mapped to this system model and

� abstract away from the specifics of the developing smart grid and the
uncertainty of final role denominations and relationships.
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5.2.1. Abstract system model

The abstract system model consists of a multitude of data producers (e.g.
smart meters) that are connected to one service provider (e.g. supplier).
The entities of the abstract system model, i.e. data producers and data
consumers, are characterized next. See Figure 5.1 on the following page
for a graphical representation of their relationships and their mapping to
entities in the smart grid.

Data producer

The data producer (e.g. smart meter) is associated with a service consumer
(e.g. household). The data producer continuously creates data items that
represent the service consumer’s consumption for an atomic time slot (e.g.
15 min). A data producer is connected to the data consumer over a low
bandwidth, uni-directional communication link.

All data producers operate unsynchronized but have access to local time
sources. A data producer and/or its communication link can fail at any
time, but can also recover. A data producer only has limited computing
power. It is sufficient, however, to create cryptographic signatures or to cre-
ate cryptographic commitments. For this reason, the data producer consists
of a trusted part (i.e. trusted by the data consumer) that is responsible for
metering and for cryptographic operations and an untrusted part that takes
care of the rest of operations (e.g. communication).

This characterization is derived from the abilities of a smart meter. A
smart meter is a low-cost1, highly-efficient and low-performance2 device that
is connected to the service provider via GPRS or power line communication3.
Smart meters on the market are also able to create cryptographic signatures
over measurements because the integrity of measurements is prescribed by
weights and measurements regulations.

1Smart meters must not be expensive because for service providers a roll-out to thouse-
nds of customers represents a big investment.

2The smart meter shall not use much energy itself.
3A smart meter might also piggy-back on an existing internet connection in the house-

hold.
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Data consumer

The data consumer can be identical to the service provider. The data con-
sumer wants to perform different calculations on various subsets of data
items (e.g. across time or data producers) to implement a certain feedback
loop computation (e.g. , billing). The data consumer’s computing power is
polynomially bound. The data consumer has trust in the correct operation
of data producers for the following reasons: Their initial programming/con-
figuration have undergone scrutiny and unauthorized changes to the data
producer are prohibited by hardware/software security measures.

Smart grid

Service consumer (e.g. household)

Smart meter Service providerconsumption trace

service

Data producer

Untrusted part

Trusted part

Data consumer

Abstract system model

trusts

data items
data
items

maps to maps tomaps to

Figure 5.1.: The abstract system model, its mapping to the smart grid and
entity relationships.

5.2.2. The naive, non-private protocol

Section 2.4 informally introduced a naive protocol for the aggregation, billing
and compliance verification compuations that collects consumption traces
first to perform calculations on them later. Chapter 4 identified that this
naive implementation represents a privacy problem: Private information
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contained in consumption traces can not be effectively protected once the
consumption traces are collected by service providers.

Figure 5.2 formally introduces this previously only informally introduced
non-private protocol that provides a naive implementation for all three feed-
back loop computations. This protocol description facilitates the introduc-
tion of privacy-enhancing technologies in the next section.

The naive, non-private protocol (see Figure 5.2) lets all data producers
send their private data items (the individual smart meter readings for each
atomic time slot) to the data consumer. The data consumer then performs
the desired computations (he plays the role of the aggregator).

Data producer
(Smart meter)

j

Data producer
(Smart meter)

j + 1

Data consumer
(Service provider)

vjk

vj+1
k

The computation over
subsets of vjk:

aggregation/billing/
compliance verification

Figure 5.2.: The naive, non-private protocol for all feedback loop computa-
tions: Data producer i sends its r’th data item vri independently
of other data producers over a uni-directional communication
link to the data consumer for subsequent computation at the
data consumer.

5.3. Privacy-preserving smart grid protocol requirements

Actual viability of a privacy-preserving protocol in the smart grid and for
implementation of a feedback loop computations in particular, depends on
various criteria. Those are dictated by the nature of the (smart) electricity
grid and established processes of energy delivery.
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This is the list of requirements that all subsequently developed protocols
will be evaluated against qualitatively:

Privacy and security: The protocol is privacy-preserving even in the pres-
ence of a malicious data consumer and sound for a potentially mali-
cious data producer.

This means that even in the presence of a malicious data consumer
he only receives those information that are required by the respec-
tive computation. This prevents the accumulation of private informa-
tion at the data consumer where it cannot be protected adequately as
shown in Chapter 4.

Furthermore, the protocol also guarantees the correctness of trans-
ferred information to the data consumer. That means, the protocol
yields a correct result assuming that a data producer and any other
entity may behave maliciously in the protocol. This guarantees the
trustworthiness of the received information to the data consumer.

All protocols may assume that the data producer behaves honestly
in creating data items and respective ciphertexts. After all, this is a
requirement that cannot be enforced by the prototcol itself.

Compatibility: The protocol takes into account, that roll-outs of smart me-
ters are already happening. That means, that it must keep changes (if
required) to already rolled-out infrastructure low to represent a viable
alternative to the naive, non-private or other privacy-preserving proto-
cols. That means the protocol respects that smart meter have limited
computing power and that the protocol keeps smart meter complexity
low to minimize its attack surface.

Availability: The protocol takes the distributed nature of the smart grid
into account. That means, that it tolerates the failure of smart meters
or communication links at least as well as a non-private protocol.

Both, the abstract system model for protocols to operate in and the smart
grid’s requirements towards protocols, characterize the problem to solve.

The next section (Section 5.4) lists and explains various types of privacy-
enhancing technologies (PETs) as building blocks for potential solutions.
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5.4. Privacy enhancing technologies

In contrast to data protection laws or voluntary policies, privacy enhancing
technologies (PET) technologically prevent situations that might result in
violation of privacy. This is achieved by preventing the collection of unnec-
essary information by different means, depending on the PET.

The following describes general types of PETs that have been identified
from their use in various related works: Related work w.r.t. the privacy-
preserving protocols in Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 but also gen-
erally in privacy-preserving protocols. These PETs can be employed alone
or in combination.

Anonymization: The idea of anonymization is, that the data consumer
might still be able to perform the calculation although the link be-
tween data item and creating data producer has been removed. The
privacy enhancing effect of anonymization is based on the data con-
sumer’s inability to attribute information learned from private data
items to data producers. Anonymization is hard to achieve if the com-
munication network used is under the control of a potential attacker.
However, anonymization may turn out ineffective: Depending on the
nature/accuracy/frequency of data items, it might still be possible to
infer the identity of the data producer, or at least distinguish between
data producers as shown in Section 4.1.3 from information contained
in the data items themselves. Obviously, this technique is only appli-
cable if the result of the computation does not have to be attributed
to a specific data producers, i.e. it is not suitable for billing. For this
reason anonymization has been ruled out as unsuitable technique for
the protection of consumption traces once they are collected.

Trusted computation: In trusted computation one can distinguish between
two variants: The data producer himself is trusted to perform the
computation himself or an additional trusted third party (TTP) is
introduced as external (to the data consumer) aggregator into the
system model. Either way, the data consumer only receives the aggre-
gation results and no private data items. Although, a TTP represents
a rather strong assumption, depending on how much trust is given to
the TTP this enables a protocol to almost achieve the full flexibility
of the naive protocol.
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Cryptographic computation: Cryptographic computation relies on the ho-
momorphic property of encryptions (see Section A.2.3 for the homo-
morphic Paillier cryptosystem) or secret sharing schemes (see Sec-
tion A.2.5 for a short introduction). Data items arrive at the data
consumer as ciphertexts or secret shares and the protocol ensures,
that the data consumer can only decrypt the aggregate of data item
ciphertexts or secret shares but not individual data items.

Perturbation: By deliberately introducing error into data items or the final
aggregate one might preserve the utility of the computation required
by the data consumer, but sufficiently protect data producer privacy.
Protocols that employ this strategy, often aspire to provide differential
privacy (see Section A.2.8) for the aggregation function. Differential
private aggregation functions add sufficient amounts of random noise
to their result, so that individual input data items cannot be inferred
from the function’s result.

Verifiable computation: In verifiable computation the aggregator also, in
addition to the aggregate, provides proof that the computation has
been performed as claimed. Thus, untrusted aggregators can perform
the computation while guaranteeing the integrity of the computation’s
result. Such proof can be provided by interacting as prover in an zero-
knowledge proof system ZKP (see Section A.1.3 for an introduction)
with the data consumer as verifier. In a ZKP a verifier only learns the
veracity of the statement to be proven but no information that he has
not already known before the proof. Protocols following the verifiable
computation strategy can differ in the location where the calculation
and proof are computed (on site at the data producer or elsewhere)
and in their employed cryptographic primitives.

After having defined PETs in this section the following section proceeds
with a high-level overview of this dissertation’s main contributions: privacy-
preserving protocols for the three feedback loop computations based on
PETs.
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5.5. Overview of developed protocols and their employed
PETs

The previous section (Section 5.4) listed and described general types of
PETs that can be used as building blocks for potential solutions. However,
some PETs are less suitable for the problem at hand.

Anonymization and Trusted computation require an independent
and mutually trusted protocol entity to play the role of the “anonymized”
or “calculator” respectively. This represents a strong assumption because
of two reasons. Firstly, in a real implementation such an entity must be
founded and financed. Secondly and more importantly, to this entity the pri-
vate data is visible and thus it represent another type of “service provider”
where data is accumulated.

Perturbation is applicable where the result of a computation does not re-
quire perfect accuracy. The aggregation computation, for example, does not
necessarily require exact result. In fact this dissertation’s privacy-preserving
aggregation protocol employs perturbation. For billing and compliance ver-
ification perturbed data items are unacceptable because both computations
have a financial impact on the consumer.

After cryptographic concepts and primitives have been defined in Chap-
ter A, Chapters 6, 7 and 8 present the privacy-preserving protocols in full
detail. The following is a high-level overview over these protocols to demon-
strate at this point how they employ various PETs:

Aggregation. Chapter 6 presents the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving ag-
gregation protocol that enables the data consumer to calculate (potentially
noisy) (weighted-sum) aggregates over various subsets of data items: tem-
poral (i.e. over one data producer’s data items), spatial (across several data
producer’s data items) or arbitrary.

The developed protocol uses cryptographic computation and perturbation
PETs: Data producer encrypt their data items using a homomorphic en-
cryption scheme before sending it to the data consumer. Although the data
consumer is unable to directly decrypt them, he can perform aggregations
on the ciphertexts, because of the homomorphic property of the encryption
scheme. For decryption, the data consumer sends the encrypted aggregate
to a third party. The third party performs decryption and applies random
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noise to achieve differential privacy (see Section A.2.8). This prevents in-
formation leakage about private data items from the aggregation’s result.
Finally, the third party releases the noisy aggregate to the data consumer.

Billing. Chapter 7 presents the privacy-preserving billing protocol. Billing
represents a special case of aggregation as mentioned in Section 2.3. It is
temporal aggregation (over one data producer’s data items) that yields an
exact result.

The developed protocol uses a verifiable computation PET: A data pro-
ducer’s data items are intercepted by a so-called privacy component that is
introduced into the household. The privacy component performs the price
calculation with data items and public tariff as parameters. It presents the
final price and a custom and efficient zero-knowledge proof to the data con-
sumer. The zero-knowledge proof enables the data consumer to verify that
the final price has been calculated correctly, i.e. that the privacy component
has not cheated.

Compliance verification. Chapter 8 presents the privacy-preserving com-
pliance verification protocol. Compliance verification also represents a spe-
cial case of aggregation: It is aggregation over one data producer’s data
items (temporal) according to a predicate test. Compliance verification
must be exact and only yields one bit as aggregate.

The developed protocol introduces a new verifiable computation PET:
Similarly to the billing protocol, data items are intercepted by a privacy
component. The privacy component then engages with the data consumer
in a zero-knowledge interactive proof system (see Section A.1.3) that em-
ploys a Σ-protocol (see Section A.1.5) partly embedded in a Garbled Circuit
(see Section A.2.7) to prove that the private data items successfully pass a
predicate test (the consumption target).

5.6. Summary

This chapter first introduced this dissertation’s approach to implement the
feedback loop computations in a privacy-preserving way using privacy-en-
hancing technologies: Only the absolutely necessary information is collected
by the respective protocols that implement a feedback loop computation.
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Then, this chapter introduced the abstraction that will serve as system
model for the description of privacy-preserving protocols and their com-
parison to related work in the subsequent chapters. Furthermore, it listed
the requirements for privacy-preserving protocols in the smart grid feedback
loop. Finally, general types of privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) were
described and a short, high-level overview over this dissertation’s privacy-
preserving protocols was presented.

The next chapter presents the first of the privacy-preserving protocols de-
veloped in this dissertation: Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation.
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Chapter6
Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving
aggregation

This chapter presents a fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation pro-
tocol (FTPPA) designed to implement the feedback loop aggregation com-
putation (see Section 2.3).

First, Section 6.1 defines the goal of the protocol and its abstract idea.
Then, Section 6.2 presents a first variant of the protocol that is secure in the
semi-honest model to extend that to a protocol secure in the malicious model
in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 provides an extensive systematization of other
privacy-preserving aggregation protocols according to employed PETs and
different relevant characteristics. Finally, Section 6.5 provides evaluation
of the protocol w.r.t. related work and the “Private smart grid protocol
requirements” listed in Section 5.3.

6.1. Protocol goal and abstract idea

6.1.1. Protocol goal

The following is the goal of the feedback loop aggregation computation
phrased in the abstract system model (as introduced in Section 5.2.1): Many
service consumers continuously consume a measurable amount of service
from one service provider. At every service consumer j, a data producer
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associated with this service consumer create a data item vkj that measures
the amount of service consumption for time slot k.

The service provider continuously requires the calculation of an aggrega-
tion function f over these data items, e.g. for calculation of current average
or for forecasting of future consumption. Aggregation can cover spatial,
temporal or arbitrary subsets of data items. Spatial subsets, are data item
subsets that span several data producers. Temporal subsets span data items
of several time units. Aggregation can be different statistical functions, e.g.
arbitrary functions, weighted- or just ordinary sums.

Data producers may fail at any time and thus from the point of failure
data items cannot reach the data consumer. Even in the presence of data
producer failure, the data consumer must be able to aggregate over the
remaining data producers.

6.1.2. Naive, non-private aggregation protocol

This section refines the naive, non-private protocol that was formally defined
in Section 5.2.2 for the purpose of aggregation using function f():

Every time unit k every data producer j sends its measured data item
vkj and its cryptographic signature to the data consumer. Let Signsk(j)(v

k
j )

represent this signature over vkj created by j with its individual private
signing key.

The data consumer verifies the integrity of the signature upon receipt. At
any point in time, the data consumer calculates a desired arbitrary statistical
function f() over an arbitrary subset of data items received during the entire
lifetime of the system. Figure 6.1 on the next page illustrates this protocol.

This approach has been identified to pose a risk to consumer privacy in
Chapter 4.

6.1.3. Abstract idea of the privacy-preserving protocol

The abstract idea of the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation pro-
tocol developed in this chapter is that the data consumer does not receive
the individual data items in plain text. However, it is enabled to calculate
aggregates on encrypted data items and have them subsequently decrypted
by a so-called key-managing authority that holds the decryption key.
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Data producer
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Data producer
j + 1 Data consumer
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k
j ), vkj )

?
= >
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Figure 6.1.: The naive, non-private aggregation protocol.

See Figure 6.2 on the following page for an illustration of the following
abstract description. Data producers use a homomorphic cryptosystem for
the encryption of data items. The data consumer only receives encrypted
data items and homomorphically calculates an encrypted aggregate over
subsets of encrypted data items. An (w.r.t. privacy) untrusted, possibly
distributed key-managing authority then decrypts this result for the data
consumer. However, without further measures, the data consumer might
still be able to infer individual data items from the aggregate itself. Thus,
the key-managing authority applies a specific amount of random noise to the
decrypted aggregate before returning it to the data consumer. To achieve
differential privacy (see Section A.2.8), i.e. to prevent the inference of indi-
vidual data items from the aggregate, the amount of added random noise
is specifically adjusted to the calculated aggregation function and requires
the use of a fresh set of data items, i.e. data items that have not been used
in calculations of aggregates before. Therefore, the key-managing authority
requires the data consumer to also provide a specific zero-knowledge proof
with every encrypted aggregate: It proves, without disclosing anything else
(hence zero-knowledge), that the encrypted aggregate was calculated with
the pre-arranged function f over fresh data items. The protocol also sup-
ports the blinding of the aggregate by the data consumer, thus the key-
managing authority does not learn the aggregate if the data consumer does
not want it to. The key-managing authority does not learn individual data
items in any case.
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Exactly like the non-private aggregation protocol (Figure 6.1 on the pre-
vious page) the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol tol-
erates data producer failure, as aggregates can be calculated over all en-
crypted data items that have been collected in the life time of the system.
The homomorphic encryption supports the calculation of weighted sums
over arbitrary subsets of data items. The correct application of differential
privacy, however, requires that the data consumer only chooses fresh data
items, i.e. data items that he has never used before.

Molina et al. [77] show that the data consumer can even calculate the
variance over data items if data producers also supply the second power
of their data items. Consequently, the data consumer can calculate every
polynomial for which data producers have provided the respective powers
of their data items like Kiayias et al. [63] have done.

Data producer j Data consumer Key-managing authority

E(vj , rj),
Signsk(E(vj , rj))j

chooses fresh subset of encrypted
data items ~V calculates aggregate function f()

homomorphically over ~V

encrypted aggregate and ZKP
that it calculated f() over
a fresh set of data items

verifies ZKP, decrypts aggregate,
adds random noise

noisy aggregate in plain text

Figure 6.2.: Abstract idea of the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggrega-
tion protocol.
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6.2. The protocol secure in the semi-honest model

This section, introduces a first version of the fault-tolerant, privacy-preser-
ving aggregation protocol. It provides differential privacy for a semi-honest
data consumer, but may fail in case of a malicious data consumer:

Assumptions: Without loss of generality this description assumes that
data consumer and key-managing authority have pre-arranged a function
f that the data consumer wishes to evaluate. The employed cryptosystem
is Paillier (see Section A.2.3). All data producers have obtained the public
key corresponding to the key-managing authority’s private key in a sepa-
rate setup phase in advance. For reasons of simplicity, but without loss of
generality, this protocol description only covers one round of communica-
tion from data producers to the data consumer and one subsequent function
evaluation and decryption. See Section 6.2.1 for a discussion of the general
case.

The data consumer behaves semi-honest (see Section A.1.2). The key-
managing authority behaves semi-honest, this means it decrypts honestly,
but tries to learn data items and aggregates.

Terminology: Let ~X∪v stand for the concatenation of vector ~X and scalar
value v. f ◦ h(X) represents the sequential composition of functions f and
h.

D(v, r) = (Dv, Dr), i.e. Dv/Dr extract the value or the random value of
the probabilistic Paillier (see Section A.2.3) encryption respectively.

Since all encryptions/decryption use the same public/private key the de-
scription omits the index Epk/Dsk and says E/D. Furthermore, whenever
the encryption/decryption function E/D is applied to either singular values
or vectors of ciphertexts it yields what makes most sense in the respective
context: Singular values are encrypted (decrypted) to singular values and a
vector of values is encrypted (decrypted) to a vector of values.

Protocol goal: The data consumer obtains a differentially private weighted-
sum aggregate over a fresh set of encrypted data items of his choosing.
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Protocol steps: Figure 6.3 on the facing page illustrates the fault-tolerant,
privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for semi-honest data consumers.

Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
semi-honest data consumers

Preparation: Every data producer j encrypts its value vj with a ran-
dom number rj using the public key of the pre-arranged Paillier
encryption. Every data producer sends the ciphertext E(vj, rj) to
the data consumer.

Calculation: The data consumer now chooses a vector

~V = (E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vm, rm))

out of all encrypted data items that it received and has never
used before (fresh data items). Let ai be constants and c a data
consumer-chosen variable. Then, the data consumer calculates
any aggregation function of the form

f((v1, . . . , vm), c) = (
m∑
i=1

ai · vi) + c

by evaluating f ’s homomorphic counterpart fh on encrypted data
items. fh is derived from f using the homomorphic relationship
of the Paillier cryptosystem (see Section A.2.3):

D(E(m1, r1)E(m2, r2) mod n2) = (m1 +m2, r1 · r2) mod n

That means, an addition of plaintexts can be achieved by multi-
plication of ciphertexts. The data consumer only has ciphertexts
to his disposal and thus he calculates:

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
∏
i=1

E(vi, ri)
ai) · E(c, rc)

Note that the data consumer can use its addend c to prevent the
disclosure of the aggregate to the key-managing authority.

Then, the data consumer sends fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) to the key-managing
authority for decryption to receive the plaintext of the aggregate.

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
semi-honest data consumers (continued)

Decryption: The key-managing authority decrypts fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) which
yields (according to Equations A.1,A.2 in Section A.2.3):

Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ◦Dv(~V ,E(c, 1))

Then, it applies the function mf (s, x) which uses seed s to obtain
and add a random sample according to the sensitivity of f (see
differential privacy in Section A.2.8) to the decrypted function
result to make the aggregation function evaluation differentially
private. Finally, it returns the differentially private aggregate’s
plaintext

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

to the data consumer.

Data producer j Data consumer Key-managing authority

E(vj , rj)

fresh ~V = (E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vm, rm))

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
∏
i=1

E(vi, ri)
ai) · E(c, rc)

fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

x

Figure 6.3.: The fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
a semi-honest data consumer.
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6.2.1. Repetitive execution of the protocol

In the general case, of repetitive execution, the protocol step Preparation, i.e.
the creation of data items, is executed repeatedly in parallel and unsynchro-
nized to the protocol steps that implement calculation and the decryption
(Calculation and Decryption). Therefore, in the general case, in protocol
step Calculation the data consumer could choose among all input values
that he has received during the entire system run time, i.e. multiple rounds
of data item creation.

6.3. The protocol secure in the malicious model

The previous section described a protocol that provides differential privacy
in the semi-honest model (see attacker models in Section A.1.2). It assumes
that the data consumer abides by the protocol and computes the function as
agreed with the key-managing authority. This includes that he only chooses
data items that he has never used before. However, this freshness property
of the data items is not ensured by the protocol. Thus, in the presence
of malicious data consumers this protocol cannot protect data items from
re-use by the data consumer.

As discussed in Section A.2.8 on the differential privacy of continuous
function evaluation, the re-use of data items has severe implications. The
differential privacy of combined functions over intersecting data adds up.
Thus, if the protocol does not prevent the re-use of data items, the differ-
ential privacy, i.e. the information leakage, will add up. Eventually, it will
be insufficient for the protection of individual data items.

As also mentioned in Section A.2.8 McSherry [75] limits the aggregate
knowledge gain of the attacker in his PINQ framework, i.e. the sum of diff-
erential privacy over all combined functions by giving every user a specific,
upfront budget of differential privacy. Once this budget is used up, no more
aggregations are allowed.

The PINQ approach is incompatible with continuous calculation of aggre-
gates as desired by this protocol’s goal (see Section 6.1.1). The number of
aggregations must be unbounded to be useful. Thus, to limit the aggregate
knowledge gain of an attacker the protocol must prohibit the re-use of data
items and thus make it equivalent to calculations over disjoint subsets.
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To turn the protocol secure in the semi-honest model into a secure pro-
tocol in the malicious model, the data consumer must prove to the key-
managing authority that it used fresh data items and that it correctly eval-
uated a known aggregation function. The evaluated aggregation function f
must be part of the data consumer’s proof, because f ’s sensitivity determines
the variance of the random noise in differential privacy (see Section A.2.8).

The protocol at hand is also a secure multi-party computation (SMC)
protocol, one in which data consumer and key-managing authority interact
to calculate the aggregate over private data items. A SMC protocol secure
in the semi-honest model can be made secure in the malicious model us-
ing Goldreich’s compiler approach1. However, for this protocol this is not
practically feasible. The application of the Goldreich compiler implies that
the data consumer has to prove to the key-managing authority that it chose
fresh data items and this would require a proof over the entire history of
ever used data items. This would be prohibitively costly for a continuously
running system.

The protocol secure in the malicious model therefore further restricts the
freshness requirement and consists of two parts:

� The first part covers the fault-tolerance of the calculated aggregate,
i.e., the choice of k out of n available data items with a tightened
“freshness” requirement. The protocol of Section 6.3.1 builds upon
the protocol secure in the semi-honest model and describes how a
key-managing authority can guarantee this type of freshness by keep-
ing state. Then, Section 6.3.2 builds upon this protocol and adds
support for a distributed key-managing authority to make it resilient
to failures.

� The second part of the proof covers the evaluated aggregation function
f . Section 6.3.3 presents the final protocol that employs a custom zero-

1 Goldreich [45] provides a generic compiler that takes a secure multi-party computa-
tion protocol secure in the semi-honest model and outputs a protocol secure in the
malicious model. The compiler systematically prevents any additional actions that
a malicious adversary may perform in addition to the semi-honest adversary. That
means, it prevents the adversary from changing his input during the protocol, from
not sticking to protocol steps or not picking values truly randomly. The joint (data
consumer and key-managing authority) calculation of an aggregate over encrypted
data items is an instance of a secure multi-party computation.
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6. Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation

knowledge proof that covers the evaluated aggregation function and
completes the tightened freshness guarantee.

Thus, in total, the data consumer proves to the key-managing authority
with both parts that it honestly evaluated f on fresh data items.

6.3.1. Freshness of data items

As identified in the previous section the key-managing authority must only
allow decryption of function results that incorporate fresh data items.

This can only be accomplished by keeping state with the key-managing
authority. The main challenges with keeping state are:

1. Keep the state as small as possible and not dependent on the number
of decryption requests or the frequency of data item creation.

2. Allow for a distributed key-managing authority which makes the pro-
tocol resilient to failure of the key-managing authority.

As previously mentioned, to keep the state at the key-managing authority
manageable the freshness property needs to be further restricted: Data items
originating from the same data producer can only be used in chronological
order. Items may be skipped however. This restriction is not prohibitive if
one assumes that current data items are more interesting for forecasting or
for the calculation of a running average than older data items.

The following protocol builds upon the last section’s protocol (Section 6.2)
that is secure for semi-honest data consumers but provides guarantee for
freshness of data items (to the key-managing authority) on top. The gray
highlighted parts indicate the differences:

Assumptions: Without loss of generality this description assumes that
data consumer and key-managing authority have pre-arranged a function
f that the data consumer wishes to evaluate. The employed cryptosystem
is Paillier (see Section A.2.3). All data producers have obtained the public
key corresponding to the key-managing authority’s private key in a sepa-
rate setup phase in advance. For reasons of simplicity but without loss of
generality, this protocol description only covers one round of communica-
tion from data producers to the data consumer and one subsequent function
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6.3. The protocol secure in the malicious model

evaluation and decryption. See Section 6.2.1 for a discussion of the general
case.

The data consumer behaves semi-honest (see Section A.1.2). The key-
managing authority behaves semi-honest, this means it decrypts honestly
but tries to learn data items and aggregates.

The key-managing authority remembers for every data producer which
data item was used last in any aggregate calculation.

Terminology: Let ~X ∪ v stand for the concatenation of scalar value v to
the end of vector ~X. f ◦ h(X) represents the sequential composition of
functions f and h.
D(v, r) = (Dv, Dr), i.e. Dv/Dr extract the value or the random value of

the probabilistic Paillier (see Section A.2.3) encryption respectively.
Since all encryptions/decryption use the same public/private key the de-

scription omits the index Epk/Dsk and says E/D. Furthermore, whenever
the encryption/decryption function E/D is applied to either singular values
or vectors of ciphertexts it yields what makes most sense in the respective
context: Singular values are encrypted (decrypted) to singular values and a
vector of values is encrypted (decrypted) to a vector of values.

At the key-managing authority, the function C(j) returns for data
producer j the position (logical time) of the latest data item that was
used in an aggregate calculation in j’s total order of data items.

The function Pj(v) at data producer j returns the position (logical
time) of data item v within the total order of data items of data producer
j.

Protocol goal: The data consumer obtains a differentially private weighted-
sum aggregate over a fresh set of encrypted data items of his choosing.

The key-managing authority obtains information about the freshness
of used data items but no guarantee. Note that this guarantee is not
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6. Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation

required in this protocol as the data consumer behaves semi-honest. It
merely serves as building block for the final protocol in Section 6.3.3.

Protocol steps: Figure 6.4 on page 92) illustrates the fault-tolerant, privacy-
preserving aggregation protocol for semi-honest data consumers that pro-
vides information about the freshness of data items to the key-managing
authority.

Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
semi-honest data consumers with information about freshness

Preparation: Every data producer j encrypts its value vj with a
random number rj using the public key of the pre-arranged
Paillier encryption. Every data producer sends the ciphertext

E(vj, rj) xand also Pj(vj)and also Pj(vj) to the data consumer.

Calculation: Then, the data consumer chooses a set of fresh data items
~V and homomorphically calculates

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
∏
i=1

E(vi, ri)
ai) · E(c, rc).

Let pi denote the data producer. Then the data consumer
compiles data item information ~I about the input values ~V :

~I = ((p0, P0(v0), . . . , (pm, Pm(vm)))

Eventually, in the final protocol, signatures provide integrity
protection for ~I (see Section 6.3.3).

Then, the data consumer sends fh(~V ,E(c, 1)), x~I~I to the key-
managing authority for decryption to receive the plaintext of the
aggregate.

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
semi-honest data consumers with information about freshness

(continued)

Decryption: The key-managing authority decrypts fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) which
yields (according to Equations A.1 on page 215, A.2 on page 215
in Section A.2.3):

Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ◦Dv(~V ,E(c, 1))

The key-managing authority verifies the freshness of every used
data item: For every (pj, Pj(vj)) ∈ ~I it checks whether C(pj) <
Pj(vj). If successful, C() is updated: C(pj)← Pj(vj).

Then, it applies the function mf (s, x) which adds a random sam-
ple according to the sensitivity of f (see differential privacy in Sec-
tion A.2.8) and a seed s to the decrypted function result to make
the aggregation function evaluation differentially private. Finally,
it returns the differentially private aggregate’s plaintext

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

to the data consumer.

6.3.2. Distributed key-managing authorities

It may be desirable to distribute the key-managing authority to make it
resilient against failure.

However, a key-managing authority like described in the previous section
cannot be simply split into several instances because of its state C(). A
malicious data consumer could send decryption requests over intersecting
subsets of data items to different instances of the key-managing authority.
These instances would be unable to guarantee freshness of data items across
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Data producer j Data consumer Key-managing authority

E(vj , rj), Pj(vj)

fresh ~V = (E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vm, rm))

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
∏
i=1 E(vi, ri)

ai) · E(c, rc)

x~I = ((p0, P0(v0), . . . , (pm, Pm(vm)))~I = ((p0, P0(v0), . . . , (pm, Pm(vm)))

fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) x,~I,~I

∀j ∈ 1, . . . ,m :

x[C(j) < Pj(vj)[C(j) < Pj(vj)

xC(j)← Pj(vj)]C(j)← Pj(vj)]

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

x

Figure 6.4.: The fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
a semi-honest data consumer that provides information about
freshness for used data items.

instances which would break the measures for ensuring differential privacy
(as explained in Section 6.3).

Communication between different instances, for the synchronization of
state, would also be prohibitively costly: Upon every decryption request
an instance would have to query all other instances for the current state of
their function C. Merging of different functions C and coping with failed
instances would also have to be covered.

A problem similar to this one is tackled by the quorum consensus algo-
rithm Bernstein et al. [10, pp. 298-299] in distributed database systems: It
prevents inconsistent states, i.e. states which can lead to different results
of concurrent read operations of the same data item. Informally, the quo-
rum consensus algorithm prevents this by forcing that every write operation
affects a majority of database instances.
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6.3. The protocol secure in the malicious model

The following protocol builds upon the last section’s protocol (Section 6.3.1)
but adds supports for a distributed key-managing authority with a mecha-
nism similar to quorum consensus. The gray highlighted parts indicate the
differences:

Assumptions: Without loss of generality this description assumes that
data consumer and key-managing authority have pre-arranged a function
f that the data consumer wishes to evaluate. The employed cryptosystem
is Paillier (see Section A.2.3). All data producers have obtained the public
key corresponding to the key-managing authority’s private key in a sepa-
rate setup phase in advance. For reasons of simplicity but without loss of
generality, this protocol description only covers one round of communica-
tion from data producers to the data consumer and one subsequent function
evaluation and decryption. See Section 6.2.1 for a discussion of the general
case.

The data consumer behaves semi-honest (see Section A.1.2). The key-
managing authority behaves semi-honest, this means it decrypts honestly
but tries to learn data items and aggregates.

The key-managing authority remembers for every data producer which
data item was used last in any aggregate calculation.

The total number of key-managing authority instances is n = 2t + 1
and at least a majority of t + 1 instances are alive at any time. Every
instance holds its own version of function C().

Furthermore, among all instances a random polynomial in a
(
n
t+1

)
-

threshold secret sharing scheme (see Section A.2.5), e.g. Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme, has been pre-arranged. Let this sheme’s respective func-
tions be Sharej(S) and Combine(S) (see Section A.2.5).

Terminology: Let ~X ∪ v stand for the concatenation of scalar value v to
the end of vector ~X. f ◦ h(X) represents the sequential composition of
functions f and h.

D(v, r) = (Dv, Dr), i.e. Dv/Dr extract the value or the random value of
the probabilistic Paillier (see Section A.2.3) encryption respectively.
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Since all encryptions/decryption use the same public/private key the de-
scription omits the index Epk/Dsk and says E/D. Furthermore, whenever
the encryption/decryption function E/D is applied to either singular values
or vectors of ciphertexts it yields what makes most sense in the respective
context: Singular values are encrypted (decrypted) to singular values and a
vector of values is encrypted (decrypted) to a vector of values.

At the key-managing authority, the function C(j) returns for data pro-
ducer j the position (logical time) of the latest data item that was used in
an aggregate calculation in j’s total order of data items.

The function Pj(v) at data producer j returns the position (logical time)
of data item v within the total order of data items of data producer j.

Protocol goal: The data consumer obtains a differentially private weighted-
sum aggregate over a fresh set of encrypted data items of his choosing

xeven in the presence of up to t key-managing authority failures.even in the presence of up to t key-managing authority failures.

The key-managing authority obtains information about the freshness of
used data items but no guarantee. Note that this guarantee is not required
in this protocol as the data consumer behaves semi-honest. It merely serves
as building block for the final protocol in Section 6.3.3.

Protocol steps: Figure 6.5 on page 97 illustrates the fault-tolerant, privacy-
preserving aggregation protocol for semi-honest data consumers about fresh-

ness of data items to a xdistributeddistributed key-managing authority.

Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
semi-honest data consumers with information about freshness

to distributed key-managing authority

Preparation: Every data producer j encrypts its value vj with a ran-
dom number rj using the public key of the pre-arranged Paillier
encryption. Every data producer sends the ciphertext E(vj, rj)

xand also Pj(vj)and also Pj(vj) to the data consumer.

Calculation: The data consumer prepares the same decryption re-
quest for all key-managing authority instances. As in the

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
semi-honest data consumers with information about freshness

to distributed key-managing authority (continued)

non-distributed protocol, it sends the encrypted aggregate
fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) and the information about the used input values
~I to, unlike in the non-distributed protocol, all key-managing au-
thority instances.

Decryption: As in the non-distributed case, every instance verifies the
freshness of used data items: For every (pj, Pj(vj)) ∈ ~I it checks
whether C(pj) < Pj(vj). If successful, C() is updated: C(pj) ←
Pj(vj).

The k-th instance decrypts fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) and applies the function
mf (s, x) to make it differentially private. At the end of this Section
a technique for ensuring the same random noise at all instances is
presented. This yields

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

The k-th instance now creates a share Sharek(x) using the pre-
arranged threshold secret sharing scheme. To ensure that all in-
stances choose the same random polynomial, ~I is used as seed
for the random choices of the secret sharing scheme (see para-
graph “Additional remarks” below). This resulting secret share
Sharek(x) is finally returned to the data consumer.

Assembly: The data consumer collects the secret shares from at least
t+ 1 key-managing authority instances and and thus is enabled to
reassemble the differentially private aggregate’s plaintext:

x = Combine(Sharei0(x), . . . , Shareit+1(x))
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Additional remarks: The idea of this protocol is that the data consumer
has to contact at least t + 1 instances of the key-managing authority to
obtain enough shares for its aggregate. Every instance in this majority will
then also update their state C. This means, that subsequently, a malicious
data consumer will fail to find a disjoint majority set of instances and thus
cannot cannot create partitions of key-managing authority instances with
different states.

Note that all key-managing instances operate completely independent of
each other. On the one hand, this eliminates any need for synchronization.
On the other hand, every instance must create valid shares of the same x to
enable successful assembly of x at the data consumer. This means, that the
mechanism that chooses the randomness for the random noise and for the
secret sharing polynomial should be based on an identical pseudo-random
function with identical seed across all instances. Then, only if all instances
are presented with the same ~I they will create matching secret shares of the
same secret x (same amount of applied random noise) using the same seed
~I, thus allowing successful re-assembly.

6.3.3. The final protocol

First, Section 6.2 introduced a fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggrega-
tion protocol secure for a semi-honest data consumer. Then the protocol
in Section 6.3.1 described a fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation
protocol that gave the key-managing authority guarantee for the freshness
of used data items (also for a semi-honest data consumer). Eventually,
Section 6.3.2 introduced a protocol that in addition to the latter that also
supports a distributed key-managing authority.

However, all variants presented so far still rely on a semi-honest data
consumer, because the right amount of added noise for differential privacy
depends on the function the data consumer evaluated homomorphically.
This, in turn, relies on the key-managing authority’s knowledge about the
sensitivity of the evaluated function (see Section A.2.8).

To complete the final protocol that ensures differential privacy over an
unbounded number of aggregations in case of a malicious data consumer
one requires guarantees for the following properties:

1. The key-managing authority can verify the correctness of the provided
data item information ~I to guarantee freshness.
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Data producer j Data consumer Key-managing authority
xinstance tinstance t

E(vj , rj), Pj(vj)

fresh ~V = (E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vm, rm))

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
∏
i=1 E(vi, ri)

ai) · E(c, rc)
~I = ((p0, P0(v0), . . . , (pm, Pm(vm)))

fh(~V ,E(c, 1)), ~I

∀j ∈ 1, . . . ,m :

[C(j) < Pj(vj)

C(j)← Pj(vj)]

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

xSharet(x)Sharet(x)

Figure 6.5.: The fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol for
a semi-honest data consumer that provides information about
freshness for used data items to a distributed key-managing
authority.

2. The key-managing authority can verify the correct evaluation of a
known statistical function on data items provided by data produc-
ers. This enables the key-managing authority to apply an appropriate
amount of random noise to make the aggregate differentially private.

The following protocol combines all previous protocols, but is secure even
for malicious data consumers. The gray highlighted parts indicate the dif-
ferences to the first protocol, secure for semi-honest data consumers, from
Section 6.2. For sake of completeness assumptions and terminology from
previous protocols are repeated.

Assumptions: Data consumer that data consumer and key-managing au-
thority have pre-arranged a function f that the data consumer wishes to
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evaluate. The employed cryptosystem for is Paillier (see Section A.2.3).
All data producers have obtained the public key corresponding to the key-
managing authority’s private key in a separate setup phase in advance.

For reasons of simplicity but without loss of generality, this protocol de-
scription only covers one round of communication from data producers to
the data consumer and one subsequent function evaluation and decryption.
See Section 6.2.1 for a discussion of the general case.

The key-managing authority remembers for every data producer which
data item was used last in any aggregate calculation.

The total number of key-managing authority instances is n = 2t+ 1 and
that at least a majority of t + 1 instances are alive at any time. Every
instance holds its own version of function C().

Furthermore, among all instances a random polynomial in a
(
n
t+1

)
-threshold

secret sharing scheme (see Section A.2.5), e.g. Shamir’s secret sharing scheme,
has been pre-arranged. Let this sheme’s respective functions be Sharej(S)
and Combine(S) (see Section A.2.5).

Terminology: Let ~X ∪ v stand for the concatenation of scalar value v to
the end of vector ~X. f ◦ h(X) represents the sequential composition of
functions f and h.
D(v, r) = (Dv, Dr), i.e. Dv/Dr extract the value or the random value of

the probabilistic Paillier (see Section A.2.3) encryption respectively.
Since all encryptions/decryption use the same public/private key the de-

scription omits the index Epk/Dsk and says E/D. Furthermore, whenever
the encryption/decryption function E/D is applied to either singular values
or vectors of ciphertexts it yields what makes most sense in the respective
context: Singular values are encrypted (decrypted) to singular values and a
vector of values is encrypted (decrypted) to a vector of values.

At the key-managing authority, the function C(j) returns for data pro-
ducer j the position (logical time) of the latest data item that was used in
an aggregate calculation in j’s total order of data items.

The function Pj(v) at data producer j returns the position (logical time)
of data item v within the total order of data items of data producer j.

Protocol goal: The (potentially malicious) data consumer obtains a dif-
ferentially private weighted-sum aggregate over a fresh set of encrypted data
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items of his choosing even in the presence of up to t key-managing authority
failures.

The key-managing authority obtains a xguaranteeguarantee about the freshness of

used data items xin the form of a non-interactive ZKPin the form of a non-interactive ZKP .
This is the proof goal for the required ZKP in Camenisch Stadler notation

(see Section A.1.1):

ZKP ={(v1, vj, . . . , vm, c, r1, . . . , rm) : (6.1)

Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ◦Dv(~V ,E(c, 1)) (6.2)

∧ ∀jC(pj) < Pj(vj) (6.3)

∧ ∀jVerifypk(Signsk(E(rj, r
′
j), (j, Pj(vj)))j)} (6.4)

It states that the correct function (Equation 6.2) has been calculated over
fresh data (Equation 6.3) from the data producer (Equation 6.4) without
disclosing the data items themselves (Equation 6.1)

Protocol steps: Figure 6.6 on page 104 illustrates the fault-tolerant, privacy-
preserving aggregation protocol secure for malicious data consumers and
distributed key-managing authority.

Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol secure
for malicious data consumers and distributed key-managing

authority

Preparation: Every data producer j ∈ 1, . . . , n encrypts its data item
vj with a random number rj.

Furthermore, the data producers encrypt the rj with an-
other chosen random value r′j and create signatures over the
random’s ciphertext and the data item identification tuple
(j, Pj(vj)): Sj(E(rj, r

′
j), (j, Pj(vj)))j.

Every data producer sends x(j, Pj(vj))(j, Pj(vj)) , E(vj, rj), xE(rj, r
′
j)E(rj, r
′
j) and

xSj(E(rj, r
′
j), (j, Pj(vj)))j)Sj(E(rj, r
′
j), (j, Pj(vj)))j) to the data consumer.

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol secure
for malicious data consumers and distributed key-managing

authority (continued)

Calculation: The data consumer now chooses a vector

~V = (E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vm, rm))

out of all encrypted data items that it received

and corresponding vectors of encrypted randoms ~R, of data
item information ~I and signatures ~S:

~V =(V1, . . . , Vm)|Vi ∈ {E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vn, rn)}
~R =(R1, . . . , Rm)|Ri ∈ {E(r1, r

′
1), . . . , E(rn, r

′
n)}

~I =(I1, . . . , Im)|Ii ∈ {(1, P1(v1)), . . . , (n, Pn(vn))}
~S =(S1, . . . , Sm)|

Si ∈ {Signsk(E(r1, r
′
1), (1, P1(v1))1, . . . ,

Signsk(E(rn, r
′
n), (n, Pn(vn)))n}

Then, exactly like in the semi-honest protocol version, it calculates
the pre-arranged function f of the form

f((v1, . . . , vm), c) = (
m∑
i=1

ai · vi) + c

by evaluating f ’s homomorphic counterpart

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
m∏
i=1

E(vi, ri)
ai) · E(c, rc).

fh is derived from f using Equations A.1 on page 215 and A.2 on
page 215 from Section A.2.3, the ai are constants and c is a data
consumer-chosen input variable.

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol secure
for malicious data consumers and distributed key-managing

authority (continued)

If ~V = (E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vm, rm)) and fh and f ′ have been de-
rived from the same function f the following holds:

Dr ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ′ ◦Dr(~V ∪ E(c, 1)) (6.5)

Then, the data consumer sends fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) x, ~R, ~I and ~S, ~R, ~I and ~S to

xeach available key-managing authority instanceeach available key-managing authority instance for decryption.

Decryption: xEveryEvery key-managing authority xinstance performsinstance performs

xtwo checks:two checks:

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol secure
for malicious data consumers and distributed key-managing

authority (continued)

First, for the freshness guarantee: For every Ij = (j, Pj(vj)) ∈
~I and Rj ∈ ~R it checks the signature Sj and the freshness
of every used data item: C(j) < Pj(vj). If successful, C() is
updated so that: C(j)← Pj(vj).

Second, for correct function evaluation with data producers’
data items: It derives function f ′ from f . f ′ represents the
homomorphic operations on the random part of the ciphertext
of f (see Equations A.1 on page 215, A.2 on page 215):

f ′(~V ) =
m∏
i=1

Dr(E(vi, ri))
ai

It checks if (according to Equation 6.5):

Dr ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ′ ◦Dv(~R)

The key-managing authority instance accepts the proof if both
checks pass.

Then, like in the semi-honest protocol it applies the function
mf (s, x) which adds a random sample according to the sensitivity
of f (see differential privacy in Section A.2.8) and seed s to the

decrypted function result: x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)).

I
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Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol secure
for malicious data consumers and distributed key-managing

authority (continued)

A pseudo-random function is used on the data item informa-
tion ~I as seed s to create the randomness, so that every instance
of the distributed key-managing authority will add the same
random sample and thus obtains the same result x. This en-
ables the k-th key-managing authority instance to finally create
a Sharek(x) (using the same seed s, but a different pseudo-
random function) and return that to the data consumer.

Remark: Note that, if the data consumer supplies different
input ~I ′ to one key managing authority, then its resulting share
will be uniformly randomly distributed. The ZKP only covers
malicious behavior in the computation of the statistical func-
tion f by the data consumer and not its decryption. The data
consumer can always prevent the correct decryption of the ag-
gregate, but this only prevents him from obtaining the result.

Assembly:

The data consumer assembles the decryption shares from at
least (t+1) key-managing authority instances and reassembles
the decrypted, differentially-private aggregate:

Combine(Sharet(x))∀t = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

= mf (s) ◦D ◦ f(v1, . . . , vm)

The following theorem prepares Corollary 4 on page 107.
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Data producer j Data consumer
Key-managing

authority
xinstance tinstance t

x(j, Pj(vj)),(j, Pj(vj)), E(vj , rj) x, E(rj , r
′
j), E(rj , r
′
j)

~V = (V1, . . . , Vm)|Vi ∈ {E(v1, r1), . . . , E(vn, rn)}

x

~R = (R1, . . . , Rm)|Ri ∈ {E(r1, r
′
1), . . . , E(rn, r

′
n)}

~I = (I1, . . . , Im)|Ii ∈ {(1, P1(v1)), . . . , (n, Pn(vn))}
~S = (S1, . . . , Sm)|
Si ∈ {Signsk(E(r1, r

′
1), (1, P1(v1))1, . . . , Signsk(E(rn, r

′
n), (n, Pn(vn)))n}

~R = (R1, . . . , Rm)|Ri ∈ {E(r1, r
′
1), . . . , E(rn, r

′
n)}

~I = (I1, . . . , Im)|Ii ∈ {(1, P1(v1)), . . . , (n, Pn(vn))}
~S = (S1, . . . , Sm)|
Si ∈ {Signsk(E(r1, r

′
1), (1, P1(v1))1, . . . , Signsk(E(rn, r

′
n), (n, Pn(vn)))n}

fh(~V ,E(c, rc = 1)) = (
∏
i=1 E(vi, ri)

ai) · E(c, rc)

fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) x, ~R, ~I, ~S, ~R, ~I, ~S

x

∀j ∈ 1, . . . ,m :

[Verifypk(Sj , (Ij , Rj))
?
= >

∧C(j) < Pj(vj)
C(j)← Pj(vj)]

Dr ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))
?
= f ′ ◦Dv(~R)

∀j ∈ 1, . . . ,m :

[Verifypk(Sj , (Ij , Rj))
?
= >

∧C(j) < Pj(vj)
C(j)← Pj(vj)]

Dr ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))
?
= f ′ ◦Dv(~R)

x = mf (s) ◦Dv ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1))

xSharet(x)Sharet(x)

Figure 6.6.: The fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol se-
cure in the malicious model.

Theorem 1. The zero-knowledge proof is complete, sound and perfect real
zero-knowledge.

Proof. Following the remark in protocol step Decryption, one can assume
that the vector ~I is static and thus it is omitted from the proof.

Completeness: Assume that the data consumer, according to protocol step
Calculation, chooses ~V ,~R and ~S, computes the pre-arranged, linear
function fh with ~V and supplies the function result fh(~V ,E(c, 1)), ~R

and ~S to the key-managing authority. Then the key-managing au-
thority will verify that ~R only contains fresh entries and that those
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entries have valid signatures in ~S and according to the last check of
the protocol’s step Decryption it will accept the proof if:

Dr ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ′ ◦Dv(~R)

Which is true if ~R contains the corresponding entries to ~V (using
Equation 6.5):

Dr ◦ fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) = f ′ ◦Dr(~V ∪ E(c, 1))

=f ′((Dv(R1), . . . , Dv(Rm)) ∪ 1)

=f ′ ◦Dv(~R)

�

Soundness: This is shown by contradiction: If the ZKP was not sound,
IND-CPA (see Section A.2.4) game for the Paillier cryptosystem (see
Section A.2.3) would be solvable. By providing a simulator that re-
duces the IND-CPA challenge to the problem of forging the ZKP one
can show that forging the ZKP must be hard as well.

For soundness of the prover one needs to differentiate between data
producers (system environment) and data consumer (prover). In this
and the subsequent part of the proof a signature oracle is used by
the simulator to obtain valid signatures. In this part of the proof,
the data consumer has no access to this oracle. Furthermore, as it is
irrelevant for this part of the proof the key-managing authority returns
the function result without added noise for differential privacy.

The simulator, as the IND-CPA adversary, first interacts with the
IND-CPA challenger. It provides two values as input: r0 and r1.
The challenger returns the encryption of a randomly chosen value
cx = E(r0|r1, r

′
x). To solve the IND-CPA game the simulator must

now prove that it can distinguish between E(r0, r
′
x) and E(r1, r

′
x). For

this it employs the data consumer that can forge the ZKP:

Without loss of generality, assume that the function f takes m data
items from data producers as inputs. The simulator takes (m − 1)
triples {vi, ri, r′i} and encrypts and signs them, resulting in

(m− 1)× {E(vi, ri), E(ri, r
′
i), Signsk(E(ri, r

′
i), (j, Pj(vi)))}.
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The simulator also signs cx and some data item information tuple y
(using the oracle) and supplies this incomplete ZKP

Z = {(m− 1)× {E(vi, ri), E(ri, r
′
i), Signsk(E(ri, r

′
i), (j, Pj(vi)))}

∪{cx, Signsk(cx, y)}

to the data consumer.

Note that in this setup the data consumer needs to complete the ZKP,
e.g. by supplying the missing (input value) ciphertext: E(vx, r0|r1). If
he is able to forge the ZKP he can in fact do this.

Then the data consumer engages in communication with the key-
managing authority, with the simulator listening in on their commu-
nication. The data consumer passes the full ZKP Z ∪ E(vx, r0|r1) to
the key-managing authority and obtains the decrypted function result
f(~V ) 2. The simulator still knows all vi (except vx) and can then infer
vx from the eavesdropped function result. Consequently, the simulator
can also infer a plausible E(vx, r0|r1). Now, the simulator performs
the last check: It creates E(vx, r0) and E(vx, r1) and compares them
to E(vx, r0|r1). It thus solves the IND-CPA problem. �

Real zero-knowledge: A simulatorM of the key-managing authority’s (ver-
ifier’s) view

View
(DC,KMA)
KMA = fh(~V ,E(c, 1)), ~R, (~I)3, ~S

is created only from its input. It must be stressed, that for zero-
knowledge of the verifier one can view the data producers and con-
sumer as one entity. The verifier – and not the prover – holds the
private keys for the encryption of the values submitted during the
proof. Consequently one needs to simulate the plain texts of the en-
cryption and not the ciphertexts. Furthermore, one needs to take care
of the randomization of the encryption, since it is not always uniformly
distributed.

2As previously mentioned it returns the function result without added random noise as
it would make this proof more involved but not more insightful.

3This is ommited from the proof for the aforementioned reason.
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To simulate fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) the simulator uniformly chooses two ran-
dom values x ∈ Zn and r ∈ Z∗n and the simulated value is the respec-
tive Paillier ciphertext E(x, r). This is valid, since the data consumer
can draw c uniformly from Zn to blind the aggregate. The result of
fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) is independent of the actual aggregate function f . Thus

it suffices to simulate fh(~V ,E(c, 1)) with E(x, r), a ciphertext of an
arbitrary value of f ’s domain.

Then, to simulate ~R the simulator uniformly chooses m − 1 random
values ri ∈ Z∗n (1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1). It sets rm = r(

∏m−1
i=1 ri)

−1. The
simulated values are the ciphertexts E(ri, r

′
i) where the r′i are drawn

uniformly from Z∗n. All the random values in the message of the ZKP
are identically distributed – including their arithmetic relationship.

Last, to simulate the signatures ~S the simulator invokes the signature
oracle on the simulated vector ~R. If this oracle works properly, all
signatures will be valid. This completes the simulator that creates a
perfectly indistinguishable view. The protocol is by default real zero-
knowledge (against malicious verifier) as there is no participation of
the verifier in the protocol other than verification.

Corollary 4. The fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol
preserves differential privacy for data producers’ data item. First, the en-
cryption of data items at data producers prevents the data consumer from
learning them directly. Second, the zero-knowledge proof (see Theorem 1 on
page 103) prevents the data consumer from cheating the key-managing au-
thority into leaking more information than limited by the differential privacy
of the decrypted aggregate.

6.4. Systemization of related work

Different privacy-preserving protocols that can be applied to the aggrega-
tion problem in the system model (Section 5.2) have been proposed so far.
In comparison to the naive, non-private protocol introduced in Section 6.1.2
privacy-preserving protocols may exhibit reduced utility w.r.t. different di-
mensions. The next section (Section 6.4.1) presents the characterization
that is used to describe surveyed protocols of related work in Section 6.4.2.
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6.4.1. Characterization

This section first introduces the dimensions for the characterization of re-
lated work in next section and for the summarizing Table 6.1 on page 118:

Aggregate function: The naive, non-private protocol allows the data con-
sumer to freely choose an arbitrary aggregation function. Furthermore,
its aggregation function might span arbitrary subsets of data items.
This is due to the data consumer also being the aggregator at the same
time and having all data items in unencrypted form to his disposal.
Some protocols offer reduced flexibility w.r.t. the aggregate function.
Either, the aggregation function is limited to weighted sums or even
only supports sums. Some protocols might also only allow either a
temporal aggregate, i.e. an aggregate over a set of one data producer’s
data items, or a spatial aggregate, i.e. an aggregate covering single data
items of multiple data producers.

Data producer synchronization: In the naive, non-private scenario, data
producers operate asynchronously, i.e. they report their data items
independently of each other to the aggregator. That relates to times
of sending and the handling of data items. This implies (in the non-
private protocol) that the aggregator can use any arbitrary subset of
data items received in the system’s whole lifetime for aggregations.
However, some privacy-preserving protocols require synchronous data
producers, e.g. if the protocol operates in rounds which requires all
data producers to send approx. at the same time or with interdepen-
dent key-material. While synchronization usually reduces the flexibil-
ity w.r.t. the aggregation function at the aggregator it also imposes
higher complexity of data producers and protocol.

Fault-tolerance: Data producers might either suffer from hardware or soft-
ware failures or from a failure of their communication link. While
some protocols can cope with unlimited failures of data producers
some protocols only tolerate limited failures or no failures at all. In
case additional entities are introduced into the protocol (e.g. TTP or
an aggregator different from the data consumer), their fault-tolerance
might also influences the robustness of the entire system.
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Communication model: In the naive, non-private protocol data producers
merely require a uni-directional (→) communication link directly to
the aggregator. However, some protocols have stronger assumptions,
they require bi-directional (↔) communication links between protocol
entities.

In this respect, it is also of interest, how data producers (P) are con-
nected to the data consumer (C ). They might directly report to an
aggregating data consumer (AC ) or first report to an individual entity
that merely represents an aggregator (A) or a trusted aggregator (TA)
or just anonymizes (Anon.) data items.

Privacy notions: Protocols may fulfill different privacy notions w.r.t. the
data consumer: A protocol is considered anonymous, if the data con-
sumer learns data items, but is unable to identify its origin from its
meta-information (e.g. source address etc.). Some protocols only give
a plain text aggregate to the data consumer. Protocols that employ an
aggregating data consumer may exhibit the aggregator oblivious [98]
property if, loosely speaking, the data consumer only learns the ag-
gregate and no individual data items. A protocol yields an (compu-
tationally) differentially private ((C)DP) aggregate if the aggregate is
the result of a differentially private [26] function over the input data
items. Some protocol introduce their own, proprietary ad-hoc notion
of privacy.

Aggregate error: A protocol’s resulting aggregate can either be an exact
or a noisy aggregate with error and is either the result of data pro-
ducer failures or of measures to achieve a specific privacy notion. A
differentially private aggregate is noisy by definition.

Group management: While all surveyed protocols require a setup-phase,
the introduction or removal of data producers might impose additional
effort on all participants: Some protocols require another complete
setup phase while others merely require an partial setup, e.g. only
distributing/removing keys of added/removed data producers.

Ciphertext expansion and aggregate error are important criteria as well.
However, because of the heterogeneity of employed encryption schemes and
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supported aggregate functions a meaningful comparison is unfeasible and
thus they are omitted.

6.4.2. Surveyed protocols of related work

This section gives a structured overview over solutions that have been pro-
posed to the problem of privacy-preserving aggregation so far. Table 6.2 on
page 119 provides a mapping of protocols presented by related work and the
PET they employ.

Some of the surveyed protocols were specifically designed for the purpose
of calculating aggregates in the context of smart metering while others pro-
vide solutions to a generic privacy-preserving data item aggregation model.
For better readability and comparability the entity names introduced by
the protocols were renamed to match the roles of the abstract system model
(introduced in Section 5.2): data producer, aggregator, data consumer.

Solutions are ordered according to their employed PET.

Anonymization

The solution described by Efthymiou and Kalogridis [27] differentiates be-
tween two types of data required by (different) data consumers: Anonymized
high-frequency data for the immediate usage (e.g. network operations) and
low-frequency attributable data for billing or similar purposes. Their solu-
tion assumes that low-frequency data is not privacy-invading and thus they
do not provide a privacy-preserving protocol for billing. Their combined so-
lution introduces two different identities that asynchronous data producer
use to send the different kinds of data to the respective data consumer(s):
The low-frequency identity is attributable by the data consumer to a data
producer while the connection between the anonymous high-frequency iden-
tity and the low frequency identity is only known to an escrow service. After
a data consumer receives high-/low-frequency data items from data produc-
ers over unidirectional communication links it can calculate exact arbitrary
aggregates over arbitrary subsets of data items even in the presence of un-
limited failures of data producers. Data producers that are added to the
protocol require the setup of the two identities (partial group-management).
Furthermore, they also present protocols for distributing identities to data
producers and temporarily lifting privacy in case of energy theft.
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Molina-Markham et al. [78] envision a system where synchronous data
producers send data items without identifying information to so-called neigh-
borhood gateways. The neighborhood gateways forward the tuples to the
aggregator and data consumer, therefore hiding their origin in the commu-
nication network. They do not explicitly say whether the neighborhood
gateways introduce pseudonyms for data producers so that the aggrega-
tor can calculate sensible temporal aggregates. This only requires minimal
changes to the protocol and thus we assume that the data consumer can
calculate exact arbitrary aggregates over arbitrary subsets of data items.
This protocol only requires unidirectional communication links and toler-
ates unlimited failures of data producers. This protocol only requires partial
group-management. Furthermore, they also indicate how the system could
facilitate billing (see Section 7).

Bohli et al. [13] present a model for smart meter privacy based on a
“smart meter privacy break indistinguishability game” and two solutions to
calculate aggregates. The first solution employs anonymization via a TTP
to which asynchronous data producers report their values over an unidirec-
tional communication link. The TTP performs an arbitrary aggregation over
arbitrary subsets of data and forwards the exact aggregated values to the
data consumer. This solution tolerates unlimited failures of data producers
and yields an exact aggregate.

Their second solution employs perturbation. Every asynchronous data
producer adds random noise to its readings and sends them over an unidi-
rectional communication link to the aggregator. The idea is that every data
producer adds enough noise to mask its own values, but that the random-
ness over all data producers cancels each other out during sum aggregation
of arbitrary subsets. This results in an almost accurate aggregate (in this
dissertation’s terms it is noisy). They note that according to their privacy
model the TTP solution provides perfect privacy (proprietary) unlike the
second solution if high accuracy in the aggregates is required (confidence
interval with 0.5Wh width and 99.9% certainty). Both approaches toler-
ate unlimited failures of data producers. Also, both merely require partial
group-management, added data producers only need to know about the
trusted third party and employed random distributions in the first/second
approach respectively.

Jeske [62] describes a protocol that combines anonymous reporting and
non-anonymous (and non-privacy-preserving) billing of smart metering data
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items. In every run of the billing protocol with the provider (aggregator)
the data producer receives a Camenisch Lysyanskaya [15] signature on its
committed secret ticket. Later, in the reporting protocol, the data pro-
ducer performs a signature proof of knowledge for this ticket towards the
aggregator and also receives the next ticket for the next reporting. The
signature proof of knowledge prevents that the aggregator connects a run
of the non-anonymous billing protocol with the subsequent anonymous re-
porting protocol run. The data producers operate asynchronously and use
bi-directional communication links with the aggregator. The aggregator can
aggregate over arbitrary subsets of data items and calculate arbitrary and
exact aggregates. The protocol tolerates unlimited failures of data producers
and requires partial group-management.

Petrlic [86] proposes to use the grid operator as an anonymizer in a re-
porting protocol. A trusted third party gives data producers pseudonyms
and respective pseudonym certificates. Asynchronous data producers send
their pseudonymously signed data items to the grid operator. The grid op-
erator verifies the signature (and the TTP certificate) and removes both
from the message. Anonymized data items are then forwarded to the aggre-
gator (the data consumer). After the setup-phase, data producers merely
require unidirectional communication links to their grid operators. Data
items that finally arrive at the aggregator enable it to calculate arbitrary,
exact aggregates over arbitrary subsets. The protocol only requires partial
group-management and tolerates unlimited data producer failures.

Trusted computation

Ruj et al. [94] propose a two-tier system for aggregation of smart metering
data and subsequent access by authorized consumers. First, data producers
encrypt their measurements using Paillier encryption with the public key
of their nearest trusted party and send them over unidirectional commu-
nication links towards that trusted party at the root of their aggregation
tree. Every measurement is also attributed by its creator specifying its na-
ture. Along every node of this aggregation tree, encrypted measurements
of the same attribute (supports temporal and spatial subsets) are homo-
morphically aggregated (weighted sum) to an exact aggregate. The trusted
party decrypts the aggregated measurements for every attribute and en-
crypts it with an attribute-based-encryption scheme for encrypted central
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storage. Multiple key distribution centers distribute public Paillier keys to
data producers, private Paillier keys and private attribute-encryption keys
and policies to trusted parties and attribute-decryption keys to data con-
sumers. Only consumers with respective keys can decrypt storage contents
designated for them. The protocol tolerates unlimited failures of data pro-
ducers and tolerates failures of all key distribution centers after the setup
phase. Failure of trusted parties are not tolerated. Addition/removal of
data producers/data consumers merely requires partial group-management.

Li et al. [69] propose aggregation of Paillier-encrypted data items during
routing through a minimal-spanning-tree of data producers towards a data
consumer. The data consumer starts the creation of a spanning tree among
all data producers and also issues the aggregation plans that tell data pro-
ducers (inner tree nodes) how to aggregate collected data items. Every data
producer encrypts its data items using Paillier encryption. Data producer at
the leaves of the spanning-tree start sending their encrypted data items up
towards the data consumer at the root of the tree. At every data producer
that represents an inner-node of the tree previously received aggregation
plans are executed on encrypted data items/aggregates from children and
their own encrypted data items. The aggregation supports exact, weighted
sum aggregation of arbitrary subsets of data items, provided that they are
available at aggregation points. This protocol supports unlimited failures
of data producers. Addition/removal of data producers requires change of
the spanning tree and therefore partial group-management. The creation of
the spanning tree requires bi-directional communication links between data
producers.

6.4.3. Cryptographic computation

Rottondi et al. [93] describe an approach where trusted privacy-preserving
nodes and a central configurator are introduced into the smart metering sys-
tem. Synchronous data producers report Shamir secret shares of their mea-
surements over unidirectional communication links to privacy-preserving
nodes specified by the configurator. The configurator also tells the privacy-
preserving nodes how to aggregate incoming measurements and for which
consumer. According to these rules privacy-preserving nodes aggregate the
shares to shares of the final aggregate. The consumer queries all privacy-
preserving nodes that were dispatched by the configurator for the shares of
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the final aggregate and computes the aggregate from its shares. This use of
the Shamir secret sharing scheme enables the computation of exact, weighted
sum aggregates over arbitrary subsets of data items. Addition/removal of
data producers requires informing them about the specific parameters for
the Shamir scheme (partial group management).

Kursawe et al. [67] propose different protocols for private aggregation or
comparison of data item aggregates. Their aggregation protocols allow the
exact calculation of sum aggregates over spatial data sets of synchronous
data producers at the data consumer. The comparison protocols only allow
the data consumer to compare a known value to the aggregate or use brute-
force to compare the aggregate to neighboring values of the known value.
Four concrete protocols use different approaches to privately compute zero-
sum shares among each other to blind their measurements before they are
aggregated at the data consumer. All four protocols require unidirectional
communication links and complete group-management as all data producers
need to know keys of all other data producers. Also, all four protocols
tolerate no failures as missing shares of the zero-sum shares would prevent
the correct assembly.

Erkin and Tsudik [31] describe a system where (synchronous) data pro-
ducers encrypt their data items before sending them over an unidirectional
communication link to the data consumer. The data producers use Paillier
encryption in a special way: The second random parameter to the Pail-
lier encryption is exponentiated with a share of a multiple of the modulus.
Thus, only if all ciphertexts from all data producers are homomorphically
aggregated the resulting ciphertext has a random parameter that has been
exponentiated with a multiple of the modulus. Only then it can be de-
crypted by the data consumer with the private key. With additional com-
pensating measures (as they describe) this protocol allows for exact, weighted
sums of arbitrary subsets of data items. Unlimited failures of data producer
can be compensated with the help of a trusted third party i.e. the manu-
facturer of the smart meter. Addition/removal of data producers requires
re-establishment of the shares and thus a complete group-management.

Garcia and Jacobs [41] propose an aggregation protocol that specifically
targets the detection of energy theft at substations. Synchronous data pro-
ducers connected to one substation with an unidirectional communication
link create shares of each measured data item and encrypt all but one share
with the public key of another connected data producer. Then they forward
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these shares over the substation to those respective data producer that can
decrypt them. Upon receipt of all shares from all other data producers a
data producer sums them up, together with the share it did not send out,
and returns the result to the substation. The substation adds all results and
determines whether the total sum is different to what it physically measured
itself for the set of data producers. This protocol allows for exact, sum of
spatial subsets of data items. No failures are tolerated as missing shares
would not allow for correct summation. Addition/removal of data producer
requires distribution of public keys and thus partial group-management.

Perturbation

Lin et al. [71] describe a system where asynchronous data producers con-
tinuously create, and additively blind, measurements and store them in a
central storage system. Authorized data consumers can access the cen-
tral storage system and create exact, weighted sum over temporal subsets
or noisy, arbitrary aggregates of spatial subsets of blinded measurements.
However, subsequently the data consumer has to contact all respective data
producers to obtain the blinding factors for the used data items. Thus, this
protocol requires bi-directional communication links between data producer
and data consumers. This approach tolerates no failures of data producer
and only requires partial group-management.

Differentially private perturbation

Shi et al. [98] first define aggregator obliviousness by the means of an indis-
tinguishability game. Subsequently, they present an aggregation protocol
in which synchronous, individual data producers add random noise from
a geometric distribution in such a way, that the sum of the random noise
of all data producers will guarantee differential privacy for the aggregate
result. Every data producer encrypts its noisy measurement with an in-
dividual share of zero in a Diffie-Hellman based encryption scheme before
sending it over an unidirectional communication link to the aggregator.
The aggregator owns a final share that eventually allows him to decrypt
(brute force/Pollard’s lambda method) the differential private aggregate of
all measurements. This approach supports noisy, differentially private sum
aggregates over spatial subsets of data items. However, because of the use
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of the secret sharing of zero, this protocol tolerates no failures and complete
group-management.

Rastogi and Nath [90] argue that time series data might be highly cor-
related and that therefore the sensitivity of aggregates over these data is
higher and thus bigger noise is required to guarantee differential privacy.
In their proposed protocol, individual data producers calculate aggregates
over temporal subsets of their data items and then calculate the discrete
Fourier transform of the aggregate. The discrete Fourier transform requires
the addition of noise with lower variance than the original aggregate re-
sult. After a cut off of high frequencies they add Gaussian noise and a
random blinding factor to the result and send it Paillier-encrypted to the
aggregator. The aggregator homomorphically aggregates all data producer’s
aggregates and returns them to the data producers for removal of the ran-
dom blinding factor. Every data producer removes his previously added
blinding factor and creates a decryption share. Finally, the aggregator re-
ceives all decryption shares and can recover a differentially private discrete
Fourier transform which he inversely discrete Fourier transforms to obtain
the final result. This protocol supports the calculation of sum aggregates
of arbitrary, temporal aggregates and requires synchronous data producers
for the decryption phase. It tolerates limited failures of data producers and
requires complete group-management because of its use of decryption shares
across data producers.

Chan et al. [19] propose a protocol, where a system of intersecting user
groups allows the aggregator to compensate for unlimited failures of data
producers with the help of redundant information. In a setup phase all data
producers are organized as the leaves of a binary interval tree. Every node
in the tree represents an aggregate of its descendant’s data items. Therefore
every data producer is member of several such aggregate blocks. They pro-
pose to run the aggregation algorithm of Shi et al. [98] among members of
the same block. In the case of data producer failure and subsequent inability
to complete the block aggregation, all other members of that block might
still contribute their data items to other aggregates of blocks where they
are members, too. These other block aggregates then enable the calculation
of overall aggregates of live data producers despite of some failed data pro-
ducers and thus some incomplete block aggregates. The protocol requires
partial group-management: Upon addition of new data producers the tree
can either be enlarged and only newly created blocks require a new setup
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or additional data producers are organized in an additional tree altogether.
The usage of the aggregation algorithm by Shi et al. [98] as block aggregation
protocol supports differentially private sum aggregates over spatial subsets
of data items but also requires synchronous data producers yet only unidi-
rectional communication links. They also describe two sampling protocols
that save bandwidth, because the data consumer calculates the aggregate
as extrapolation of the sampled values.

Acs and Castelluccia [2] propose a system where synchronous data pro-
ducers form clusters among each others. All pairs of data producers in every
cluster create pairwise keys (by exchange over bi-directional communication
links across the data consumer) that they add to their measurements and
that cancel each other out during additive modular aggregation at the data
consumer. Individual data producers also add random noise according to
Gamma distributions which yields Laplacian random noise in the aggre-
gate and thus makes the calculated sums over spatial subsets of data items
differentially private. This protocol tolerates limited failures of data pro-
ducers, as the data consumer can query the remaining data producers for
their part of the respective pairwise keys for recovery of the aggregate. Ad-
dition/removal of data producers requires all data producers to re-create
their pairwise cluster keys and thus requires complete group-management.
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Efthymiou and Kalogridis [27] X
Molina-Markham et al. [78] X

Bohli et al. [13] TTP X
Jeske [62] X

Petrlic [86] X
Ruj et al. [94] X E
Li et al. [69] X E

Rottondi et al. [93] S
Kursawe et al. [67] S/E

Erkin and Tsudik [31] S/E
Garcia and Jacobs [41] S/E

Lin et al. [71] X Optional
Bohli et al. [13] noisy X

Shi et al. [98] S X
Rastogi and Nath [90] S/E X

Chan et al. [19] S X
Acs and Castelluccia [2] S X

Table 6.2.: Employed PETs in aggregation protocols of related work.

6.5. Implementation and evaluation

6.5.1. Implementation

Unlike the privacy-preserving protocols in the two subsequent chapters this
chapter’s privacy-preserving protocol has not been implemented for the
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6. Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation

evaluation of performance. The reason for this is that the performance
of the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol depends on
many factors and last but not least the actual aggregation function and the
bit-width of its inputs. If the performance of a prototypical implementation
was measured than it would merely represent one instance of all possible
aggregations.

However, the interested reader is directed to the performance measure-
ments of the privacy-preserving billing protocol in the next chapter. That
protocol employs similar cryptographic primitives and techniques. For in-
stance, the billing protocol’s ZKP is the same as used in this chapter’s pro-
tocol. Furthermore, the aggregation that the privacy component performs
in the privacy-preserving billing protocol to calculate the billing period’s
price is essentially what the data consumer has to do on encrypted data
items in this chapter’s aggregation protocol.

6.5.2. Comparison to related work

Section 6.4 provides a systematization of related protocols that also tar-
get privacy-preserving aggregation. This section compares the final, fault-
tolerant, privacy preserving aggregation (FTPPA) protocol secure in the
malicious model (of Section 6.3.3) to protocols of related work that also
achieve the same strong privacy guarantee of differential privacy for the
aggregate [2, 19, 90, 98].

This is a first comparison’s summary before going into details:

� The accuracy of the calculated aggregate is higher in FTPPA. FTPPA’s
accuracy is independent of the number of data producers, the number
of data items and the number of failures.

� FTPPA does not require synchronized clocks, but only relies on logical
time.

� FTPPA enables the calculation of a wider range of statistical func-
tions (weighted sums). The statistical function can be chosen and
exchanged intermittently by the data consumer without notification
to the data producers.

� FTPPA only requires partial group key management. Data producers
may join or leave without interaction with other participants.
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6.5. Implementation and evaluation

� FTPPA only requires uni-directional communication channels between
data producers and data consumers.

The following represents the detailed comparison of FTPPA to [2, 19,
90, 98].

Communication: In FTPPA data consumers send their data items over a
uni-directional communication channel. Every data producer has con-
stant communication cost per data item. The data consumer queries
the key-managing authority for decryption over a bi-directional chan-
nel. The communication cost for the key-managing authority is linear
in the number of calculated aggregates.

Acs and Castelluccia [2] require bi-directional communication between
data producers and data consumer so that data producer can ex-
change their pairwise keys. Rastogi and Nath [90] also require bi-
directional communication between data producers and the data con-
sumer so that the users can cooperate in decrypting the threshold
decryption system. Shi et al. [98] only require uni-directional com-
munication links between data producers and the consumer and has
the same communication cost as FTPPA. Chan et al. [19] assume
that data producers also communicate uni-directionally with data con-
sumers but in their protocol data producers have a higher communi-
cation cost. This is due to redundant information provided by data
producers for fault-tolerance.

Aggregate error: In FTPPA the accuracy of the data consumer’s calcu-
lated aggregate is independent of the number of data producers or
data producer failures. The only error in accuracy of the calculated
aggregate is introduced deliberately to ensure differential privacy and
that is O(1) with respect to the number of data producers or failures.

Acs and Castelluccia [2],Shi et al. [98] and Rastogi and Nath [90] also
introduce O(1) error for differential privacy while Chan et al. [19]
introduce poly-logarithmic error dependent on the number of data
producers.

Fault-Tolerance: In FTPPA fault-tolerance is introduced by a selection
process of the data consumer. The data consumer can arbitrarily
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6. Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation

select a subset of available data items as input to the aggregate calcu-
lation. Consequently, exactly like the naive, non-private aggregation
protocol of Section 6.1.2, it tolerates an arbitrary and unbounded num-
ber of failing data producers. The key-managing authority can also
be distributed (as described in Section 6.3.1) and only a majority of
key-managing authority instances is required to be available during a
run of the protocol.

Shi et al. [98] and Rastogi and Nath [90] do not tolerate any failures of
data producers in their protocols. The former relies on blinding shares
of zero which requires all shares to be present. The latter requires the
data producers to participate in a threshold decryption of the final
result. This offers some fault-tolerance, but the accuracy of the result
degrades with failures. Chan et al. [19] achieve fault-tolerance, but
the error of the results grows sub-linearly in the number of absent
users. A bound on the maximum number of failing users needs to be
pre-arranged. Acs and Castelluccia [2] achieve fault-tolerance to some
extent as the data consumer can request the pairwise key from data
producers whose partners have failed.

Group management: In FTPPA there is no group or elaborate key man-
agement. Data producers may join or leave independently at any time
without any new key distribution or setup phase for existing/remain-
ing data producers.

Shi et al. [98] require a new distribution of the blinding shares for all
data producers whenever a new producer joins. Rastogi and Nath [90]
require a new distribution of key shares for the threshold decryption.
Chan et al. [19] introduce a dynamic join & leave protocol which tol-
erates joining of data producers up to a certain limit. Beyond, they
need to increase the tree height to accommodate more data producers.
In such a case, the trusted dealer needs to distribute one additional
secret key to existing users and O(log n) secret keys to new users.
Acs and Castelluccia [2] require that a newly deployed data producer
establishes pairwise keys with all other data producers in its cluster.

Synchronization: FTPPA does not require synchronized clocks, all data
producers operate asynchronously. FTPPA uses logical time to chrono-
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logically order data items and thus prevent their re-use. All data items
are encrypted under the same key.

Acs and Castelluccia [2], Chan et al. [19], Rastogi and Nath [90], Shi
et al. [98] all depend on communication rounds and require synchro-
nization, although they do not explicitly mention this.

Security: FTPPA offers aggregator obliviousness (AO), i.e., the aggrega-
tor will not learn anything else but the final result. Input data and
intermediate results are not available to him. Furthermore, FTPPA
ensures differential privacy (DP) [26] for aggregation.

Although Rastogi and Nath [90], Shi et al. [98] provide aggregator
obliviousness they only guarantee the weaker notion of computation-
ally differential privacy (CDP). In these protocols the differential pri-
vacy has to be ensured by the data producers while in FTPPA the
key-managing authority ensures this. Chan et al. [19] design pro-
tocols with differential privacy and computational differential privacy,
but does not ensure aggregator obliviousness. The data consumer (ag-
gregator) learns some intermediate values (even if there is no fault) to
calculate the result in the presence of failures. Acs and Castelluccia
[2] achieve aggregator obliviousness and differential privacy, however
they do not specify how the data consumer can be prevented from
claiming that all but one data producer have failed.

6.5.3. Requirement fulfillment

This chapter introduced the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation
protocol (FTPPA) as a privacy-preserving implementation of the feedback
loop’s aggregation computation. If applied to the feedback loop’s aggrega-
tion computation smart meters take on the role of FTPPA’s data produc-
ers and the service provider interested in the aggregate plays the role of
FTPPA’s data consumer.

However, to represent a viable implementation FTPPA must also fulfill
the “Private smart grid protocol requirements” listed in Section 5.3:

Privacy and Security: In contrast to the naive, non-private aggregation
protocol (as outlined in Section 6.1.2), the fault-tolerant, privacy-
preserving aggregation protocol (Section 6.3.3) is privacy-preserving
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6. Fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation

in the presence of a malicious data consumer. The protocol implicitly
assumes the prover of the ZKP (data consumer) to behave maliciously.
This is further described in Section A.1.2 on attacker models in ZKPs.
Only the necessary information, the aggregate over consumption data,
and no more are transferred to the data consumer. The data con-
sumer has no access to the data items in plain text as all he receives
from data producers are ciphertexts to which he has no decryption
keys. Furthermore, information leakage by means of the aggregate
function’s result is limited using differential privacy. Thus, individual
consumption values cannot be identified by the service provider from
the aggregate.

Assuming the data producer creates and encrypts data items honestly
in the Preparation protocol step and that the key-managing autority
instances act honestly the data consumer will obtain the plaintext to
the desired aggregate. These assumption are granted in the Privacy
and Security requirement in Section 5.3.

Compatibility: The privacy-preserving, fault-tolerant aggregation protocol
only requires minimal changes at smart meters. Every data item that
is measured must be Paillier encrypted and also sent to the service
provider. If one assumes that even in the naive, non-private protocol
(Section 6.1.2) every data item must already cryptographically signed
(to ensure integrity) then this does not represent an unrealistic re-
quirement.

Availability: The privacy-preserving, fault-tolerant aggregation protocol tol-
erates smart meter failures in the same way the naive, non-private
aggregation protocol does: Every data item received by the service
provider can be used in aggregate calculation. The distributed nature
of the key-managing authority and the requirement for a simple ma-
jority of alive instances reduces its probability for failure considerably.

6.6. Summary

This chapter presented a fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation pro-
tocol as privacy-preserving implementation of the smart grid feedback loop’s
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aggregation computation. Data producers send their data items homomor-
phically encrypted to a data consumer. The data consumer can store all
received data items and calculate encrypted aggregates over any fresh sub-
set of encrypted data items. A key-managing authority provides decryption
for the encrypted aggregate but also adds random noise to guarantee diff-
erential privacy for the aggregate to prevent deduction of data items from
the aggregate itself. The right amount of noise depends on the calculated
aggregation function and the freshness of data items. To guarantee these
properties the data consumer provides a zero-knowledge proof.

Finally, the protocol is evaluated against protocols from related work that
offer the same strong privacy guarantee of differential privacy. Its viability as
implementation of the smart grid feedback loop’s aggregation computation is
evaluated using the “private smart grid protocol requirements” as developed
in Section 5.3 and thus represents a viable implementation of the smart grid
feedback loop aggregation computation.
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Chapter7
Privacy-preserving Billing

This chapter presents a privacy-preserving billing protocol designed to im-
plement the feedback loop billing computation (see Section 2.3).

First, Section 7.1 defines the goal of the protocol and its abstract idea.
Subsequently Section 7.2 provides the detailed description of the privacy-
preserving billing protocol with proofs. Then, Section 7.3 provides a sys-
tematization of other privacy-preserving billing protocols according to em-
ployed PETs and supported tariffs. Section 7.4 discusses how the privacy-
preserving billing protocol can be embedded in existing smart meter report-
ing protocols.

Finally, Section 7.5 provides performance measurements of a prototypi-
cal implementation, a comparison of the protocol to related work and an
evaluation of its viability.

7.1. Protocol goal and abstract idea

The following is the goal of the feedback loop billing computation phrased
in the abstract system model (as introduced in Section 5.2.1):

7.1.1. Protocol goal

A service consumer continuously consumes a measurable amount of service
from a service provider. A data producer associated with this service con-
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sumer creates data item vk that measures the amount of service consumption
for time slot k.

The service provider wants to bill the service consumer for consumption in
a certain billing period according to either a time-of-use or load-dependent
tariff ~T (see Section 7.3). Without loss of generality this description only
covers the calculation of a time-of-use tariff. Section 7.2.1 discusses how the
protocol can also be applied to load-dependent tariffs.

Thus, if i0 marks the first time unit of the billing period, and ~V =
(vi0 , vi1 , . . . , vin) and ~T = (ti0 , ti1 , . . . , tin) then the service provider wants
to learn the result of the price function:

P (~V , ~T ) =
∑
v∈~V

ti ∗ vi

The difference to aggregation, as mentioned in Section 2.3, is that here
the aggregate must be exact and only covers consumption traces of one
household.

7.1.2. Naive, non-private protocol

This section refines the naive, non-private protocol that was formally de-
fined in Section 5.2.2 for the purpose of billing: The data producer creates
a cryptographic signature over ~V and sends ~V , Signsk(i0, ~V ) to the data
consumer where first the signature is verified (with the expected iexpected

for the respective billing period) and then P () is calculated over ~V and ~T .
Figure 7.1 illustrates this protocol.

Data producer Data consumer

~V , Signsk(i0, ~V )

Verifypk(Signsk(i0, ~V ), (iexpected, ~V ))
?
= >

P (~V , ~T )

Figure 7.1.: The naive, non-private billing protocol
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This approach has been identified to pose a risk to consumer privacy in
Chapter 4.

7.1.3. Abstract idea of the privacy-preserving protocol

The abstract idea of the privacy-preserving billing protocol developed in this
chapter is that the data consumer does not receive data items’ plaintexts in
the first place. Data items are filtered by a new privacy component (PC)
that is introduced in between the data producer and the data consumer.
The PC evaluates the price function P () and creates a non-interactive zero-
knowledge proof (ZKP) that proves correct calculation of the price function.
Figure 7.2 illustrates this.

Data producer Privacy component Data consumer

~V , Commitments over ~V ,
Commitment opening information,

Signature over commitments
calculated P (~V , ~T ) and ZKP of

correct calculation over authentic
data items and tariff

verifies ZKP

Figure 7.2.: Abstract idea of the privacy-preserving billing protocol.

The ZKP is based on Pedersen commitments. The data producer creates a
Pedersen commitment for every data item of the billing period and creates
a cryptographic signature over all commitments of that period. The PC
intercepts all data items. Then, after having obtained the applicable tariff,
it calculates the price function P () itself. Eventually, it only forwards the
final price and a ZKP for the correct calculation of the price to the data
consumer.

From the ZKP, the data consumer cannot learn the private data items.
However, it can verify that the price function was calculated correctly with
the expected tariff and on authentic data items from the data producer.
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In the context of the smart grid, the PC can be implemented in any com-
puting device available at the consumers’: set-up boxes, routers or access
points. This is further discussed in Section 7.5.2.

Note that the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol pre-
sented in Chapter 6 can implement privacy-preserving billing as well. The
aggregate function then simply implements the respective tariff functions.
This requires, however, that the key-managing authority does not add ran-
dom noise to the aggregate result as the price is expected (by legislation
and consumers) to be exact.

However, the privacy-preserving billing protocol presented in this chapter
has several advantages over the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggrega-
tion protocol:

� The privacy-preserving billing protocol does not require a key-managing
authority. All computations are performed between the privacy com-
ponent and the data consumer.

� Unlike the key-managing authority the privacy component of the privacy-
preserving billing protocol is not trusted by the data consumer. Mali-
cious behavior manifests itself in the privacy component’s inability to
successfully complete the ZKP.

7.2. The privacy-preserving billing protocol

This is the privacy-preserving billing protocol:

Assumptions: The data producer can create cryptographic signatures that
can be verified by the data consumer.

Let the data producer be the committing party of a pre-arranged Pedersen
commitment (see Section A.2.1) scheme with the data consumer. Let p, q
be large primes and g, h be generators so that ord(〈g〉) = ord(〈h〉) = q and
q|p− 1. p, q, g, h are known to the data producer and data consumer while
loggh mod p is only known to the data consumer.

The privacy component has, prior to protocol execution, obtained the
applicable tariff T = {ti0 , ti1 , ...tin} from the data consumer. The data

producer has ~V = (vi0 , vi1 , ..., vin), the vector of data items for one billing
period. i0 identifies the first time unit of the billing period.
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7.2. The privacy-preserving billing protocol

Protocol goal: The data consumer obtains the correct result of P (~V , ~T )

on authentic ~V (created by the data producer) and authentic ~T from the
privacy component.

The privacy component thus passes along a non-interactive ZKP for the
following proof goal in Camenisch Stadler notation (see Section A.1.1):

ZKP[~V = (vi0 , . . . , vn), ~R = (ri0 , . . . , rn) : (7.1)
n∧

k=i0

Commk = Commit(vk, rk) (7.2)

∧ Verifypk(Signsk(i0,COMM), (iexpected,COMM)) = > (7.3)

∧ P (~V , ~T ) =
n∑

k=i0

tk ∗ vk] (7.4)

The prover proves that P (~V , ~T ) is actually the weighted sum (accord-

ing to the tariff ~T ) of data items (Equation 7.4), that the cryptographic
signature over the begin of the billing period i0 and over all commitments
is valid (Equation 7.3) and that the presented commitments are Pedersen
commitments to the respective data items vk (Equation 7.2) for secret data
items (Equation 7.1).

Protocol steps: These are the protocol steps of the privacy-preserving
billing protocol (see Figure 7.3 on page 133).

Privacy-preserving billing protocol

Data preparation: For every data item vik in V , the data producer
chooses a random uniformly r ∈ Z∗q and creates Pedersen commit-
ments:

Commik = Commit(vik , rik)

Let COMM = (Commi0 ,Commi1 , . . . ,Commin) be the vector of
all those commitments and R = (ri0 , ri1 , ..., rin) the vector of all
chosen random values. Finally, the data producer creates a signa-
ture Signsk(i0,COMM) and sends towards the data consumer:

m0 = ~V ,COMM, ~R, Signsk(i0,COMM)
I
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Privacy-preserving billing protocol (continued)

Interception and ZKP creation: The PC intercepts m0 and thus it
never reaches the data consumer. The PC performs the follow-
ing two calculations:

Price calculation: P (~V , ~T ) =
∑in

k=i0
vk ∗ tk

Random aggregation: r′ =
∑in

k=i0
rk ∗ tk mod Z∗q

and sends to the data consumer:

m1 = P (~V , ~T ), r′,COMM, Signsk(i0,COMM)

ZKP Verification: These are the verification steps performed by the
data consumer to verify that P (~V , ~T ) was correctly calculated:

Signature verification: It checks

Verifypk(Signsk(i0,COMM), (iexpected,COMM))
?
= >

and aborts if invalid.

Commitments aggregation: It computes the commitment to the
correct price from ~T and from Commi received in m1:

COMMTariff =
in∏
k=i0

Commtk
k mod p

Opening of aggregated commitment: The data consumer tries
to open the aggregated commitment COMMTariff with
P (~V , ~T ) and r′ received in m1 and accepts if successful:

Open(COMMTariff, P (~V , ~T ), r′))

= COMMTariff
?
= Commit(P (~V , ~T ), r′)
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Data producer Privacy component Data consumer

m0

~V ,COMM, ~R, Signsk(i0,COMM)

P (~V , ~T ) =

in∑
k=i0

vk ∗ tk

r′ =

in∑
k=i0

rk ∗ tk

m1

P (~V , ~T ), r′,COMM, Signsk(i0,COMM)

Verifypk(Signsk(i0,COMM), (iexpected, ~V ))
?
= >

COMMTariff =

in∏
k=i0

Comm
tk
k mod p

Open(P (~V , ~T ), r′,COMMTariff)
?
= >

Figure 7.3.: The privacy-preserving billing protocol.

Theorem 5. The private billing protocol is complete, sound and perfect,
real zero-knowledge.

Proof.

Completeness: If the PC truthfully computes the tariff, then the data con-
sumer accepts and one observes the following equation:
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Commit(P (~V , ~T ), r′)

=Commit(
in∑
k=i0

tkvk,

in∑
k=i0

tkrk)

=
in∏
k=i0

Commit(tkvk, tkrk)

=
in∏
k=i0

Commit(vk, rk)
tk

=
in∏
k=i0

Commtk
k

=COMMTariff

It follows that COMMTariff is a Pedersen commitment for P (~V , ~T ) with
the random number r′.

Soundness: If the PC does not truthfully compute the tariff, then the data
consumer (DC) must reject. That is given vi, the PC cannot forge a
view

View
(PC,DC)
DC = m1 = P (~V , ~T ), r′,COMM, Signsk(i0,COMM)

of the protocol that is accepted by the data consumer.

The proof is performed by contradiction. First, observe the assump-
tion that the PC cannot forge the Commi commitments, since they are
signed by the data producer. Second, as follows from completeness,
the computed COMMTariff is a Pedersen commitment to P (~V , ~T ) and

r′. If, the PC could present P ′(~V , ~T ) 6= P (~V , ~T ) and r′′, such that

COMMTariff = Commit(P ′(~V , ~T ), r′′) is opened correctly, then this
would contradict the binding property of Pedersen commitments as
established by Pedersen [85] and described in Section A.2.1.

Perfect, real zero-knowledge: A simulator M of the verifier’s view (the
data consumer’s view)

View
(PC,DC)
DC = m1 = P (~V , ~T ), r′,COMM, Signsk(i0,COMM)
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is presented: Assume, that the knowledge of consumption distribution
of the average household represents the simulator’s auxiliary knowl-
edge. M chooses v′k according to this knowledge and also chooses ran-

dom ~R with rk ∈ Z∗q and computes P ( ~V ′, ~T ), Comm′k = Commit(v′k, rk)

and r′ =
∑in

k=i0
rk ∗ tk accordingly. Then P ( ~V ′, ~T ), r′,Comm′k are per-

fectly indistinguishable from the view of a protocol run between prover
and verifier.

Finally, the simulator invokes a signature oracle that creates a valid
signature for (i0,COMM) as it has no access to the private signing key
sk. This rather strange access to such an oracle is only allowed in the
zero-knowledge part of the proof and not in the soundness part which
relies on the fact that the privacy consumer has no means to come
up with arbitrary (not created by the data producer) commitments.
Access to this oracle does not invalid the zero-knowledge property as
M has no access to the data producer (the prover) itself to create the
view. One might as well imagine that the data producer itself uses
this oracle in protocol step [Data preparation].

The protocol is by default real zero-knowledge (against malicious ver-
ifier) as there is no participation of the verifier in the protocol other
than verification.

7.2.1. Load-dependent tariff

As mentioned in Section 7.1 the privacy-preserving billing protocol also sup-
ports load-dependent tariffs. Specifically, it supports interval linear tariffs
and cumulative tariffs (both described in Section 7.3). This restriction is
rooted in the employed commitment scheme. It is not fully-homomorphic,
i.e. it only supports one preserving operation on commitments — addition.
Thus, the privacy-preserving billing protocol only supports tariffs that can
be computed using (weighted) sums of data items. However, this still sup-
ports linear time-of-use and linear load-dependent tariffs1 as described in
the remainder of this section.
1If the data producer also provides powers of data items (and their commitments) then

also tariffs requiring the calculation of polynomials are supported by the privacy-
preserving protocol.
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First, interval linear tariff shall be introduced here for sake of self-reliance.
In an interval linear tariff the consumption values domain is divided into
intervals while each interval indicates a unit price. Depending on which in-
terval a consumption value falls into, it is priced at the unit price indicated
by that interval.

In other words, consumption at high loads can be priced higher than
consumption at low loads. Such tariffs can be used to prevent peak demand,
one of the reasons for expensive standby generation capacity as described
in Section 2.1.1.

Assume the following interval linear tariff function that prices consump-
tion v differently the higher the consumption in a time slot t is:

p(v, t) =


v ∗ p1(t) if v < 100
v ∗ p2(t) if 100 ≤ v < 200
v ∗ p3(t) if 200 ≤ v

(7.5)

Function p(v) prices the whole consumption v of a time slot t in depen-
dence of the interval the consumption falls into at price p1,2,3(t). Function

P (~V , ~T ) then represents the price function for the whole billing period

P (~V , ~T ) =
∑
v∈~V

p(v, t);

where the tariff defines at what the price for the respective time slot is

~T = (p1(1), p2(1), p3(1), p1(2), p2(2), p3(2), . . .).

The privacy-preserving billing protocol can be used for load-dependent
tariffs (like the one presented) iff the data producer creates individual data
items (measurements) for every time unit and interval of the consumption
values domain in the following way:

For every consumption value vi for time slot i the data producer creates
three data items v1

i , v
2
i , v

3
i representing the three consumption intervals of

the exemplary price function of Equation 7.5

I1 = [0, . . . , 100], I2 =]100, . . . , 200], I3 =]200, . . . ,∞[.

Now if vi falls into interval Ik the corresponding vki is set vki ← v and all

other (z 6= k) vzi are set to zero. Then ~V contains all vki :

~V = (v1
0, v

2
0, v

3
0, . . . , v

1
i , v

2
i , v

3
i , . . . , v

1
n, v

2
n, v

3
n)
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and the price function for the whole billing period is:

P (~V , ~T ) =
∑
vki ∈~V

vki ∗ pk(ti)

This price function is the same as the one of Section 7.1 except for more
data items. It can therefore again be covered by the privacy-preserving
billing protocol presented in this chapter.

A cumulative tariff (as also described in Section 7.3) can be supported if
the data producer distributes vi on respective vki according to those parts
of vi that fall into the respective intervals Ik.

7.2.2. Additional remark

The data consumer does not need to trust the PC, i.e. that it sticks to the
protocol. The protocol’s soundness property says that independently of the
(potentially malicious) prover’s strategy the verifier will reject false calcula-
tions with overwhelming probability. Malicious operation, i.e. non-integrity
of the calculation, is detected during verification of the zero-knowledge
proof.

Thus, independently of how the privacy component is actually deployed
(see Section 7.5.2) the respective device does neither have to be verified
during design, support software attestation or trusted platform modules
nor be protected from physical/logical tampering.

However, special measures might be employed to protect the confidential-
ity of the data items in the PC.

7.3. Systematization of related work

Different privacy-preserving protocols that can be applied to the billing
problem in the system model (Section 5.2) have been proposed so far.

In contrast to general aggregation, an irrevocable objective of bill com-
putation is correctness, i.e. correct computation on integer tariff and au-
thentic smart meter data. Furthermore, the result of a billing computation
has to be attributable to a specific household. Thus, privacy-preserving
billing protocols, in contrast to general aggregation protocols surveyed in
Section 6.4, can only employ two out of all the aforementioned PETs (see
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Section 5.4) to implement the naive, non-private protocol’s functionality in
a privacy-preserving manner: Verifiable computation and Trusted computa-
tion. Anonymization is not applicable, because in the end, the billing data
consumer has to send an electricity bill to someone. Perturbation is gen-
erally not applicable, because the bill is usually expected, by consumers or
legislation, to be exact. See Table 7.1 on page 140 for an overview over the
employed PETs by related work.

In the following protocols are characterized by two criteria: Their em-
ployed PET and, if they implement verifiable computation, the tariffs they
support. Tariff support is dependent on the (non-) interactive proof they
create. Protocols employing the trusted computation strategy support arbi-
trary tariffs. That means, they may be limited by the computing power of
the aggregator and the available time but not by the types of calculations.

The following describes the tariff types that surveyed protocols introduce.
Assume that a smart meter records individual consumption values for every
atomic time slot and that time slots can fall into different contexts, e.g. time-
of-day. Then the price for consumption of a specific time slot is calculated
as follows (borrowing the categorization of Rial and Danezis [91]):

Linear tariff: A consumption value is priced linearly with a unit price. The
unit price may be context-dependent. This supports flat-price and
time-of-use tariffs as introduced in Section 2.3.

Interval linear tariff: As extension to the linear tariff, the consumption val-
ues domain is divided into intervals while each interval indicates a unit
price. Depending on which interval a consumption value falls into, it
is priced at the unit price indicated by that interval. Intervals and
unit price may be context-dependent. This supports load-dependant
tariffs as introduced in Section 2.3.

Cumulative tariff: The consumption values domain is divided into inter-
vals. In contrast to interval linear tariff, if a consumption value spans
several intervals, then every part of that consumption value is priced
linearly at the unit price of the interval it falls into. The total price is
then the sum over intervals. Intervals and unit price may be context-
dependent.
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Cumulative polynomial tariff: As extension to the cumulative tariff, the
individual consumption value is priced polynomially for every interval.
Polynomials and intervals may be context-dependent.

Arbitrary tariff: Arbitrary computations.

7.3.1. Protocols employing verifiable computation

Rial and Danezis [92] concurrently proposed a similar system model and pro-
tocols as proposed in this chapter. A smart meter creates measurements,
commitments on these measurements and signatures over the commitments
and sends them to a user device. The user device obtains the tariff from
the service provider and calculates the fee and the required proof. In their
approach, they use Σ-protocols for the implementation of ZKP for various
tariffs: cumulative tariffs, interval linear tariffs and even cumulative polyno-
mial tariffs. They describe one particularly efficient proof variant for linear
tariffs that relies on the additive homomorphic commitments and a ZKP
similar to that of this chapter’s protocol.

Danezis et al. [24] build upon their work [92] and describe a protocol that
limits the remaining information leak of the final price. Depending on the
actual consumer behavior, the final price can leak some information about
the behavior. First, they describe the concept of differential privacy [26]
and develop a variant that makes a pricing mechanism differentially private
for different “privacy units” (i.e. time intervals that should be masked) that
only adds positive random noise the actual final price. Using this variant of
Differential Privacy they extend their protocols [92] in such a way, that the
user pays a differentially private fee for a chosen “privacy unit”. Further-
more, the protocol guarantees the provider, that at any time, the amount
paid so far exceeds the actual total fees. The user, on the other hand, can
use previously paid additional random noise for future payments as long as
that guarantee is not violated.

Molina-Markham et al. [78] propose, next to their aggregation protocol,
“generic ZKPs” for the consumer device to prove honest calculation of the
bill.

Molina-Markham et al. [79] do not describe a protocol by itself but im-
plement cryptographic primitives [60, 67, 92] for low-cost micro controllers
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Lemay et al. [68] X
Jeske [62] X

Petrlic [86] X
Rial and Danezis [92] X

Danezis et al. [24] X
Molina-Markham et al. [78] X

Table 7.1.: Employed PETS in billing protocols of related work.

to analyze their run times, memory requirements, energy consumption and
economic feasibility.

7.3.2. Protocols employing trusted computation

Lemay et al. [68] propose a software architecture consisting of several virtual
machines running on one smart meter. They are supervised and separated
from each other by one hypervisor that also controls their access to the smart
meter’s metric hardware as well as their network connections. With the
help of a TPM (Trusted Platform Module) the architecture supports remote
attestation to verify the integrity of the system and its computations. They
mention local computation of bills as one virtual machine among others
responsible for applications like demand response or a consumer portal.

Jeske [62] and Petrlic [86] propose similar approaches, that also make use
of TPMs and software attestation to verify the integrity of the smart meter
and therefore the trustworthiness of the local calculation.
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7.4. Smart meter communication protocols

7.4. Smart meter communication protocols

The the best of the author’s knowledge, currently there are two protocols
in use of smart meter data reporting: The universal DLMS/COSEM stan-
dard suite (IEC 62056 / EN 13757-1) [4] and the simple smart metering
Language (SML) [28] specification. Landis+Gyr, nominated [102] leader
in smart metering, supports DLMS with its Landis+Gyr ZMD100 AP/AS
residential meters and SML with its E750 industrial and commercial smart
meters.

The smart meter Language (SML) describes an application and presen-
tation layer and smart meters operate either in a push (SM initiates) or
pull (SM reacts) scenario. All data is encoded in either an SML request or
SML response message. Encryption of SML messages on the application or
presentation layer is not part of the SML specification.

DLMS/COSEM is an application layer protocol. DLMS specifies how one
can talk about energy metering objects. Energy Metering objects are de-
scribed by the COSEM specification.The standard does not dictate specific
transport protocols. The smart meter operates as server and communica-
tion follows the pull-strategy from the view of the BS system. Read and
write access is realized by transmitting respective COSEM objects in AP-
DUs (Application Protocol Data Units). The server’s application context
determines whether APDUs are encrypted.

7.5. Implementation and evaluation

7.5.1. Implementation

This section presents performance results of the private billing protocol’s
prototypical implementation. The implementation models the data pro-
ducer, the privacy component and the data consumer as detailed as required
to execute the protocol: The data producer creates a consumption profile
consisting of 96 data items representing one day of utility consumption
with one data item created every 15 minutes. For the Pedersen commit-
ment scheme G was chosen to be Z∗p (with generators g = 2, h = 3) where
p has bit length 1024, readings have a bit length of 32 and where r has
a bit length of 160. Java’s BigInteger class and its methods represent the
commitments, randoms and operations on them, respectively. However, a
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Method Mean Standard deviation
BigInteger.modPow 174.373 3.400
Custom implementation 126.396 6.175

Table 7.2.: Performance comparison of built-in BigInteger.modPow vs cus-
tom implementation for the creation of 96 Pedersen commit-
ments in milliseconds.

custom implementation of modular exponentiation with precomputed pow-
ers of g/h proved to be faster than the built-in method of the BigInteger
class (see time differences in Table 7.2) and was thus used instead.

A Java Benchmarking framework [14] provided methods to calculate means
and standard deviations in a statistically sound manner, dealing with dif-
ferent Java specialties like dynamic optimization, resource reclamation and
caching. The use of this benchmarking framework is required because of
the short execution times and therefore high sensitivity to the system’s base
load.

Table 7.3 on the next page displays the means and standard deviations of
the respective calculations in the protocol. Execution times were measured
on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU M540 at 2.53GHz on a OpenJDK Runtime
Environment (IcedTea6 1.8.1) on a Ubuntu 10.10 system.

The measurements in Table 7.3 on the facing page show that most time
is spent in the data producer and the data consumer. The most expensive
calculation (w.r.t. time) is performed by the data producer. Although a data
producer, as defined in Section 5.2 only has minor computing power – usually
several scales inferior to the chosen test system – in this implementation it
performs the price calculation for the consumption of one day and thus has
one day before having to execute the next protocol run. If one assumes that
the performance of a smart meter is comparable to that of a Java Smart
Card, then other results [11] (anonymous credentials on Java Smart Cards)
suggest that this is sufficient time for the data consumer to perform its part
of the protocol in a timely manner.

On the data consumer side one has to take into account that the data
consumer participates in one protocol instance per associated consumer and
day. Using buffering of received information in m1 of concurrent protocol
runs with different consumers, it can spread verification (where all of the
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Computation Calculating entity Mean Std. dev.
Creation of commitments
(protocol step [Data prepara-
tion])

data producer 126.396 6.175

Random aggregation (proto-
col step [Interception and
ZKP creation])

privacy component 0.024 0.183

Commitment aggregation (in
protocol step [ZKP verifica-
tion])

data consumer 7.443 1.736

Opening of aggregated com-
mitment (in protocol step
[ZKP verification])

data consumer 1.442 0.984

Table 7.3.: Performance measurements of the privacy-preserving billing pro-
tocol. Execution time means and standard deviations for the
different computations in the protocol at the different entities of
the protocol in milliseconds.
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data consumer’s protocol time is spent ) over the course of a whole day.
Then, even the chosen benchmarking hardware should be able to handle
approx. one million protocol instances per day. This can be further increased
by only performing spot-checks.

7.5.2. Evaluation

Reason to exist

On might argue, that the zero-knowledge proof is redundant if the smart me-
ter calculated the price itself, i.e. implement a trusted computation PET (see
Section 5.4). However, naive price calculation in the smart meter increases
its attack surface considerably. A smart meter consists of a trusted meter-
ing unit that collects data items and performs the cryptographic operations
and a remaining, untrusted part, that is responsible for communication and
other tasks. In order for a naively calculated price to be trustworthy, it
must be calculated in the trusted part of the smart meter. However, in
its natural state, the trusted metering unit does not depend on incoming
communication. Thus, the integration of the price calculation necessitates
that the trusted component somehow obtains the tariff which opens up an
attack vector for hackers to the trusted component.

However, although the untrusted part of the smart meter is not a suitable
place for a naive price calculation it can host the privacy component per-
forming the zero-knowledge proof. The next section discusses this option.

Integration into the household

The term “privacy component” denotes the software that intercepts data
items and creates the zero-knowledge proof. There are two options for
realization of such a component in the household:

Firstly, the privacy component can be placed in any device in the house-
hold that can perform the required calculations, e.g. TiVo’s, WIFI access
points or land line phones. However, the physical communication tech-
nology and the logical communication protocol used by a smart meter to
communicate to the billing data consumer dictate some limitations to that:

Wireless communication links like ZigBee or Wifi require that the smart
meter is explicitly configured to report to the privacy component instead of
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the data consumer because these communication links cannot be easily in-
tercepted. Wireless communication links like GPRS implicate higher costs,
as the smart meter needs to communicate with the privacy component and
the privacy component needs to establish an additional connection to the
supplier. Wired communication links, on the other hand, allow this chap-
ter’s protocol to be introduced more easily to household appliances. The
privacy component then interrupts the physical link and act as physical
gateway between the smart meter and the supplier.

Once the communication has been intercepted physically, the privacy
component also has to interact with the logical protocol layer of employed
smart meter billing protocols. How this can be achieved on a multitude
of factors: The actual protocols used on the network/transport layers, the
used push/pull strategy as well whether encryption is used. Those factors
determine whether the privacy component can act as transparent or visi-
ble proxy, how it intercepts messages and whether it needs key material to
decipher messages.

7.5.3. Compatibility to existing smart meter reporting protocols

The privacy-preserving billing protocol can be embedded in the two smart
meter reporting protocols that have been identified in Section 7.4: SML and
DLMS/COSEM.

For SML there is a simple straightforward solution for implementing the
privacy component on the application layer: In SML actual consumption
profiles are sent as tables with one row for each recorded value. The columns
can provide additional information to one entry, e.g. time of recording, error
conditions. The whole table but also individual columns of the table can be
signed which enables one to fit this chapter’s protocol into SML messages
easily: For every query (pull-scenario) of consumption values the smart me-
ter answers with a table with the columns: i,vi,Commi,ri. The smart meter
signs all columns independently but the privacy component intercepts the
SML response, deletes the columns vi and ri from the table and inserts
P (~V , ~T ),r′ and COMM into the message. Signsk(i0,COMM) is represented
by the i’s and Commi’s columns’ intact signatures. This only requires, that
the part of the smart meter responsible for creating signatures also cre-
ates commitments. The data consumer will notice that columns vi and ri
are missing and will therefore switch into a mode where it communicates
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with a privacy component and performs the verification part of this chap-
ter’s protocol. If a privacy component was not employed the whole table is
transferred intact and the back-end system performs its normal operation
and stores the plaintext values in its database.

For DLMS/COSEM the approach works analogously but with COSEM
objects and properties instead of SML tables. However, in DLMS/COSEM
encryption makes it impossible for the PC to understand the intercepted
APDUs. In such a case, the smart meter either needs to be reconfigured
not to use encryption or to use the public key of the privacy component
instead of the data consumer’s public key. This will allow the PC to read
and manipulate the APDU and possibly re-encrypt it for the data consumer
with the data consumer’s public key.

Secondly, as mentioned in the previous section (Section 7.5.2) the privacy
component can also be hosted by the untrusted part of the smart meter.
In contrast to a naive price calculation the privacy component creating the
zero-knowledge proof can be embedded in the untrusted part. Section 7.2.2
described in detail that the integrity of the privacy component is evident
from the zero-knowledge proof and thus does not need special protection.

7.5.4. Comparison to related work

Section 7.3 provided a systematic overview of related protocols that also
target privacy-preserving billing. In comparison to all solutions that employ
trusted computation and therefore support arbitrary tariffs this chapter’s
protocol provides less flexibility and only supports linear tariffs. However,
as already argued in Section 7.5.2 protocols employing trusted computation
either increase the smart meter’s complexity and thus its attack surface or
(not yet mentioned) employ a trusted-third party. The latter constitutes a
stronger assumption than what this chapter’s protocol requires.

Protocols described by Rial and Danezis [92], the only related work em-
ploying verifiable computation PET, support more complicated tariffs than
this chapter’s protocol but are also considerably slower because for every
smart meter reading and every interval of an interval linear tariff or inter-
val polynomial tariff the execution of a ZKP is required. Only the Fast-PSM
protocol of Rial and Danezis [92] is in fact the same as the proposed privacy-
preserving billing protocol. It supports a linear tariff and requires the same
computations.
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As mentioned in Section 7.3 Danezis et al. [24] build upon their work [92]
and also introduce the concept of Differential Privacy to billing. This is
something this chapter’s protocol does not provide. While their approach is
theoretically interesting its viability is questioned by the following require-
ments: First, the bill is required by legislation or consumers to be exact.
Second, the bill should be understandable and open to scrutiny to every
consumer.

7.5.5. Requirement fulfillment

This section discusses the privacy-preserving billing protocol’s fulfillment
with respect to the “Private smart grid protocol requirements” listed in
Section 5.3:

This chapter introduced the privacy-preserving billing protocol as a privacy-
preserving implementation of the feedback loop’s billing computation. If
applied to the feedback loop’s billing computation smart meters take on the
role of data producers and the service provider interested in the final price
plays the role of the privacy-preserving billing protocol’s data consumer.

However, to represent a viable implementation this protocol must also
fulfill the “Private smart grid protocol requirements” listed in Section 5.3:

Privacy and Security: In contrast to the naive billing protocol (as outlined
in Section 7.1.2, the private billing protocol (Section 7.2) is privacy-
preserving as only the necessary information, the billing period’s price,
are transmitted even in the presence of a malicious data consumer:
The final price for a billing period. Assuming that the billing pe-
riod covers one day, the results shown in Section 4.3.6 indicate that
this makes a household indistinguishable from other households w.r.t.
the attacks described and evaluated in Section 4.3. That means, the
anomaly attack and the behavior pattern attack will not achieve better
results than guessing for a resolution of one value per day.

To the data consumer the use of the privacy-preserving billing protocol
is as secure as the naive non-privacy preserving protocol. That means
that the price the data consumer receives from the privacy component
is trustworthy even in the presence of a malicious privacy component.
The privacy component is untrusted by default and correct operations
can be verified from its computation result (see Section 7.2.2).
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Compatibility: As described by Section 7.5.2 the privacy-preserving billing
protocol only requires minimal software changes to the trusted part of
the smart meter. The actual zero-knowledge protocol is performed by
the privacy component which can be implemented by various devices
already present in households (see Section 7.5.2).

Availability: The privacy-preserving billing protocol tolerates smart meter
failures in the same way the naive billing protocol does: Every billing
period that is completely measured and for which data items have
been transmitted by the smart meter can be billed. Should the smart
meter fail at some point in time, the data consumer will not be able to
complete the billing for unfinished billing periods with either protocol.

7.6. Summary

This chapter introduced the privacy-preserving smart meter billing proto-
col. It features a device inside the household, a privacy component, that
intercepts smart meter readings. It calculates the bill inside the household
and a zero-knowledge proof of correct calculation. The data consumer only
receives the final price and the proof from the privacy component but no
smart meter readings.

The ZKP employs the homomorphic Pedersen commitment scheme. The
data producer commits to his data items and signs the commitments. The
privacy component passes the signed commitments together with the final
privacy to the data consumer. The data consumer can homomorphically
calculate a commitment to the final price using the signed commitments.
The ZKP consist of opening information for this commitment to the final
price. The commitment scheme’s binding property prevents the privacy
component from cheating, i.e. providing opening information for a different
(e.g. lower) price. The commitment’s hiding property prevents the data
consumer from learning the actual readings.

As the employed homomorphic commitment scheme is not fully-homo-
morphic, i.e. it only supports one operation on commitments — addition,
the privacy-preserving billing protocol only supports tariffs that can be cal-
culated as weighted sums of smart meter data items. However, this still
suffices to calculated time-of-use tariffs and even load-dependent tariffs (as
shown in Section 7.2.1).
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Based on performance measurements of a prototypical implementation,
the proposed protocol enables data consumers to verify daily bills of approx.
one million households per day on off-the-shelf computers. Furthermore, it
is compatible with smart meter reporting protocols and fulfills the “Private
smart grid protocol requirements” (Section 5.3) and thus represents a viable
implementation of the smart grid feedback loop billing computation.
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Chapter8
Privacy-preserving compliance
verification

This chapter presents a compliance verification protocol designed to im-
plement the feedback loop compliance verification computation (see Sec-
tion 2.3).

First, Section 8.1 defines the goal of the protocol and its abstract idea.
Then Section 8.2 introduces the new cryptographic primitive “ZKP with
Garbled Circuits” that represents the heart of the proposed protocol and
how is used in the privacy-preserving compliance verification protocol. Then,
Section 8.3 provides an overview of related work. Finally, Section 8.4 pro-
vides performance measurements of a prototypical implementation and the
evaluation of the protocol with respect to the “Private Smart Grid Protocol
Requirements” of Section 5.3 and a comparison to related work.

8.1. Protocol goal and abstract idea

8.1.1. Protocol goal

The following is the goal of the feedback loop compliance verification compu-
tation phrased in the abstract system model (as introduced in Section 5.2.1):
A service consumer continuously consumes a measurable amount of service
from a service provider. A data producer associated with this service con-
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sumer creates data item vk that measures the amount of service consumption
for time slot k.

The service provider issues a compliance target T to a service consumer.
T specifies a predicate Pred and selects vi0 , . . . , vin that should fulfill Pred:

Pred(vi0 , . . . , vin) = ⊥/>

After time unit in has passed, the service provider wants to determine the
service consumer’s compliance with T , whether vi0 , . . . , vin fulfilled Pred or
not.

The difference to aggregation, as mentioned in Section 2.3, is that here
for compliance verification the aggregate must be exact and only covers
consumption traces of one household. Furthermore, in contrast to billing,
only one bit of information is required.

8.1.2. Naive, non-private protocol

This section refines the naive, non-private protocol that was formally defined
in Section 5.2.2 for the purpose of compliance verification:

The naive, non-private implementation of this goal requires that all

vi0 , . . . , vin

are cryptographically signed and transmitted to the data consumer. The
data consumer first verifies the signature and then concludes with compli-
ance verification with Pred on ~V .

Figure 8.1 on the next page illustrates this protocol.
This approach has been identified to pose a risk to consumer privacy in

Chapter 4.

8.1.3. Abstract idea of the privacy-preserving protocol

The abstract idea of the privacy-preserving compliance protocol developed
in this chapter is that it does not require the transmission of vi0 , . . . , vin
to the data consumer. The data producer, or an entity similar to the pri-
vacy component of the privacy-preserving billing protocol (Chapter 7), uses
a zero-knowledge proof to prove Pred(vi0 , . . . , vin) = >. This means, that
effectively only one bit of information is transferred during this proof: com-
pliance or non-compliance.
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Data producer Data consumer

~V , Signsk(i0, ~V )

Verifypk(Signsk(i0, ~V ), (iexpected, ~V ))
?
= >

Pred(~V )
?
= >

Figure 8.1.: The naive, non-private compliance verification protocol.

Specifically, the data producer creates data items, commits to them us-
ing Pedersen commitments and signs the commitments cryptographically,
exactly like in the privacy-preserving billing protocol. Also as in the privacy-
preserving billing protocol all this data is then forwarded to a privacy com-
ponent (the prover in the ZKP) that engages with the data consumer (the
verifier) in a zero-knowledge proof. The ZKP of the privacy-preserving
billing protocol cannot be applied here as it can only implement weighted-
sum aggregates. Furthermore, it leaks more information than the one bit
required by compliance verification.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the protocol idea.

Data producer Privacy component Data consumer

~V , Commitments,
Opening information,

Signature over commitments

prove in zero-knowledge
that Pred(~V ) = >

verify
zero-knowledge proof

interactive

Figure 8.2.: The abstract idea of the privacy-preserving compliance verifi-
cation protocol.
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8.1.4. Implementation of the ZKP

For the actual implementation of the ZKP between privacy component and
data consumer one can employ Σ-protocols (see Section A.1.5). Σ-protocols
support the implementation of proofs-of-knowledge (see Section A.1.4) for
pre-images of homomorphisms or predicates over those pre-images. Σ-
protocols exist predominantly for algebraic relations of pre-images of ho-
momorphisms [99]. One particular advantage of Σ-protocols is their com-
posability, i.e. they can be combined using conjunctions, disjunctions or k-
out-of-n combinations to yield Σ-protocols for more complicated predicates.
Although Σ-protocols are only secure in the semi-honest model they can
be transformed to be secure in the malicious model using the Fiat-Shamir
heuristic (see the paragraph on “Fiat-Shamir heuristic” in Section A.1.5).

Σ-protocols can directly implement the ZKP in question, if Pred can be
implemented by the algebraic relations Σ-protocols can prove. The data
items’ commitments represents the homomorphism and the actual private
data items represent the pre-images for which the prover wants to demon-
strate compliance.

However, Σ-protocols for non-trivial predicates also require the cumber-
some implementation from several atomic Σ-protocols. Thus, every function
Pred requires an individual implementation. Researchers have addressed
this challenge with compilers for Σ-proofs [5, 99]. Furthermore, some pred-
icates, like bit-level manipulations of private inputs, are hard to implement
with existing Σ-protocols.

The remainder of this chapter introduces a custom zero-knowledge proof
that does not have these drawbacks of Σ-protocols. It supports the imple-
mentation of the ZKP in question for all predicates that are testable by
Boolean circuits. Furthermore, it is composable with Σ-protocols, so that
every part of the predicate can be implemented in its most efficient way:
either in a Boolean circuit or in a Σ-protocol.

Section 8.2.1 describes the custom zero-knowledge proof “ZKP with Gar-
bled Circuits” in detail. Section 8.2.7 in particular shows how this developed
custom zero-knowledge protocol is applied in the specific situation of com-
pliance verification.
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8.2. ZKP with Garbled Circuits

8.2.1. Approach

The construction of “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” relies on Σ-protocols
(see Smart et al. [99] for a good introduction and Section A.1.5 for a short
definition) and garbled circuits (GC) [104] (see Section A.2.7).

In a Σ-protocol, a prover proves to a verifier that his commitments are
commitments to pre-images that fulfill a certain predicate. Every predi-
cate (e.g. range proof, algebraic relation) requires a special Σ-protocol that
implements this predicate.

On the other hand, Garbled circuits (GC) and the secure function eval-
uation protocol (SFE) [104] allow the prover to prove anything about his
private inputs that can be tested in a Boolean circuit. The prover first uses
oblivious transfers (OT) [33, 89] to obtain ciphertexts for his inputs from the
verifier and then evaluates a verifier-created garbled circuit whose output
proves or disproves the predicate to the verifier.

However, one relevant shortcoming of SFE protocols, in comparison to
Σ-protocols is that the verifier lacks that kind of “control” over the prover’s
inputs that Σ-protocols offer with the prover’s commitments that are ex-
changed before the protocol. In SFE protocols, the verifier has to trust the
prover to honestly provide his inputs in every protocol run.

This “control” over private inputs can be leveraged in various ways:

Re-use: Referenced by the same commitment, the same input can be used in
different proofs. The commitment prevents the prover from changing
its inputs between predicates in a composite proof-of-knowledge but
also between subsequent proofs-of-knowledge.

Relay: A verifier-trusted, but potentially computationally weaker, entity
can create the commitments over the inputs and protect the commit-
ment’s integrity with cryptographic signatures. Then, the prover can
perform the proof using the signed commitments and convince him,
that the inputs, he provides to the proof, are authentic. This prop-
erty is used in the application of the cryptographic primitive “ZKP
with Garbled Circuits” in the compliance verification protocol (see
Section 8.2.7).
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8. Privacy-preserving compliance verification

“ZKP with Garbled Circuits”, the custom ZKP described in this section,
offers the verifier the same kind of “control” over the inputs that Σ-protocols
offer and has the expressive power of GCs by combining both approaches.
A Σ-protocol for proving knowledge of a pre-image for a homomorphism
consists of three moves after the prover has provided the commitments to his
private pre-images: PCommitment → VChallenge → PResponse. In PCommitment the
prover commits to blinding values, in VChallenge the verifier issues a challenge
c and in PResponse the prover responds to this challenge, thus completing
the proof. “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” embeds two of these moves in the
preparation and evaluation of a GC. Instead of executing move VChallenge the
verifier creates a GC that implements the calculation of PResponse and passes
this, together with his encrypted challenge, to the prover. The evaluation
of the GC by the prover and the communication of its results to the verifier
then represents the prover’s final move PResponse.

In the custom zero-knowledge protocol, the GC consists of two major
functions:

Predicate function: This is a function over the prover’s private inputs that
enables the prover to prove any predicate that can be tested with
Boolean circuits. It outputs a single bit, the test result for the predi-
cate over the inputs.

Supporting function: The supporting function calculates the prover’s pro-
tocol move PResponse for every input that is used by the predicate func-
tion.

Every private input from the prover is routed internally to both functions
of the GC. The GC consists of two distinct groups of gates that implement
either function. Every input wire of the GC that represents a bit of Alice’s
inputs is then connected to gates in both groups. Thus, with the supporting
function’s results the verifier can verify that the prover has indeed fed inputs
into the GC, and thus into the predicate test implemented by the predicate
function, that are pre-images to the commitments exchanged before the
Σ-protocol. The prover cannot cheat because the GC represents a one-
time secure verifiable computation scheme (see Theorem 6 on page 160 in
Section 8.2.3).

The protocol descriptions (Section 8.2.3 and Section 8.2.5) employ a sup-
porting function that mimics moves of a Σφ-protocol, i.e. a Σ-protocol for
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homomorphism of a known-order group, and uses Pedersen commitments
as known-order homomorphism. However, one can also embed moves of
ΣEXP- or ΣGSP- protocols [99] over exponentiation homomorphisms in hid-
den order groups for respective commitment schemes.

The contributions of this new cryptographic primitive “ZKP with Garbled
Circuits” are the following:

� It supports homomorphisms for any predicate over private inputs that
can be expressed by a Boolean circuit for known-order and expo-
nentiation-hidden order group homomorphisms.

� It can be used stand-alone or in composition with Σ-protocols in com-
posite proofs-of-knowledge covering compositions of predicates (see
Section 8.2.6).

� In contrast to existing compilers for ZKP the implementation of new
predicates for “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” does not require exper-
tise in the field of cryptography (see comparison to related work in
Section 8.4.2).

Section 8.2.3 first presents an honest-verifier zero-knowledge protocol vari-
ant with proofs to demonstrate the basic idea and to build upon that for
the real zero-knowledge protocol in Section 8.2.5.

8.2.2. Augmented GC

“ZKP with Garbled Circuits” makes use of a construction called an “aug-
mented” GC. Specifically the augmented GC will be: GC

h(x,u,c)
Pred(x) (some-

times GCh
Pred is used for simplicity). That means, that this GC implements

two functions, the supporting function h(x, u, c) and the predicate function
Pred(x). The input x is only provided once (via one set of wires) to the
GC and then internally routed to the circuits implementing h(x, u, c) and
Pred(x). The output of GCh

Pred is EO(h(x, u, c),Pred(x)).

8.2.3. Honest-verifier zero-knowledge protocol (HVZKP)

The following is the honest-verifier zero-knowledge variant of the “ZKP with
Garbled Circuits” protocol in which the prover proves to the verifier that a
predicate holds for its private inputs:
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Assumptions: Prover and verifier have pre-arranged the predicate func-
tion Pred(x). For reasons of readability and without loss of generality the
protocol description is limited to just one input value (see paragraph “Multi-
ple inputs” in Section 8.2.5 for the general case of multiple inputs). Pred(x)
is a function of the prover’s private input x and outputs either > or ⊥.

Let the prover be the committing party of a pre-arranged Pedersen com-
mitment (see Section A.2.1) scheme with the verifier. Let p, q be large
primes and g, h be generators so that ord(〈g〉) = ord(〈h〉) = q and q|p− 1.
p, q, g, h are known to P and V while loggh mod p is only known to V .

The verifier behaves semi-honest (see Section A.1.2). The prover behaves
maliciously.

Terminology: P stands for the prover and V for the verifier.
EI(x) (see Section A.2.7) represents the input wire labels for some value

x for a specific GC. Analogously, EO(x) represents the GCs output wire
labels representing the value x.
∈R stands for “uniformly chosen”.
Let COMM be the vector of all commitments:

COMM = (Commit(vi0 , ri0), . . . ,Commit(vn, rn))

Protocol goal: A malicious prover interacts with an honest verifier to
prove a predicate Pred on the prover’s secret input value x ∈ Z∗q with public
commitment Commit(x, r) for secret random value r ∈R Z∗q.

The following is the proof goal HVZKP implements (in Camenisch/S-
tadler notation (see Section A.1.1):

ZKP[(~V = (vi0 , . . . , vn), ~R = (ri0 , . . . , rn) : (8.1)
n∧

k=i0

Commk = Commit(vk, rk) (8.2)

∧ Verifypk(Signsk(i0,COMM)) (8.3)

∧ Pred(~V ) = >] (8.4)

That means, using private ~V and ~R (Equation 8.1) the prover has to
prove, that the public Commk represent respective commitments of vk with
random value rk (Equation 8.2), that the public signature over i0 and all
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commitments COMM is valid (Equation 8.3) and that ~V fulfills the predicate
function Pred() of the compliance target T (Equation 8.4).

Protocol steps: Figure 8.3 on the following page illustrates the protocol
steps of HVZKP.

Honest-verifier zero knowledge proof (HVZKP)

Commitment: P chooses u, v ∈R Z∗q and sends the following message
to V :

m0 = Commit(x, r),Commit(u, v)

GC creation: V creates GC
h(x,u,c)
Pred(x) with

h(x, u, c) = (s = u+ cx mod q)

and ciphertext EI(c). Then V sends the following message to P :

m1 = GC
h(x,u,c)
Pred(x) , EI(c).

Oblivious transfer: Via OTs P obtains ciphertexts EI(x), EI(u) from
V . m2 stands for all the prover’s blinded choices that he sends to
the verifier as part of these OTs.

GC evaluation: P evaluates GCh
Pred with EI(x), EI(u) and EI(c). Then

P sends the following message to V :

m3 = EO(h(x, u, c),Pred(x))

Final step: V sends c to P and now P completes the protocol with its
last message to V :

m4 = (t = v + cr mod q)

Verification: V decrypts m3 to

h(x, u, c) = (s = u+ cx mod q),Pred(x)

(V rejects if decryption yields ⊥) and accepts iff:

V1: Pred(x) = > and

V2: Commit(x, r)cCommit(u, v) = Commit(s, t) mod p.
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Prover Verifier

m0 = Commit(x, r),Commit(u, v)

m1 = EI(c),GChPred

obtains: EI(x), EI(u) m2=Oblivious transfers

m3 = EO(h(x, u, c),Pred(x))

c

m4 = t = v + cr mod q

V1:Pred(x) = >
V2:Commit(x, r)cCommit(u, v)

= Commit(s, t) mod p

Figure 8.3.: “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” for a semi-honest verifier
(HVZKP).

Theorem 6. HVZKP is a one-time secure verifiable computation scheme.

Proof. See Gennaro et al. [42] for a rigorous definition of one-time secure
verifiable computation scheme and for a proof that the Yao GC protocol
(and thus HVZKP) fulfills this definition.

Intuitively this means that P, once handed GCf and a valid encryption
EI(x), he can only evaluate this to EO(f(x)) or⊥ and that V can distinguish
both. Only with negligible probability in the security parameter of GCf P
can evaluate it to EO(y 6= f(x))

Theorem 7. HVZKP is complete, sound and honest-verifier zero-knowledge.

Proof.
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Completeness: If the prover commits to x in m0 and Pred(x) = > the
verifier accepts. This follows directly from the calculation

h(x, u, c) = (s = u+ cx mod q)

and t = v + cr mod q and the verification test for V2 :

Commit(x, r)cCommit(u, v) = Commit(s, t) mod p.

Soundness: Iff the prover commits to x in m0 but Pred(x) = ⊥ the ver-
ifier must reject. One can distinguish between honest and malicious
provers: In the case of the honest prover condition V1 in step [Veri-
fication] is violated and the verifier rejects.

For the disjoint case of the malicious prover (Pred(x) = ⊥): If the
prover commits to x in m0 he can, only with negligible probability,
fulfill condition V1 and V2 and thus the verifier must reject. After
having committed to x in m0 the prover can deviate in three mes-
sages that he sends to the verifier, to fulfill condition V1 although
Pred(x) = ⊥: m2, m3 and m4. Let x′, u′ be the values that the prover
obtains through OTs in m2 so that Pred(x′) = > (so that V1 evaluates
to >). Then, by Theorem 6 on the preceding page m3 is (with over-
whelming probability) either EO(h(x′, u′, c),Pred(x′)) = (s′ = u′+ cx′

mod q,>) or ⊥ (V rejects in the latter case).

Now to show by contradiction: If the prover was able to choose m4 = t′

in such a way that V2 is fulfilled in [Verification] the prover knows a =
logg h mod p, which contradicts the assumption. Note that Pedersen
commitments define: Commit(x, r) = gxhr mod q.

Commit(u, v)Commit(x, r)c = Commit(s′, t′) mod p

=̂ guhvgxchrc = gu
′+x′cht

′
mod p

=̂ u+ xc+ a(v + rc) = u′ + x′c+ at′ mod p− 1

if WLOG u, v, u′ = 0

=̂ xc+ a(rc) = x′c+ at′ mod p− 1

=̂ a = c(x′ − x) ∗ (rc− t′)−1 mod p− 1

Honest-verifier zero-knowledge: Simulator SIM-HVZK takes input

Commit(x, r) with Pred(x) = >
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and creates an accepting view. The simulator chooses c, s, t ∈R Z∗q
and creates

m0 = Commit(x, r),Commit(s− xc, t− rc)
m1 = GCh

Pred, EI(c)

m3 = EO(s,>)

m4 = t

This view evaluates verification condition V 2 to >. SIM-HVZK uses
the OT-protocol’s simulator to come up with m2. The OT-protocol is
zero-knowledge and thus a simulator exists.

8.2.4. Making the protocol real zero-knowledge

The honest-verifier protocol variant may be insufficient as the prover cannot
distinguish between an honest and a malicious verifier and hence has to trust
the verifier. Thus, the next step is to make HVZKP real zero-knowledge in
presence of a potentially malicious verifier V ∗. Note, that the standard
technique [12] (as informally explained in Section A.1.3) by making it non-
interactive is not applicable as HVZKP’s relies on Theorem 6 on page 160.
Theorem 6 on page 160 is only applicable if the GC’s wire labels are not
known to the prover and hence the GC cannot be created by the prover.
Thus, a different technique is required.

The real zero-knowledge protocol (RZKP) differs from HVZKP (Sec-
tion 8.2.3) in three aspects:

Against GCs that intentionally disclose private inputs. A malicious V ∗

might attempt to send a leaking GC to the prover. That means, P’s eval-
uation of such a GC with secret input EI(x) can yield EO(x). HVZKP∗

addresses this and adds two additional steps to HVZKP: Before sending out
m3, P first sends a commitment on m3 and awaits opening of the GC. Once
V ∗ has decrypted the GC (provided P with the wire labels for the GC) and
P can verify that the GC implements the expected functionality, it opens its
commitment by sending m3 to V ∗. This approach also prevents the verifier
from flipping the prover’s inputs bits in the OTs without the prover noticing
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(as described in paragraph “Malicious dealer” in Section A.2.6). Figure 8.4
illustrates HVZKP∗.

Prover Verifier

m0 = Commit(x, r),Commit(u, v)

m1 = EI(c),GChPred

obtains: EI(x), EI(u) m2=Oblivious transfers

xm2.5 = Commit(m3, R)m2.5 = Commit(m3, R)

xDiscloses wire labels of GChPredDiscloses wire labels of GChPred

verifies opened GChPred

(against leaking GCs)

xR,m3 = [EO(h(x, u, cchoice),Pred(x))],m4 = t = v + cr mod qR,m3 = [EO(h(x, u, cchoice),Pred(x))],m4 = t = v + cr mod q

Open(m2.5,m3, R)
?
= >

V1:Pred(x) = >
V2:Commit(x, r)cCommit(u, v)

= Commit(s, t) mod p

Figure 8.4.: “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” for a semi-honest verifier with
protection against disclosing GC (HVZKP∗)

For the zero-knowledge simulator. To make HVZKP∗ real zero-knowledge
one needs to provide a simulator that can produce a view of the protocol
that, despite of V ∗ being malicious, is computationally indistinguishable
from a protocol run of a real prover. RZKP employs a construction that
Feige and Shamir [35] introduce and that Damg̊ard [23] describes very well:
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Let Paux be an witness hiding [36] (see Section A.1.7) proof-of-knowledge
protocol for some auxiliary relation

(α, β) ∈ Raux

implemented as a Σ-protocol. Let RCommit = {(comm, (x, r))|comm =
Commit(x, r), x, r ∈ Z∗q} be the hard relation (see Section A.1.8) of HVZKP∗1.

RZKP consists of two parts (illustrated by Figure 8.5):

1. In the first part, in reversed roles, V ∗ publishes an α and uses Paux to
prove to P knowledge of a witness β so that (α, β) ∈ Raux.

2. In the second part, RZKP employs a standard Σ-OR-composition

HVZKP∗ ∨ Paux

of the two WH protocols that yields a witness indistinguishable com-
posite protocol (see Section A.1.8)2. That means, P proves in RZKP
either knowledge of a witness (x, r) so that (comm, (x, r)) ∈ RCommit

or β′ so that (α, β′) ∈ Raux.

Prover Verifier∗

V ∗ proves to P knowledge of witness β
so that (α, β) ∈ Raux

P proves to V ∗ knowledge of either (x, r) or β′ so that
either (comm, (x, r)) ∈ RCommit or (α, β′) ∈ Raux

Figure 8.5.: Real zero-knowledge from witness indistinguishability for the
RZKP-variant of “ZKP with Garbled Circuits”.

1Hardness of RCommit follows from its hiding property
2Notice that WH is not required for the composition to be WI
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As Paux is witness hiding, the first part enables P to extract a witness β′ so
that (α, β′) ∈ Raux only with negligible probability. However, the simulator
has rewinding access to V ∗ for RZKP it is able to extract such a witness β′

because Paux is a proof-of-knowledge and thus a knowledge extractor must
exist. This enables the simulator to complete the Paux protocol and thus to
complete RZKP without knowing a witness (x, r) so that

(comm, (x, r)) ∈ RCommit.

The witness indistinguishable OR-composition ensures a simulated view
that is indistinguishable from that of P knowing a witness for RCommit.

However, RZKP is still cryptographically sound: P without rewinding
access to V ∗ in the first part of RZKP must know the witness for RCommit

to complete the OR-composition successfully.

Against a “selective failure attack”. A malicious verifier V ∗ might at-
tempt to execute a so-called selective failure attack. For this attack V ∗

creates the GC honestly, i.e. with two wire labels (w>k and w⊥k ) for every
wire k that represents an input bit to the circuit. However, during the obliv-
ious transfer for one wire V ∗ deals the correct wire label w>k representing
the state > but also one random label Rk instead of w⊥k representing ⊥. If
P chooses the random label Rk during the oblivious transfer he will later,
after V ∗ has revealed all correct wire labels of the garbled circuit, abort the
protocol (see Figure 8.4 on page 163 verification step before sending m3).
This is, because P detects that during the oblivious transfer he has been
dealt a wire label that neither represents > nor ⊥ for wire k:

Rk 6= w>k ∧Rk 6= w⊥k

If P aborts the protocol, V ∗ learns that P ’s input bit for that one wire was
⊥. If P does not abort the protocol, V ∗ learns that P ’s input bit for that
one wire was >.

The underlying problem is that wherever an OT protocol is employed the
receiver does not know the messages in advance3 and thus cannot verify that
the sender honestly supplied both of them.

This attack can be mitigated if P verifies that during the oblivious transfer
he would have received correct wire labels for both choices >/⊥. If this

3If the prover knew the messages in advance this would defeat an OT’s purpose.
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verification implies that all wire labels are disclosed to P , it cannot take
place before P has comitted to the GC’s output. Otherwise P could re-
evaluate the GC with arbitrary inputs.

The remainder assumes that the 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer protocol
described in Section A.2.6 of Chapter A is employed and thus verification
is implemented in the following way:

Before the OT takes place, V ∗ cryptographically commits (e.g. Pedersen
commitment) to the one-way hash function of the concatenation of all OT’s
parameters that are secret to P : the decryption key dx, both random mes-
sages m0,m1 and the actual messages (i.e. the wire labels) among which the
receiver has to choose wk⊥, w

k
>:

Commit(OWHF(dx|m0|m1|wk⊥|wk>), r)

Then, together with the opening of the garbled circuit V ∗ opens this com-
mitment by revealing all of:

dx,m0,m1, w
k
⊥, w

k
>, r

This enables P to replay the OT it had before, but now in the role of the
sender with these revealed values. It can compare the interaction it had with
V ∗ to the conversation of a sender that acted honestly using these values.
If either wk⊥, w

k
> do not match the wire labels of the opened garbled circuit

or it cannot reproduce the conversation of its OT (i.e. the sender cheated)
P aborts. However, if P aborts now, then V ∗ cannot infer which message
P actually chose because it aborts independently of its choices in the OT.

The description of RZKP refers to such a commitment to OT parameters
and the subsequent opening of this commitment with:

OT-commit(OT)→ COMMOT

and
OT-open(COMMOT,OT,OTmsgs)→ >/⊥

OT-commit takes the parameters of an OT as input and yields a com-
mitment to this scheme. OT-open takes as input the commitment to this
scheme as created by OT-commit(), the parameters of the OT scheme and
the actual interactions during in instance of this scheme. It yields > iff the
sender acted honestly during the OT.
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8.2.5. The real zero-knowledge protocol (RZKP)

The following is the real-zero-knowledge variant of the “ZKP with Garbled
Circuits” protocol in which the prover proves to the verifier that a predi-
cate holds for its private inputs. The gray highlighted parts indicate the
differences between RZKP and HVZKP.

Assumptions: Prover and verifier have pre-arranged the predicate func-
tion Pred(x). For reasons of readability and without loss of generality the
protocol description is limited to just one input value (see paragraph “Mul-
tiple inputs” below for the general case of multiple inputs). Pred(x) is a
function of the prover’s private input x and outputs either > or ⊥.

Let the prover be the committing party of a pre-arranged Pedersen com-
mitment (see Section A.2.1) scheme with the verifier. Let p, q be large primes
and g, h be generators so that ord(〈g〉) = ord(〈h〉) = q and q|p− 1. p, q, g, h

are known to P and xV ∗V ∗ while loggh mod p is only known to xV ∗V ∗ .

Let the verifier be the committing party of a pre-arranged different
instance of the Pedersen commitment scheme (see Section A.2.1) with
the prover with the functions: OT-commit() and OT-open().

Both prover and verifier can act maliciously (see Section A.1.2).

Terminology: P stands for the prover and V ∗ for the xmaliciousmalicious verifier.
EI(x) (see Section A.2.7) represents the input wire labels for some value

x for a specific GC. Analogously, EO(x) represents the GCs output wire
labels representing the value x.
∈R stands for “uniformly chosen”.
Let COMM be the vector of all commitments:

COMM = (Commit(vi0 , ri0), . . . ,Commit(vn, rn))

Let P1/2/3
aux denote the three Σ-protocol steps of the Paux protocol.

Let SIM − Paux be the simulator for protocol Paux. I(P iaux) stands for
anything sent by the sender in protocol step P iaux.
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Protocol goal: A malicious prover interacts with a xmaliciousmalicious verifier to
prove a predicate Pred on the prover’s secret input value x ∈ Z∗q with public
commitment Commit(x, r) for private random value r ∈R Z∗q.

RZKP implements the same proof goal as HVZKP (in Camenisch/Stadler
notation (see Section A.1.1):

ZKP[(~V = (vi0 , . . . , vn), ~R = (ri0 , . . . , rn) : (8.5)
n∧

k=i0

Commk = Commit(vk, rk) (8.6)

∧ Verifypk(Signsk(i0,COMM)) (8.7)

∧ Pred(~V ) = >] (8.8)

That means, using private ~V and ~R (Equation 8.5) the prover has to prove,
that the public Commk represent respective commitments of vk with ran-
dom value rk (Equation 8.6), that the public signature over i0 and all com-

mitments COMM is valid (Equation 8.7) and that ~V fulfills the predicate
function Pred() of the compliance target T (Equation 8.8).

Protocol steps: Figure 8.6 on page 172 illustrates the protocol steps of
RZKP.

Real zero-knowledge proof (RZKP)

Commitment: P chooses u, v ∈R Z∗q and sends the following message
to V ∗: m0 = Commit(x, r),Commit(u, v).

Interlude: V ∗ and P perform Paux with reversed roles: V ∗ proves to
P that for some α he knows a witness β so that:(α, β) ∈ Raux.

P1
aux: To prepare proof of knowledge of witness β′ so that (α, β′) ∈
Raux P produces I(P1

aux) and sends it to V ∗. (If β′ is unknown
to P it can use SIM− Paux to produce it)

I
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Real zero-knowledge proof (RZKP) (continued)

GC creation: V ∗ creates GC xGCĥ
PredGCĥ
Pred . Let xĥ(x, u, c, k, cchoice) =ĥ(x, u, c, k, cchoice) =

x[(s = u+ cxx mod q), cx][(s = u+ cxx mod q), cx] and xcx = ((c⊕ cchoice)
¬k(cchoice)

k)cx = ((c⊕ cchoice)
¬k(cchoice)

k) .

V ∗ also creates ciphertext EI(c).

k enables P to choose for which relation it knows a witness,
i.e. it can do the proof: k = 0 → RCommit, k = 1 → Raux.
cchoice ∈ Z∗q stands for a P-chosen challenge for the respective
witness P does not know and will need to use the simulator
for.

Furthermore, V ∗ commits to an OT protocol
OT-commit(OT)→ COMMOT.

Then V ∗ sends the following message to P :

m1 = GCĥ
Pred, EI(c),COMMOT.

Oblivious transfer: Via OTs P obtains ciphertexts EI(x), EI(u),

xEI(k), EI(cchoice)EI(k), EI(cchoice) from V ∗. m2 stands for all the prover’s blinded

choices that he sends to the verifier as part of these OTs. OTmsgs

stands for all messages exchanged during the OT.

GC evaluation: P evaluates xGCĥ
PredGCĥ
Pred with EI(x), EI(u),

xEI(k), EI(cchoice)EI(k), EI(cchoice) .

I
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Real zero-knowledge proof (RZKP) (continued)

Then P sends m2.5 to V ∗:

m2.5 = Commit(m3, R)

where
m3 = EO(ĥ(x, u, c, k, cchoice), cx,Pred(x))

and R ∈R Z∗q.

GC opening:

V ∗ decrypts GCĥ
Pred to P by sending all wire labels to P . Fur-

thermore, V ∗ also sends along all parameters of the OT proto-
col (OT) to P . P performs two checks:

� that the opened (and previously evaluated) GC imple-
ments ĥ and the pre-arranged predicate function Pred
and

� that OT-open(COMMOT,OT,OTmsgs) = >.

If any check is unsuccessful P aborts. If both checks are suc-
cessful P opens Commit(m3, R) by sending m3 and R. If
Open(m2.5,m3, R) = ⊥ V ∗ aborts.

Final step:

I
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Real zero-knowledge proof (RZKP) (continued)

P knows c from the opening of the GC in the previous protocol
step. If P evaluated the GC with:

� k = 0, this means it can do the proof for RCommit. Thus,
cx = c ⊕ cchoice and P computes t = v + rcx mod q.
Furthermore, it feeds SIM − Paux with I(P2

aux) = cβ =
cchoice as challenge and obtains I(P3

aux).

� k = 1, this means it can do the proof for Raux. Thus,
from I(P2

aux) = cβ = c⊕ cchoice P computes I(P3
aux). Fur-

thermore, it calculates t = v + rcx mod q with challenge
cx = cchoice.

P now sends m4 = (t = v + r xcxcx mod q), xI(P3
aux), cβI(P3
aux), cβ to V ∗.

Verification xV ∗ verifies whether m2.5 was indeed a commitment to m3V ∗ verifies whether m2.5 was indeed a commitment to m3

xand iff successfuland iff successful , it decrypts m3 to

x(s = u+ cxx mod q), cx,Pred(x).(s = u+ cxx mod q), cx,Pred(x).

V ∗ rejects if decryption yields ⊥. Then V ∗ decomposes m4 to

(t = v + rcx mod q), xI(P3
aux), cβI(P3
aux), cβ

and accepts iff

V1: Pred(x) = > and

V2: xCommit(x, r)cxCommit(x, r)cx Commit(u, v) = Commit(s, t) mod p.

V3: I(P1/2/3
aux ) prove that P knows a witness β′ so that (α, β′) ∈

Raux for challenge cβ.

V4: cx ⊕ cβ = c
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Prover Verifier

m0 = Commit(x, r),Commit(u, v)

m1 = EI(c), xGCĥPred,COMMOTGCĥPred,COMMOT

xI(P1
aux)I(P1
aux)

obtains:EI(x), EI(u),

xEI(k), EI(cchoice)EI(k), EI(cchoice)

evaluates xGCĥPredGCĥPred

m2=Oblivious transfers

xm2.5 = Commit(m3, R)m2.5 = Commit(m3, R)

xDiscloses wire labels of GCĥPred and OTDiscloses wire labels of GCĥPred and OT

verifies opened GChPred (against leaking GCs)

and OT-open(COMMOT,OT,OTmsgs)
?
= >

xm3 = [EO(ĥ(x, u, c, k, cchoice), cx,Pred(x))],m3 = [EO(ĥ(x, u, c, k, cchoice), cx,Pred(x))],

xm4 = [t = v + cr mod q], Rm4 = [t = v + cr mod q], R

Open(m2.5,m3, R)
?
= >

V1:Pred(x) = >
V2:Commit(x, r)cxCommit(u, v)

= Commit(s, t) mod p

V3:I(P1/2/3
aux )

V4:cx ⊕ cβ = c

Figure 8.6.: “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” for a malicious verifier (RVZKP).
The gray highlighted parts indicate the difference to HVZKP
(Figure 8.3 on page 160).
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Theorem 8. RZKP is complete, cryptographically sound and real zero-
knowledge4

Proof.

Completeness: This follows from completeness of HVZKP.

Soundness: As previously indicated in Section 8.2.4, Paux in protocol step
[Interlude] is witness hiding, thus for P to successfully complete RZKP
as the OR-composition of Paux and HVZKP∗ it must have honestly
completed HVZKP∗ with overwhelming probability.

Real zero-knowledge: Simulator M creates a view of the protocol that is
indistinguishable from V ∗ view.

View
(P,V ∗)
V ∗ = m0, I(P1

aux),m2,m2.5,m3,m4

In step [Commitment ] M chooses some cx ∈ Z∗q and uses SIM −
HVZKP∗ to come up with I((HVZKP∗)1) = Commit(x′, r′),Commit(u−
x′cx, v − r′cx) = m0.

If in the [Interlude] protocol step V ∗ cannot prove knowledge of a
witness for α inRaux M stops. Otherwise, M uses rewinding of V ∗ and
the knowledge extractor for Paux (which by Paux’s special soundness
property must exist) to extract the witness β′ and uses it to produce
I(P1

aux).

M obtains from V ∗ m1 = GCĥ
Pred, EI(c),COMMOT

As oblivious transfers are zero-knowledge (see Section A.2.6) M uses

their simulator to produce m2. Furthermore, M evaluates GC
h(x,u,c)
Pred(x)

using k = 1 and cchoice = cx to produce m3 and commits to it as the
prover does to produce m2.5.

Then M completes Paux on its own with challenge c ⊕ cx and uses
SIM-HVZKP∗ to complete HVZKP∗ for challenge cx: t = v + rcx
mod q Both together constitute

m4 = (t = v + rcx mod q), I(P3
aux), cβ

4RZKP is also PoK since basically the same knowledge extractor as for the embedded
Σ-protocol can be used to extract the witness x for the underlying relation RCommit.
However, PoK is not formally proven as this property is not required for the applica-
tion of this protocol.
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This way, M is able to successfully complete the OR-composition of
both protocols and because of the witness indistinguishability property
(see Section A.1.8) of this composition V ∗ will be unable to tell M -
simulated protocol views apart from real ones.

Multiple inputs xi for the predicate test can be accommodated by
RZKP (and HVZKP for that matter). For this P has to commit on all
xi and V ∗’s augmented GC must include supporting functions ĥi for every
xi while all ĥi may use the same c. P must obtain ciphertexts EI(xi) for use
in the augmented GC for all xi. Finally, in the protocol step [Verification],
V ∗ must perform verification of V 2 for all xi.

A performance improvement can be achieved if the augmented GC
“hardcodes” the multiplication of x with c, as c is known at compile-time.
This results in a smaller circuit and thus faster evaluation time.

8.2.6. Composition with Σ-protocols

There are two distinct ways to use “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” in any
(RZKP/HVZKP) flavor: It can implement the verification of the whole,
potentially composed, predicate in the garbled circuit. Alternatively, it
can only implement predicates efficiently implementable in Boolean circuits.
The remainder is implemented by Σ-protocols and an appropriate composi-
tion then implements the ZKP for the composed predicate. Depending on
the complexity of the predicate and the system environment the decision
for/against garbled circuits for particular predicates is usually not trivial
and has motivated the creation of prediction models for protocol execution
times [96].

The following exemplarily demonstrates the OR-composition of “ZKP
with Garbled Circuits” with Σ-protocols. AND- or k-out-of-n compositions
are implemented analogously [99].

For the OR-composition of Σ-protocols, the prover is given some leeway
as it has to make the verifier accept in at least one protocol: The verifier
supplies one challenge c for both protocols. Then the prover chooses c1

and uses the simulator for the Σ-protocol he cannot complete to obtain
an accepting transcript. Then, for the protocol the prover can complete,
he produces a transcript for challenge c2 = c + c1 mod (c+ + 1), where
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c+ denotes the maximum challenge of the composed protocol. Finally, the
verifier, in addition to verifying both transcripts, also checks that c = c1 +c2

mod (c+ + 1).
Thus the OR-composition of RZKP and Σ-protocols requires the following

changes to RZKP: Assume without loss of generality, that the prover has to
prove (

∨
i Si)∨Z where Ai are predicate proofs implemented by Σ-protocols

and Z is a predicate implemented with RZKP. V ∗ sends P the challenge c
and P chooses, for every Ai, ci and for Z it chooses cz.

Different augmented GC: V ∗ creates

GCĥ
Pred

with
ĥ(x, u, cz, k, cchoice) = [(s = u+ cxx mod q), cx]

and
cx = ((cz ⊕ cchoice)

¬k(cchoice)
k)

but cz, in contrast to RZKP, is a prover-supplied challenge. Fur-
thermore, this GC must additionally yield EO(cz) which is then also
included in m3.

More OTs: P also obtains EI(cz) in protocol step [Oblivious transfer ] from
V ∗.

Adapted Verification: In protocol step [Verification] V4 changes to cβ +
cchoice = cz mod (c+ + 1) and in addition V ∗ verifies: c = (

∑
i ci) + cz

mod (c+ + 1).

8.2.7. Application to compliance verification

Section 8.1.3 introduced the basic idea of compliance verification and that
a zero-knowledge proof is required to prove compliance with a consumption
target T . Having presented “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” in Section 8.2 its
application to compliance verification can now be demonstrated.

The respective multi-input, real zero-knowledge protocol

MRZKP(~V , ~R,COMM) = {Commit(xi, ri)|vi ∈ ~V , ri ∈ ~R},Pred)
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proves that the vector of private ~V with random information ~R and com-

mitments ~Commit(xi, ri) fulfills the public predicate function Pred.
Figure 8.7 illustrates how MRZKP is applied to the specific problem of

privacy-preserving compliance verification.

Data producer Privacy component Data consumer

~V ,COMM, ~R, Signsk(i0,COMM)

COMM, Signsk(i0,COMM)

Verifypk(Signsk(Commit(x, r)),

(iexpected,Commit(x, r)))
?
= >

Prover Verifier

MRZKP(~V , ~R,COMM,Pred)

Figure 8.7.: Application of “ZKP with Garbled Circutis” for multiple inputs
(MRZKP) to compliance verification

8.2.8. Application to privacy-preserving aggregation or billing

The protocol’s separation of the entity that creates readings, commitments
and signatures and the entity that performs the proof as prover supports
the use of the protocol for other computations in the feedback loop, e.g.
privacy-preserving aggregation or billing.

For privacy-preserving billing the predicate function is replaced by the
price function and yields the final price and not just a bit like in the case
of compliance verification. The protocol also supports the calculation of
temporal aggregates, i.e. aggregates over one data producer’s data items, at
households.
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However, as shown in the performance evaluation of the next section
(Section 8.4.1), a considerable amount of computation is spent on the sup-
port function of the garbled circuit and thus it is best suited for predicates
over few data items. Although, it supports arbitrary tariffs (that can be
calculated by Boolean circuits) the privacy-preserving billing protocol of
Chapter 7 is faster by a magnitude.

8.3. Related work

The following two works provide compilers that generate proof implemen-
tations for potentially composite predicates.

Bangerter et al. [6] present a compiler that, for a given predicate generates
a proof implementation based on Σ-protocols. Almeida et al. [3] extend
this compiler’s functionality to also construct formal proofs of soundness
using the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover for its generated implementations.
The compiler supports composition of individual predicates and supports
linear relations between members of the same group, multiplicative relations
between members of different groups, polynomial relations, inequality proofs
and range proofs.

Backes et al. [5] present a compiler that produces executable code in the
F# language based on a derivation of the Distributed Knowledge Autho-
rization Language (DKAL) [49]. While DKAL is a “logic-based language
for managing polices and trust in distributed scenarios including federated
scenarios.” [49], privacy-aware Evidential DKAL is an extension that sup-
ports to privately prove predicates by existentially quantifying sensitive val-
ues. Their compiler’s implementation builds on automorphic signatures [39]
and the Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge proof system [48]. Their existential
quantification of private values enables a principal to convince a verifier of
having some information that was cryptographically signed by a trustwor-
thy authority without revealing that information. This supports private
authorization of principals.
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8.4. Implementation and evaluation

8.4.1. Implementation

A prototype of HVZKP was implemented in Java using FastGC [32] for the
GC’s implementation. As predicate function a complex predicate was cho-
sen that relies on bit-manipulation to demonstrate viability of the protocol:
“The prover knows private pre-images message m and key k to respec-
tive public commitments cm and ck, so that message m encrypted under
key k using AES encryption yields public ciphertext ct.” FastGC supports
state-of-the-art GC techniques like Free-XOR [66] and pipelining [55]. The
implementation uses |q|2 = 160, |p|2 = 1024 for the Pedersen commitments,
|c|2 = 80 and |k|2 = |m|2 = 128.

Both verifier and prover were executed on the same “Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-2600 CPU 3.40GHz” and 16GBytes of RAM and averaged over 100 runs.
Creation of the Pedersen commitment scheme was not measured, it can be
pre-calculated and re-used between protocol runs.

Unlike for the performance measurements of the privacy-preserving billing
protocol this performance evaluation does not require use of a Java bench-
marking framework [14]. Execution times for the various protocol steps are
much longer and therefore the noise introduced to measurements by the
base load of the system is negligible.

Table 8.1 on the next page summarizes the results for two scenarios:

Overhead1/2: The augmented GC only calculates the supporting function

s = u+ x ∗ c mod q

for one/two input variable(s) |x1/2|2 = 128. Its Pred function always
returns >. This scenario shows the overhead of the described con-
struction.

AES: In this scenario the prover provides m, k, the verifier supplies ct and
the augmented GC’s predicate function returns> iff EncryptAES(m, k) =
ct.
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Overhead1 Overhead2 AES
Protocol step Prover Verifier Prover Verifier Prover Verifier

Commitment 14 ± 1 22 ± 1 22 ± 1

GC creation &
OT Transfer

1616
± 6

1698
± 6

1620
± 6

1693
± 6

1621
± 6

1693
± 6

GC Evaluation
1478
± 12

1430
± 12

2030
± 13

2001
± 12

2203
± 12

2172
± 12

V2 Verification 42 ± 1 40 ± 3 42 ± 3
#{AND Gates} 44234 88714 102599
#{OR Gates} 9064 18128 18255
#{XOR Gates} 113488 227960 273997
Proof size(bytes) 1657893 3289165 3707857

Table 8.1.: Performance measurements of “ZKP with Garbled Circuits”.
Execution times and confidence intervals in milliseconds with
confidence level 99%, averaged over 100 runs, rounded to ms for
HVZKP.

Discussion of results. First and foremost, the AES scenario’s execution
times show that the protocol is viable, even for proving quite elaborate
predicates like AES encryption. In this scenario the GC calculates two
supporting functions, for m, k respectively. For the measurements of this
scenario an existing [32] AES implementation was altered to also include the
AES key expansion in the GC. This is required, because the commitment
is over the key and not the expanded key schedule the prover must provide
the actual key to the GC and the key expansion must take place in the GC.
Thus, HVZKP has longer execution times than reported by Evans et al.
[32].

Second, the Overhead scenario’s execution times show, that the evalua-
tion of the supporting function takes most of the computation time. In fact,
further analysis revealed, that the modulo operation takes approx. 75%
while the scale operation (cx) takes almost the remaining 25% of the evalu-
ation time. By increasing q, to better match the bit length of cx the modulo
execution times can be considerably shortened.
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The results of the Overhead scenario furthermore indicate, that “ZKP
with Garbled Circuits” is applicable to compliance verification as described
in Section 8.1.3. Per day, one computer at the supply side can verify ap-
prox. 25000 protocol instances with predicates over one 128bit value. This
is roughly the same effort as 4 32bit inputs required for the exemplary
consumption target for incentive-based demand response in Section 2.2.2 if
one assumes one smart meter measurement per hour: “consume today be-
tween 7pm and 10pm 10% less than yesterday between 7pm and 10pm for
2¿”. This suffices for the localized and targeted nature of incentive-based
demand response that employs target compliance verification. Note that
FastGC supports the extension of OTs (see Section A.2.6) and that there-
fore more OT’s will not impact the execution times significantly. Most time
is spent in the evaluation of the supporting function.

8.4.2. Comparison to related work

Section 8.3 introduced two compiler frameworks that generate proof imple-
mentations for composite predicates using Σ-protocols (see Section A.1.5).

First, although the proposed cryptographic primitive “ZKP with Garbled
Circuits” does not specifically represent a compiler it can also be used to
implement various composite predicates on its one.

Furthermore, the compiler frameworks listed in Section 8.3 still require
cryptographic expertise to combine appropriate Σ-protocols to achieve the
desired results. This includes, but is not limited to an adequate choice of
commitment scheme and security parameters. On the other hand, in “ZKP
with Garbled Circuits” the implementation of the predicate function does
not require any cryptographic expertise. In fact, an appropriate circuit
can be derived automatically from an predicate description. Thus this new
cryptographic primitive supports a flexible variation of predicate functions
without cryptographic expertise.

Second, the cryptographic primitive “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” can
also be used as one building block in the framework of Bangerter et al.
[6] to simplify the creation Σ-protocols for predicates that are easy to test
using Boolean circuits. A single run of “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” can
also support to prove predicates that otherwise requires several Σ-protocol
runs in this framework.
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8.4.3. Requirement fulfillment

This Section discusses how the protocol performs w.r.t. the qualitative cri-
teria listed in Section 5.3.

This chapter introduced the privacy-preserving compliance verification
protocol based on “ZKP with Garbled Circuits” as a privacy-preserving
implementation of the feedback loop’s compliance verification computation.

However, to represent a viable implementation it must also fulfill the
“Private smart grid protocol requirements” listed in Section 5.3:

Privacy and Security: In contrast to the naive, non-private compliance ver-
ification protocol (as outlined in Section 8.1.2), the private compliance
verification protocol (Section 8.2.3) is privacy-preserving as only the
necessary information, one bit for compliance or non-compliance, are
transmitted even in the presence of a malicious privacy component.
This is the absolute minimum of information required by the service
provider to either pay a bonus for consumption target compliance.

Analogously to the privacy-preserving billing protocol of Chapter 7
the privacy-preserving compliance protocol is secure to the data con-
sumer as the result of compliance verification is trustworthy even if
one assumes a malicious privacy component. Successful verification of
the ZKP ensures the trustworthiness of the result.

Compatibility: Similarly to the private billing protocol of Chapter 7 the
private compliance verification protocol can be executed by a privacy
component as shown in Figure 8.7 on page 176 if the data producer
creates and cryptographically signs commitments over consumption
data.

Availability: The privacy-preserving compliance protocol tolerates data pro-
ducer failures in the same way the naive compliance protocol does.
Every consumption target for which enough consumption information
leave the data producer and arrive at the privacy-component can be
used in a compliance proof.

Security: To the service provider the use of the privacy-preserving com-
pliance verification protocol is as secure as the naive, non-private
protocol. The soundness property of “ZKP with Garbled Circuits”
guarantees that the service provider cannot be cheated.
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8.5. Summary

This chapter describes the privacy-preserving compliance verification proto-
col. Similarly to the privacy-preserving billing protocol of Chapter 7 it em-
ploys a privacy-component that uses a new cryptographic primitive to prove
compliance with consumption target to a service provider in zero-knowledge.
This new cryptographic primitive embeds moves of a Σ-protocol in a gar-
bled circuit and thus supports to prove any predicate over private data that
can be tested in a Boolean circuit. A prototypical implementation shows
that it even supports proofs of knowing key and message for a given public
AES ciphertext and commitments over key and message in acceptable time
(approx. 5 seconds).

In contrast to protocol compilers that implement composite Σ-protocols
for potentially composite predicates this new approach does not require
cryptographic expertise whenever the predicate changes as the predicate
test in the garbled circuit is fairly independent of the rest.

The performance measurements of the prototypical implementation in-
dicate feasibility of the described approach: The overhead of the employed
construction for 4 private data items with 32bit length is approx. 5 seconds.
Depending on the complexity of the actual predicate this indicates that a
data consumer can perform up to 25000 consumption targets per day on
off-the-shelf consumer hardware.

Furthermore, the proposed protocols fulfills the “Private smart grid pro-
tocol requirements” (Section 5.3) and thus represents a viable protocol for
the smart grid feedback loop’s compliance verification computation.
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Chapter9
Conclusion and questions for future
research

This chapter concludes this dissertation with a summary and overview of
open questions for future research.

Section 9.1 first provides a summary of all previous chapters and this
dissertation’s conclusion as response to both research questions asked in
Chapter 4. Section 9.2 lists open questions for future research that are
out of this dissertation’s scope. They are either motivated by intermediate
results of this dissertation or have come to the author’s attention during the
course of his research. Finally, Section 9.3 summarizes this chapter.

9.1. Summary and conclusion

Research Question 2 “Can the feedback loop computations be imple-
mented in a privacy-preserving way?” has not been explicitly answered so
far. The following summary of this dissertation concludes with an answer
to this question.

Chapter 2 introduced the smart grid as an evolution of the traditional
grid. The smart grid employs information communication technology paral-
lel to electricity distribution as reaction to changing circumstances with the
goal of improving generation and delivery w.r.t. various dimensions, e.g. effi-
ciency. Smart metering and demands response were introduced as technolo-
gies that connects private households to the communication “backbone” of
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the smart grid. They implement a feedback loop that supports a transforma-
tion of the demand-oriented traditional electricity grid to a supply-oriented
smart grid. The feedback loop requires different computations (aggregation,
billing and compliance verification) on consumer’s electricity consumption
data to operate.

Chapter 3 surveyed past research efforts regarding the information leak-
age of electricity consumption data. Researchers have shown for a similar
field, non-intrusive load monitoring (NALM), that information about the
household and its inhabitants can be inferred from its electricity consump-
tion. One can infer which appliances are in use, how they are used and thus
even schedules or preferences of inhabitants can be deduced. The combi-
nation of analyses of different utilities, e.g. electricity and water, enables
a disambiguation of findings using just one utility and makes the afore-
mentioned information even more accurate. Furthermore, that chapter de-
scribed implemented or planned approaches to data handling in smart grids
in Canada, in the UK and in Germany. All identified approaches envision
that consumption data is first collected at full resolution and then optionally
aggregated. This means that at service providers or even central, nationwide
storage hubs huge amounts of consumption data is accumulated.

Chapter 4 argued that if consumption data is centrally stored at service
providers it needs to be adequately protected from various attackers. It
enumerated techniques that can be used to protect the privacy of collected
consumption traces but only pseudonymization was deemed appropriate.
Thus the following (first) research question was posed: “Do consumption
traces, if separated by pseudonymization from identity information of their
respective households, represent non-identifying information?” The chapter
answered this question negatively by providing evidence that pseudonymi-
zation of consumption data at service providers fails to protect consumer
privacy: It described and evaluated two attacks on real smart metering data.
That chapter’s conclusion was that consumption data must not be accumu-
lated centrally in the first place and, thus optimally, may not even leave the
household. It concluded with posing the second research question that is
answered by the remaining chapters: “Can the feedback loop computations
be implemented in a privacy-preserving way?”

Chapter 5 answered this question tentatively but positively. First, it
described this dissertation’s approach to protecting consumer privacy while
retaining utility for service providers. Then, it introduced an abstract sys-
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tem model that served as common denominator for developed protocols and
for comparison to related work. This system model abstracts smart meter
(that provide data items) as data producers and service providers in the
smart grid as data consumers. Then it refined the naive, non-private pro-
tocol that leads to accumulation of data at service providers and listed the
requirements that the smart grid has for protocols that are developed in the
remainder: privacy and security, compatibility and availability. Using the
abstract system model privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) as a techno-
logical “tool-set” to implementing privacy-preserving protocols were intro-
duced. Finally, that chapter gives an overview over the privacy-preserving
protocols developed in the subsequent chapters and their use of PETs.

Chapter 6 presented the fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation
protocol that enables the data consumer to calculate (potentially noisy) ag-
gregates over various subsets of data items: temporal (i.e. over one data
producer’s data items), spatial (across several data producer’s data items)
or arbitrary. Data producer encrypt their data items using a homomorphic
encryption scheme before sending it to the data consumer. Although the
data consumer is unable to directly decrypt them, he can perform aggre-
gations on the ciphertexts, because of the homomorphic property of the
encryption scheme. For decryption, the data consumer sends the encrypted
aggregate to a third party. The third party performs decryption and ap-
plies random noise to achieve differential privacy. This prevents information
leakage about private data items from the aggregation’s result. Finally, the
third party releases the noisy aggregate to the data consumer. The data
consumer employs an efficient zero-knowledge proof to convince the third
party that a pre-arranged function has been calculated on authentic and
fresh smart meter readings so that a sufficient amount of random noise (for
differential privacy) is added. A thorough systematization of related work
formed the basis for the subsequent comparison of the aggregation protocol
to similar protocols:

� It only requires a uni-directional communication link between data
producer and data consumer and no communication between data
consumers (unlike some related work).

� It requires fewer changes to data producers than most other protocols.
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� It provides fault-tolerance for an arbitrary number of failed data pro-
ducers.

� It provides the strongest (available) privacy guarantee of differential
privacy.

� It provides weighted-sum aggregation where similar solutions only of-
fer sum aggregation.

Chapter 7 described a billing protocol that employs a privacy component
in the household which intercepts private readings sent by the data producer
and calculates the final price and provides a proof of correct calculation.
Thus, the data consumer interested in billing the household only receives the
final price for a specific billing period and respective data that supports proof
verification. A thorough systematization of related work formed the basis
for the subsequent comparison of the billing protocol to similar protocols:

� It only requires a uni-directional communication link between data
producers and data consumer.

� It requires fewer changes to data producers.

� It supports linear tariffs, interval linear tariffs and cumulative tariffs
(see Section 7.3).

� It is as efficient as surveyed protocols with similar features.

Chapter 8 described a protocol that enables a data consumer to ver-
ify compliance with a pre-arranged consumption target: Again, like in the
privacy-preserving billing protocol, a privacy component intercepts data
items. Then it engages with the data consumer in an interactive zero-
knowledge proof that proofs the data items’ compliance with the consump-
tion target. For this a new cryptographic primitive “ZKP with Garbled
Circuits” was developed and employed. The newly developed cryptographic
primitive was compared to compiler frameworks that generate zero-knowledge
proof implementations for a given predicate:

� It supports the implementation of all predicate tests implementable
as Boolean circuit.
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� A change of the predicate function does not require a re-implementation
of the protocol as it is fairly independent of the remaining crypto-
graphic primitives that are employed.

� The implementation of a predicate function (or its change) does not
require cryptographic expertise for the reason stated above in contrast
to existing compiler frameworks.

Additionally, Chapter A introduces cryptographic building blocks and
primitives required by the protocols of previously mentioned Chapters 6, 7
and 8. In particular, it introduces the notion of (interactive) proof systems
and their various properties, e.g. zero-knowledge, proof-of-knowledge etc.
Furthermore, it introduces the cryptographic primitives (e.g. cryptographic
signature, partially-homomorphic encryption etc.) and their terminology.

Conclusion Finally, this dissertation’s conclusion and (at the same time)
the answer to Research Question 2 “Can the feedback loop computations
be implemented in a privacy-preserving way?” (see Section 2 on page 65)
can be given:

Using the three aforementioned privacy-preserving protocols the
smart grid’s feedback loop computations can be implemented
without compromising consumer privacy. Every protocol only
makes the absolute minimum of information available to the ser-
vice provider that performs the respective computation.

Figure 9.1 on page 194 illustrates how the three protocols connect the
smart meter, the privacy component and the respective service provider at
the detailed level of the protocol descriptions.

9.2. Open questions for future research

The previous section (Section 9.1) presented a summary of the identified
privacy problem in the smart grid and this dissertation’s main contribution:
Privacy-preserving protocols that implement the smart grid’s feedback loop
computations in a privacy-preserving manner.
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However, some questions or topics that are out of this dissertation’s scope
have been identified and require future research. Section 9.2.1 lists ques-
tions that result from limitations of this dissertation’s contribution and Sec-
tion 9.2.2 lists general questions for future research.

9.2.1. Regarding limitations of the contributions

Improved (attacks on) pseudonymization

Chapter 4 established that pseudonymization of consumption traces by sep-
arating them from identity information does not yield truly anonymous
consumption traces. That chapter presented two attacks “linking by behav-
ior anomaly” and “linking by behavior pattern” and empirical evaluation of
these attacks on a real smart metering data set. The results indicate, there
is still some identifying information left in those consumption traces. In
particular, Section 4.3.6 identified that frequent re-pseudonymization (more
frequent than once in 20 days) decreases the accuracy of the “linking by
behavior pattern” attack below 80%.

These results motivate further research:

� Can one identify attacks that are more accurate than “linking by be-
havior pattern” for very frequently re-pseudonymized smart metering
consumption traces?

� Can one perform a pseudonymization of consumption traces that yields
consumption traces that only represent non-identifying information.
A subsequent question is whether those traces then still contain any
“useful”1 information.

Performance on smart meter hardware

Performance measurements were collected for prototypical implementations
on off-the-shelf laptop/desktop hardware. It remains to verify that smart
meter can fulfill their designated role as data producer in all developed
privacy-preserving protocols in a timely manner. The billing and the com-
pliance verification protocol both do not require frequent participation from

1Information that still has utility to the data consumer
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the data producer. The aggregation protocol, however, expects a data pro-
ducer to continuously create cryptographic commitments and signatures.
How many data items a smart meter can actually create in this way and
the implied energy consumption are interesting courses for future research.

Fully homomorphic encryption scheme

The privacy-preserving aggregation protocol from Chapter 6 enables a ser-
vice provider to create differentially private, weighted-sum aggregates. Re-
lated work in that chapter shows, that other protocols either have the same
(or even stricter) limitation or require more communication or stronger trust
assumptions about protocol participants.

The use of a fully (or somewhat) homomorphic encryption scheme [43]
would enable more types of aggregates. However, currently their perfor-
mance is prohibitively bad for the capabilities of smart meter hardware.

Effects of parallel, privacy-preserving protocols on privacy

The protocols presented in this dissertation were developed individually
and also support (without loss of generality) individual service providers
per computation: aggregation, billing and compliance verification. One
might ask whether privacy is still preserved if one service provider runs all
developed protocols with its customers. Indeed, this is an open question
that is not subject of this dissertation but is discussed here shortly.

In general, parallel composition of privacy-preserving protocols is not nec-
essarily privacy-preserving. Regarding the specific parallel composition of
this dissertation’s protocols one can distinguish two potential privacy prob-
lems:

Leakage through function results: Can a service provider, having obtained
the price as result of the billing protocol and an aggregate as result of
the aggregation protocol, infer private smart meter readings?

Leakage through ciphertexts/commitments: Do different ciphertexts or
commitments over the same private smart meter reading leak infor-
mation about the plain text?

Regarding leakage through ciphertexts/commitments: The Peder-
sen commitments Commit(x, r) and the Paillier cipher texts E(x, r′) are
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both independently (of x) distributed. Thus they do not leak any informa-
tion about x.

However, observe the following example regarding leakage through func-
tion results when running the aggregation and billing protocol in parallel:
Let the service provider do the same aggregation over the same private
data items in the privacy-preserving aggregation protocol and the privacy-
preserving billing protocol. That means, that for a vector of private data
items ~V it has price P (~V , ~T ) =

∑
i ti ∗ vi and differentially private aggregate

fDP(~V ) = mf (
∑

i vi ∗ ti). In such a scenario the sum’s P (~V , ~T ) + fDP(~V )
is not differentially private anymore (for the same ε) because the amount
of random noise added by mf in the aggregation protocol is only depen-

dent on the sensitivity of f(~V ). However, the sensitivity of running both

calculations in parallel is doubled as 2f(~V ) = P (~V , ~T ) + f(~V ).

In fact, this example represents exactly that violation of freshness (re-
using the same set of readings) that the ZKP in the aggregation protocol is
designed to prevent so that the added randomness is sufficient. Although the
violation of differential privacy does not necessarily mean that the service
provider can directly infer private readings it definitely leaks more informa-
tion than originally planned in the aggregation protocol.

How this leakage can be controlled or prevented in parallel executions is
open to future research.

Specificity of developed protocols

Although the “collect first, process later” approach of the naive feedback-
loop implementation (as described in Section 2.4 and in respective protocol
chapters in Sections 6.1.2, 7.1.2 and 8.1.2) represents the actual privacy
problem (as identified in Section 4.2) this approach also offers the most
flexibility. One can process once collected data in ways that were not spec-
ified at design time because all information are available.

The privacy-preserving protocols presented in Chapter 6, 7 and 8, on
the other hand, are specific to the computation at hand. They are specific,
because they are fine-tuned to the minimum amount of information required
by each computation and to its respective requirements (e.g. fault-tolerance
in the case of aggregation).
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Whether the approach presented in this dissertation can be generalized,
i.e. to derive a privacy-preserving protocol from the description of required
information and other requirements, is open to future research.

9.2.2. General topics for future research

The BSI smart meter gateway as privacy component

Two of the three developed privacy-preserving protocols (billing and com-
pliance verification) rely on a privacy component. The privacy component
takes on the role of the prover in both protocols.

One interesting course for future research would be the logical integra-
tion of the privacy component into the BSI smart meter gateway (see Sec-
tion 3.2.3). If the smart meter gateway operated like the privacy component
it would not have to be trusted by the service provider. This reduces costs
for development, certification and hardware.

Economical aspects of privacy

This dissertation introduced privacy as everyone’s right to informational
self-determination (see Section 4.1.1). However, one can also identify an
economical impact of consumer privacy and thus an economical motivation
for preserving consumer privacy2.

Müller et al. [81] identify three aspects that are applicable to consumer
privacy in the electricity industry and should be targeted by future research:

� Both extremes, perfect privacy and no privacy, inhibit overall eco-
nomical prosperity. Perfect privacy prevents market participants from
identification of worthwhile customers and from improving their offer-
ings as no feedback from consumers is available. No consumer privacy,
i.e. perfect information about all consumers, prevents any competi-
tion between service providers as the perfect service and consumers’
price flexibility is known in advance. They argue that a privacy level
somewhere in between those extremes maximizes overall economical
prosperity.

2at least to some extent
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� Another general, i.e. not economical, aspect of privacy is that infor-
mational self-determination implies that the data owner knows which
information he emits with his actions by participation in the market.
He might be aware about the emitted data but not necessarily about
the transported information for two reasons: Firstly, the emitted in-
formation might only be available to entities that can link them with
additional databases and are therefore not evident to the data owner
himself.

Secondly, as the emission of this data is not the individual’s primary
concern3 he does not devote the resources (e.g. time/tools) to track
emitted data and implied information. Service providers can, however,
also4 be interested in the emitted data and value it high enough to
devote the required resources to its analysis. Furthermore, they benefit
from economies of scale.

Both lead to a difference between the information the individual thinks
has been emitted and the factual emitted information. Apart from
the impact this difference has on the data owner’s informational self-
determination it also can be actively marketed. It can be sold back
directly to the owner or to other entities where it can also be used
against him. For instance, insurance companies could refuse insurance
because of health information they obtained about the data subject.
The data subject, on the other hand, would be totally unaware of the
reasons for this refusal.

� The previous point already hints at an informational asymmetry that
can evolve in a market. Service providers accumulated information on
a large scale about their customers or prospective customers. Mapped
to the electricity industry, a demand response service provider might,
for instance, identify that a customer always watches soccer matches
of a particular soccer team on TV on Wednesdays’ evenings. Thus
he might target this customer either with tariffs that involve a high
price for the consumption of electricity on Wednesdays’ evenings. Al-
ternatively, he might issue incentive-based consumption targets for
Wednesdays’ evenings that involve a penalty for consuming too much

3The interaction at the market that results in the emission is the primary concern.
4although their primary concern is also the aforementioned market transaction
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energy. Only if the customer notices these patterns he can change his
service provider (if possible5) provided that the next service provider
does not have the same information.

Application to commercial electricity consumers

This dissertation presented protocols for the protection of consumer privacy
and thus implicitly excluded the protection of confidentiality in a commercial
setting. However, methods and technologies presented in related work (see
Chapter 3) can also be used to infer the behavior or operations of companies.
While the question whether the inferred information can actually give a
tangible advantage is certainly important, the mere ability to “look” into
companies and their operations would probably induce a critical re-thinking
of smart metering for industries.

9.3. Summary

First, this chapter summarized this dissertation’s contents and answered
this dissertation’s remaining research question. Second, it identified several
topics for future research.

5it might be impossible because of a natural or regulated monopoly
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AppendixA
Cryptographic building blocks and
primitives

This chapter introduces the necessary building blocks and cryptographic
primitives to understand the privacy-preserving protocols and their proofs
in Chapters 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

First, Section A.1 gives an introduction to interactive proof systems and
their various properties (e.g. zero-knowledge). It employs one exemplary
protocol to show these properties and provides short proofs. Then, Sec-
tion A.2 presents remaining cryptographic primitives like commitment schemes,
encryption schemes or secret sharing schemes.

A.1. Interactive proof systems

Goldwasser et al. [46] formally introduced the notion of interactive proof
systems in their seminal work. Interactive proof systems can exhibit various
properties that Chapters 6, 7 and 8 make use of: Zero-knowledge, proof-of-
knowledge, witness hiding and witness indistinguishability. The basic idea
of an interactive proof system is that a prover is able to convince a verifier
of a statement.

This section shortcuts the formal introduction of interactive proof systems
by Goldwasser et al. [46] because an understanding of interactive proof sys-
tems is not required on that level for this dissertation. Instead, this section
directly defines protocols that implement interactive proof systems.
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Definition 9 (Protocol implementing an interactive proof system). Let
(P, V ) denote a protocol between two entities called prover (P) and veri-
fier (V). (P, V ) implements an (interactive) proof system over a language
L ∈ NP if the following holds:

Completeness: When (P, V ) terminates V, outputs “accept” with over-
whelming probability (≥ 1 − |x|−k for any k) if x ∈ L is given as
common input to (P, V ).

Soundness: When (P, V ) terminates V, outputs “reject” with overwhelming
probability (≥ 1− |x|−k for any k) if x /∈ L is given as common input
to (P, V ).

This definition covers all prover’s strategies, also strategies in which provers
try to prove that x ∈ L although x /∈ L. Section A.1.2 characterizes provers
and verifiers w.r.t. the strategies they employ in protocols.

The following sections introduce properties that interactive proof systems
and their implementing protocols can exhibit. Their definitions refer to
interactive proof systems to be compatible with common practise and to
prevent the inconvenient phrasing “protocols implementing interactive proof
systems”. However, these properties also apply to the respective protocols.

Next, the proof goal notation, as used in this dissertation, is introduced.

A.1.1. Proof goal notation

Camenisch and Stadler [16] introduced a notation to specify the statement
that is proven by an interactive proof system:

Name = {(S) : Statement(S)}

Such a proof-goal requires the prover to prove Statement(S) = > (a term in
propositional logic) over private terms S to the verifier. Statement(S) may
additionally contain terms publicly known to prover and verifier.

A proof goal describes what and not how the statement should be proven,
thus it does not prescribe a specific implementation. “Name” has been
used differently over the time either as a name of the proof goal or as
a description of the properties the proof’s implementation should exhibit.
This dissertation adopts the latter.
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The remainder of this section introduces several properties that are ap-
plicable: Their abbreviations are (HV)ZK/PoK/WI/WH and the stand for
(honest-verifier) zero-knowledge, proof-of-knowledge, witness indistinguish-
able, witness hiding respectively.

A.1.2. Attacker models

Prover and verifier can follow different strategies in interactive proof sys-
tems.

Honest behavior: One possible strategy is to stick to the prescribed pro-
tocol. This behavior is known as honest behavior and one calls the
respective participant an honest participant if it follows this strategy.
Honest behavior includes all prescribed actions of the protocol even
those where dishonest behavior cannot be detected by other partici-
pants. An honest participant forgets the interaction, except for the
final result “accept”/“reject”, after the protocol has finished.

Semi-honest behavior: Like an honest participant a semi-honest partici-
pant acts according to the prescribed protocol but, in contrast to the
honest participant, does not forget the interactions of the protocol
run after it is finished. Hence, this behavior is also called honest-but-
curious.

Malicious behavior: Strategies in which a participant does not stick to the
prescribed protocol are called malicious and the participant following
a malicious strategy is called a malicious participant. A malicious
participant can input wrong inputs into the protocol, abort and restart
the protocol and deviate in every protocol step.

Attacker models in interactive proof systems.

Verifier: Interactive proof systems assume an (semi-) honest1 verifier w.r.t.
their completeness and soundness properties. After all, it does not
make sense to “convince” someone if he does not want to be con-
vinced (if the verifier does not ensure completeness) or if he is easily

1With respect to completeness and soundness a semi-honest verifier is equivalent to an
honest-verifier.
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convinced even if the statement does not hold (if the verifier does not
ensure soundness). This dissertation does not consider honest verifiers
in its protocols, they were just introduced for the sake of complete-
ness. The semi-honest verifier is equivalent to the honest-verifier w.r.t.
completeness and soundness and is therefore used instead.

Prover: In an interactive proof system it makes no sense to assume an
honest prover: If the prover was honest the protocol is not required
in the first place, as the prover is trustworthy. Thus the prover is
assumed to be malicious.

Thus the attacker models used in this dissertation are malicious prover
and a semi-honest or malicious verifier. In the remainder, in accordance
with common practise, P always denotes a malicious prover, V denotes a
semi-honest verifier and V ∗ denotes a malicious verifier.

A.1.3. Zero-knowledge

Interactive proof systems can exhibit the zero-knowledge property. Infor-
mally it means, that during the execution of (P, V ∗) provably no information
other than the veracity of the statement to prove are transferred between
the prover and the verifier. The zero-knowledge property can be proven
if one can provide a simulator that, without access to the prover’s knowl-
edge, can mimic the exchange of messages between P and V ∗ so that it is
indistinguishable from a real protocol run between a real prover and real
verifier. If the protocol can be simulated in such a way, i.e. without knowl-
edge of secrets, than the message exchange cannot contain any secrets and
thus cannot transport any secrets from the prover to the verifier. It is thus
“zero-knowledge”.

For the formal definition of zero-knowledge indistinguishability is infor-
mally defined: Two families of random variables are (perfectly, statisti-
cally, computationally) indistinguishable if a distinguisher D given (arbi-
trary, polynomial, polynomial) sized random samples of random variables
of each family and (arbitrary, arbitrary, polynomial) time cannot distinguish
them.

A family of random variables is perfectly/statistically/computationally
approximable on L if there exists an algorithm M(x), the so-called simula-
tor, that, running in expected polynomial time, creates a perfectly/statisti-
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cally/computationally indistinguishable family of random variables {M(x)}
for all x ∈ L.

Let pi, vi be P ’s respectively V ∗’s i’th message in the protocol and φ the
random choices V ∗ makes. Then one can define

View
(P,V ∗)
V ∗ (x) = (φ, v1, p1, . . . , vn, pn).

as a random variable. It consists of V ∗’s random choices and all the messages
exchanged during the protocol (P, V ∗).

Definition 10 (Zero-knowledge proof). (P, V ∗) is perfectly/statistically/-
computationally zero-knowledge proof on L, if (P, V ∗) implements an (inter-

active) proof system for L and if the family of random variables View
(P,V ∗)
V ∗ (x)

is perfectly/statistically/computationally approximable on L.

There are many different and differently powerful notions of ZKPs that
vary in the abilities they grant to the prover, the verifier and the simulator.
Dousti [25] gives an overview over established results on different variants
of ZKPs.

Two ZK variants

The protocol presented in Chapter 8 relies on black-box simulation zero-
knowledge which is a special case of universal simulation zero-knowledge.
Universal simulation ZKP [83] gives the simulator the ability to interact
with the verifier and to rewind it to an older state. The simulator feeds the
verifier contents for its input and its random choices.

Black-box zero-knowledge grants the simulator also rewinding access to
the verifier but without access to its code. Black-box zero-knowledge is
stricter than universal simulation zero knowledge. Every black-box zero-
knowledge proof is also universal zero-knowledge.

Zero-knowledge (ZK) is preserved under sequential composition but is not
preserved under parallel composition. However, the aforementioned defini-
tion of ZK cannot be used to prove that. A concept that allows to argue
about the zero-knowledge property of protocols that run in sequence or
embedded in a bigger protocol is called auxiliary input zero-knowledge. In-
formally, it requires the existence of a simulator that creates a view that is
indistinguishable from the verifier’s view of a real protocol run and that is
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independent of H, the verifier’s auxiliary knowledge. H models the knowl-
edge gained up to the point of the zero-knowledge proof.

Universal simulation ZK has been shown to be equivalent (w.r.t. to its
expressive power) to auxiliary input zero-knowledge by Oren [83].

Attacker models in ZKPs

Analogously to the definition of interactive proof systems, the definition of
zero-knowledge proofs [46] covers all prover’s strategies, i.e. also malicious,
but assumes that the verifier acts honestly regarding the completeness and
soundness properties.

Also analogously to the definition of interactive proof systems, it does not
make sense to require the zero-knowledge property if the verifier was honest
in not trying to extract knowledge. This is why this dissertation does not
make use of the honest-verifier but istead uses a semi-honest or malicious
verifier.

In some cases it may be desirable to design zero-knowledge proof system
secure for semi-honest verifiers first, because this attacker model supports
simpler protocols than for malicious verifiers. Then, one can extend them
to create a protocol that is zero-knowledge for a malicious verifier. In fact,
the protocols described in Chapter 6 and Chapter 8 employ this strategy.

In accordance with common practice the remainder refers to the zero-
knowledge property in the presence of semi-honest verifier as honest-verifier
zero-knowledge. Malicious verifier zero-knowledge is called zero-knowledge
or real zero-knowledge to explicitly stress the difference.

Simulation for semi-honest and malicious ZKPs. For the simulation ap-
proach of a real zero-knowledge proof this means that the view of the proto-
col can be simulated independently of the verifier’s strategy. This includes,
but is not limited to, strategies in which the verifier chooses challenges not
according to prescribed (by the protocol) random distributions. The simu-
lator for honest-verifier zero-knowledge can assume that the verifier sticks
to the prescribed protocol.

Semi-honest to real zero-knowledge transformation. Blum et al. [12]
introduced a technique that can be used to turn a honest-verifier zero-
knowledge proof into real zero-knowledge. This technique creates a non-
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interactive zero-knowledge proof out of an interactive zero-knowledge proof.
In an non-interactive zero-knowledge proof there is just one message from
prover to verifier. Thus, there is no difference between a malicious veri-
fier’s strategy and an honest strategy as the verifier does not interact with
the prover during the protocol. This enables a simulator that creates an
indistinguishable view for all verifier’s strategies.

Consider the following exemplary protocol that will also be re-used in the
subsequent sections of this chapter:

Let p be prime and a generator g of Zp and consider the following proof
goal in Camenisch Stadler notation (see Section A.1.1):

HVZK = {(w) : x = gw mod p}

That means that a prover wants to prove knowledge of a discrete log-
arithm x = gw mod p for common input x using private w in honest-
verifier zero-knowledge.

This protocol (named PDLOG) implements that proof goal:
1. The prover chooses a random r ∈ Zp−1 and sends to the semi-

honest verifier h = gr mod p.

2. The verifier responds with c ∈ C = {0, 1}.

3. The prover concludes by sending s = r + cw mod p − 1. The
verifier performs the final check:

gs
?
= grxc = gr(gw)c

Theorem 2. PDLOG is honest-verifier zero-knowledge.

Proof. The semi-honest verifier’s view is:

View
(P,V )
V (x) = (h, c, s)

Example
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To simulate this view the simulator picks a random t ∈ Zp−1 and uses
black-box access to the verifier to create the view

View
(Sim,V )
V (x) = (h = gtx−c mod p, c, s = t mod p).

1. The simulator “guesses” a cg ∈ C and sends h = gtx−cg to the
verifier.

2. The verifier responds with the challenge c.

3. If c = cg, i.e. the simulator guessed correctly he completes the
protocol by sending s = t. Otherwise, it rewinds the verifier to its
start and now sends hc = gtx−c.

A semi-honest verifier will choose c only in dependence of its random choices.
Thus when the simulator rewinds the verifier it will challenge the simula-
tor with the same c as before (it will repeat the same “random” decisions).
However, this time the simulator anticipated that (because it has seen the
random decision c before) by sending hc that allows it to conclude the pro-
tocol later. The protocol is not real zero-knowledge, as a malicious verifier
might choose c in dependence of h. This prevents any simulator’s strategy
to create an indistinguishable view of this protocol.

A.1.4. Proof-of-knowledge

Interactive proof systems can also exhibit the proof-of-knowledge property.
Bellare and Goldreich [8] introduce this property and informally define
“knowledge” as something that can be extracted from the prover under
certain circumstances. This is modelled by the existence of a knowledge
extractor that is granted black-box rewindable access to the prover. This
approach is similar to the black-box access to the verifier that ZKP grant
the simulator (see Section A.1.3). Note that the existence of the knowl-
edge extractor is merely a proof for the proof-of-knowledge property, this
extractor is not used in an actual run.
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The definition of proof-of-knowledge slightly rephrases interactive proof
systems. It introduces a binary relation, the so-called witness relation, RL
for the language L for which the prover wants to show x ∈ L:

RL = {(x,w)|x ∈ L, w ∈ W (x)}

The witness relation links every x to all its witnesses in the witness set
W (x). The idea of a proof-of-knowledge is that the prover has to have a
witness for x ∈ L. This witness is the “knowledge” that the knowledge
extractor attempts to extract.

Based on the witness relation the proof-of-knowledge definition can be
introduced (It borrows heavily from Smart et al. [99] which, in turn, based
their work on Bellare and Goldreich [8]):

Definition 11 (Proof-of-Knowledge). Let k(x) : {0, 1}∗ → [0, 1] be the
knowledge error, i.e. the probability of the prover convincing the verifier of
knowing a witness although the prover does not know a witness. A pro-
tocol that implements an interactive proof system P, V is called Proof-of-
Knowledge (PoK) for the binary relation RL with knowledge error k, if the
following holds:

Completeness: For an honest prover P the verifier V accepts on common
input x if P knows w so that (x,w) ∈ RL.

Validity: There exists a probabilistic algorithm E, called the knowledge-
extractor with rewindable black-box access to the prover that is able
to extract a witness to the input x. The number of steps E requires is
inversely proportional to the knowledge error. If for any (potentially
malicious) prover P ∗ p(x) is the probability that the verifier accepts
on input x2 and p(x) > k(x) then E can extract a witness within

|x|c
p(x)− k(|x|)

steps for a constant c > 0. Black-box access to P ∗ counts as one step
only.

2If x ∈ L
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It is hard to find an intuitive understanding for the proof-of-knowledge
property, it does not mean that the knowledge of w is transmitted during
each protocol run. Only the knowledge extractor with its special power to
rewind the prover can extract it. The verifier does not have this power.
Furthermore this definition says, that the number of steps the knowledge
extractor requires is inversely proportional to the knowledge error. That
means, the smaller the knowledge error (the prover can only cheat with low
probability) the faster (in less steps) the knowledge can be extracted by the
knowledge extractor.

A PoK is trivial if the implementing protocol openly reveals w or if the
witness relation is not hard. For the definition of “hardness” one first re-
quires a definition of the term “negligible”:

Definition 12 (Negligible). A function f is negligible if for every c there
is an nc so that for all x > nc:

|f(x)| < 1

xc

Definition 13 (Hard witness relation). A witness relation RL is hard iff
for a given x the probability that a witness w (so that (x,w) ∈ RL) can be
found in probabilistic polynomial time is negligible.

Consider the proof goal from Section A.1.3 for an exemplary non-trivial
PoK protocol:

PoK = {(w) : x = gw mod p}
That means that a prover wants to prove knowledge of a private witness
w for the discrete logarithm x = gw mod p for common input x. The
witness relation is RL = {(x,w)|x = gw mod p} and it is hard (based on
the hardness of the discrete logarithm).

To implement this proof goal, the prover could trivially send w to the ver-
ifier and thus complete the protocol. The protocol would then be a PoK as
the knowledge extractor simply extracts w from the protocol run. However,
this proof is not particularly useful because the witness is disclosed.

The protocol used for this proof goal in its honest-verifier zero-knowledge
variant can also be shown to be a PoK:
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Protocol PDLOG:
1. The prover chooses a random r ∈ Zp−1 and sends to the verifier
h = gr mod p.

2. The verifier responds with c ∈ C = {0, 1}.

3. The prover concludes by sending s = r + cw mod p − 1. The
verifier performs the final check:

gs
?
= gr(gw)c

Theorem 3. PDLOG is a PoK with knowledge error k(x) = 1/2.

Proof. This protocol’s knowledge error is k(x) = 1/2 because of the
small challenge set C. That means a cheating prover can only cheat
with probability 1/2 as he has to guess the verifier’s challenge c in
advance:

� If the prover guesses c = 0 correctly: He sends h = gr mod p,
receives c = 0 from the verifier and concludes the protocol with
s = r mod p − 1. This can be verified as gr = h(gw)0 mod p.
However, if the prover guesses c = 0 incorrectly: He sends h = gr

mod p but receives c = 1. Then he cannot find an s that makes
the verifier accept as he does not know the witness w to construct
s = r+w mod p− 1 (as the discrete logarithm problem is hard).

� If the prover guesses c = 1 correctly: He sends h = gtx−1 mod p
for a random t ∈ Zp−1, receives c = 1 from the verifier and con-
cludes the protocol with s = t. This can be verified as gs = hx1

mod p. However, if the prover guesses c = 1 incorrectly: He sends
h = gtx−1 mod p for a random t ∈ Zp−1 but receives c = 0 from
the verifier. Now he cannot find a final message s so that gs = h
mod p as this requires solving the discrete logarithm of h.

Example
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One can improve the knowledge error (decrease it) by increasing C.
In subsequent examples we assume C = Zp−1 for a prime p.

This protocol is a PoK as a knowledge extractor can do the following:
He starts the prover and obtains h = gr mod p for some r ∈ Zp−1.
Then he issues c1 = 0 and obtains s1 = r. Then he rewinds the prover
to before he issued the challenged and this time he issues c2 = 1 and
finally obtains s2 = r+w mod p−1. Now the knowledge extractor can
calculate w with: s2 − s1 = r + w − r = w mod p− 1

The exponentiation of g in this proof goal is a homomorphism in a group
with known order in which the prover proves the knowledge of a pre-image
(w) to x = gw mod p. A protocol family called Σ-protocols generalizes this
kind of protocol.

A.1.5. Σ-protocols

Σ-protocols (generalized Schnorr [95] protocols) can implement various proofs-
of-knowledge:

� Proofs-of-knowledge of pre-images for known-order groups homomor-
phisms (as the exemplary PoK of the last section for DLOG) and
relations between those pre-images.

� Proofs-of-knowledge of pre-images for power group homomorphisms
(like the Pedersen commitment scheme presented in Section A.2.1)
and relations between those pre-images. Such a Σ-protocol is em-
ployed in the cryptographic primitive “ZKP with Garbled Circuits”
that Chapter 8 develops.

� Proofs-of-knowledge of pre-images for hidden-order group homomor-
phisms and relations between those pre-images.

The following definition borrows heavily from Smart et al. [99]:

Definition 14 (Σ-protocol). Let R denote a binary relation, and consider
(x,w) ∈ R with public x but private w. A protocol between prover P and
verifier V is called a Σ-protocol with challenge set C if it satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:
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3-move form: The protocol consists of three moves. P sends a first mes-
sage (for the remainder called “commitment”), then V answers with
a “challenge” and finally P concludes with a “response”.

Completeness: For an honest prover, the verifier always accepts.

Special Soundness: From any pair of accepting conversations on input x
with same “commitment” but different “challenge” and “response”
messages one can efficiently compute a witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R.

Special honest-verifier zero-knowledge: There exists a simulator M that
creates indistinguishable views of the protocol run for a given x and a
given“challenge”.

The protocol PDLOG from the previous section is a Σ-protocol. It is com-
plete, sound (with knowledge error 1/2) and also special honest-verifier zero-
knowledge: A simulator given c creates the view

View
(Sim,V )
V (x) = h = gtx−c mod p, c, s = t mod p

using the same strategy as before.
Σ-protocols can be used to prove knowledge of discrete logarithms (as

shown in the previous section) or to prove relations (linear, multiplicative,
polynomial, inequality) between pre-images of homomorphisms and can also
be used for range proofs and set membership proofs.

Several Σ-protocols can be combined and their compositions again are
Σ-protocols. These composed Σ-protocols can be used to prove composite
predicates and thus implement more complex proofs of knowledge. Com-
positions can consist of disjunctions, conjunctions or k-out-of-n compo-
sitions. Smart et al. [99] provides an introduction and overview of Σ-
implementations for various algebraic relations and their composition.

Section A.1.8 demonstrates a conjunctive composition of two Σ-protocols.

A.1.6. Σ-protocols and zero-knowledge

Already in Section A.1.3 the protocol PDLOG was shown to be honest-verifier
zero-knowledge but not malicious verifier zero-knowledge. The reason given
was, that one cannot exclude the possibility of a malicious strategy in which
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the verifier chooses the “challenge” in dependence of the prover’s “commit-
ment”. Σ-protocol in general are honest-verifier zero-knowledge but can be
made real zero-knowledge using the Fiat-Shamir-Heuristic3.

Fiat-Shamir-Heuristic. A Σ-protocol can be be made non-interactive, i.e.
just one message from prover to verifier, using a technique pioneered by
Fiat and Shamir [37] and later formally defined as “random oracle model”
by Bellare and Rogaway [9].

The idea of the Fiat-Shamir-Heuristic is that P creates the “challenge”
itself as a hash of the statement x and the “commitment”. P then sends in
one message x, the “commitment”, the “challenge” (that means the hash
over x and the “commitment”) and the “response” to this “challenge”. V ∗

can check whether P honestly calculated the “challenge” by also hashing
x and the “commitment”. A Σ-protocol transformed in this way is real
zero-knowledge in the random oracle model.

3Actually Σ-protocols are even special honest-verifier zero-knowledge. That means,
that in contrast to honest-verifier zero-knowledge, the simulator is provided with
the challenge and may not choose it himself. Special honest-verifier zero-knowledge,
however, implies honest-verifier zero-knowledge.
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Consider the application of the Fiat-Shamir-Heuristic on PDLOG:

Let OWHF() be a one-way hash function, then this is the non-interactive
protocol Pni-DLOG:

1. The prover chooses a random r ∈ Zp−1 and calculates:

c = OWHF(gw|gr) mod p− 1

(let gw|r be the concatenation of gw with gr)

2. The prover concludes the protocol by sending gr, c, s = r + cw
mod p− 1.

3. The verifier only accepts if both checks yield true:

a) c = OWHF(gw|gr) mod p− 1

b) gs
?
= gr(gw)c

Theorem 4. Pni-DLOG is real zero-knowledge in the random oracle
model.

Proof. This proof is rather rough because of the superficial introduction
of random oracles (see Bellare and Rogaway [9] for the implications of
random oracles on zero-knowledge). Let prover and verifier have access
to a random oracle. RO is a representation of the random oracle and
RO(a) = b is a representation of a random oracle that produces random
b for input a but otherwise behaves as any other random oracle would.
The verifier’s view is:

View
(P,V ∗)
V ∗ (x) = (h, c, s,RO)

That means, in the random oracle model the verifier’s view includes a
representation of the random oracle. To simulate this view the simulator
picks a random r ∈ Zp−1 and a random c ∈ Zp−1 and creates the view:

View
(Sim,V ∗)
V ∗ (x) = (h = grx−c mod p, c, s = t mod p,RO(gw|gr) = c).

The simulated view is indistinguishable from that of a real run because
the verifier is unable to distinguish RO(gw|gr) = c from RO.

Example
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The next sections introduce the witness hiding (WH) and witness indistin-
guishability (WI) properties that support the creation of real zero-knowledge
proofs out of Σ-protocols as used in Chapter 8.

A.1.7. Witness hiding

Feige and Shamir [36] introduced the concepts of witness hiding and wit-
ness indistinguishability. Witness hiding is a weaker property than zero
knowledge in the following sense: While zero-knowledge guarantees that no
information is contained in the view of an interaction (as it can be simu-
lated) witness hiding only guarantees that after the interaction the verifier
cannot compute more witnesses than before interacting with the prover.

Definition 15 (Witness hiding). A protocol (P, V ∗) is witness hiding for
relation RL if after execution of (P, V ∗) on x the probability that the viewer
can compute a witness w (that he did not know before) so that (x,w) ∈ RL
is negligible.

A.1.8. Witness indistinguishability

Witness indistinguishability is another property that is employed in the
protocol of Chapter 8.

Definition 16 (Witness Indistinguishability). An interactive proof system
(P, V ∗) is witness indistinguishable (WI) over R if for any V ∗ (that means
all potentially malicious strategies of V ∗), any large enough input x, w1, w2 ∈
w(x), and for any auxiliary input y for V ∗

View
(P (w1),V ∗)
V ∗ (x, y) and View

(P (w2),V ∗)
V ∗ (x, y)

are computationally indistinguishable.

This means, that the verifier of a WI interactive proof system cannot
distinguish views of interactions in which the prover used different witnesses
(w1 and w2).

Witness indistinguishable OR-combination of Σ-protocols

An OR-composition of Σ-protocols exhibits the WI property. Consider an
OR-composition of PDLOG with itself that serves as demonstration for an
OR-composition of Σ-protocols and the resulting WI property:
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The proof goal is:

WI = {(w1, w2) : x1 = gw1 mod p ∨ x2 = gw2 mod p}

Assume, without loss of generality, that the prover only knows a witness
w2 for x2 but not w1 for x1. Yet still, he should be able to complete
this proof successfully (ability to complete one protocol instance). Note,
that in compositions of other Σ-protocols x1 and x2 might be equal. In
this case, however, there is just one witness w for every x. Protocol
PDLOG∨DLOG implements this proof goal:

1. The prover chooses c1 ∈ Zp−1 and uses the special simulator for
PDLOG to come up with a simulated view for c1. This simulator
exists because PDLOG is a Σ-protocol and thus is special honest-
verifier zero-knowledge. Let (h1, c1, s1) bet the view as constructed
by the simulator. The prover also chooses r2 ∈ Zp−1 and sends to
the verifier: h1, h2 = gr2 mod p.

2. The verifier responds with c ∈ C = Zp−1.

3. The prover calculates c2 = c + c1 mod p − 1 and concludes by
sending c1, c2, s1, s2 = r2 + c2w2 mod p− 1.

4. The verifier performs the following checks:

a) (h1, c1, s1) and (h2, c2, s2) are accepting views.

b) c2 = c+ c1 mod p− 1

Theorem 5. PDLOG∨DLOG is WI.

Proof. The verifier does not know whether the prover’s simulator knew
w2 for c2 and thus choose c1 randomly and thus c2 was determined
by c2 = c + c1 mod p − 1 or the other way around. As PDLOG is
special honest-verifier zero-knowledge, the simulated view (h1, c1, s1) is
indistinguishable from a real view and thus also from (the real view)
(h2, c2, s2).

Application of WI and WH for real zero-knowledge. Chapter 8 employs
a WH protocol and a WI combination of this protocol and another to yield
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a real zero-knowledge protocol. This is extensively described in that chapter
in Section 8.2.4 for reasons of self-reliance.

A.2. Cryptographic primitives

Protocols of Chapters 6, 7 and 8 rely on cryptographic primitives that this
chapter describes.

A.2.1. Commitments

On can distinguish between bit commitment and integer commitment schemes.
For the understanding of this dissertation only integer-commitment schemes
are relevant.

A commitment is a cryptographic tool with two functions that are used
in two subsequent phases, the “commit phase” and the “reveal phase”:

� Commit(x, r) −→ c takes as input a value x and a random number r
and produces the commitment c.

� Open(c, x, r) −→ >/⊥ takes as input a commitment c, a value x and
a random number r. It outputs >, if c is indeed a commitment to x
and ⊥, if not.

Commitments have two security properties:

Secret/Hiding: Given c it is hard to compute x.

Binding: Given c, x and r so that c = Commit(x, r) it is hard to compute
an x′ 6= x and r′, such that Open(c, x′, r′) = >, i.e. c is a commitment
for x′ as well.

A commitment c = Commit(x, r) to some x enables Alice to engage in
interaction with Bob that depend on x without disclosing x initially. A fair
coin flip over the phone is a good example for the use of commitments. As
one of the two parties has to flip the coin this party can lie to the other
party about the outcome.

For instance, this is a fair way to do it using commitments: In the
“commit phase” Alice chooses a random s and sends the commitment c =
Commit(s, r) of s to Bob. Bob chooses a random number t and sends it
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to Alice. Now Alice enters the “reveal phase” and opens her commitment
by sending Bob s, r. The fair coin flip that both can compute is x = s ⊕ t
(where ⊕ denotes “exclusive-or”). If the commitment was not secret, Bob
could choose x. If the commitment was not binding, Alice could choose x.

Pedersen commitments

Pedersen commitments represent a commitment scheme over a group G.
Protocols in the remainder use a subgroup of Z∗p with prime p. Let g

and h be two generators of this subgroup 〈g〉 = 〈h〉 ⊂ Z∗p with ord(〈g〉) =
ord(〈h〉) = q and q|p− 1 and a = logh g unknown to Alice (the committing
party):

Then, Pedersen commitments are computed as follows:

� x, r ∈ 〈g〉 ,Commit(x, r) = gxhr mod p

� Open(c, x, r) = c
?
= Commit(x, r)

Pedersen commitments are information-theoretically hiding : Given a com-
mitment c every x is equally probably to yield c = Commit(x, r). Or in other
words, commitments are distributed independently of their committed value
x.

The binding property of Pedersen commitments is based on the fact that
the committing party (Alice) does not know a = logg h and its inability to
find a, because of the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem.

Pedersen commitments also exhibit another useful property: They are
homomorphic, i.e. a multiplication of two commitments results in a com-
mitment to the sum of their committed values:

Commit(x, r)·Commit(y, s) = Commit(x+y mod q, r+s mod q) mod p

A Pedersen commitment can also be multiplied by a plain factor c

Commit(x, r)c = Commit(cx, cr) mod p

Note that both operations change the commitment c, such that the bind-
ing property is not violated. Instead one needs to open with the new input
values of the commitment, (x+ y, r + s) or (cx, cr) respectively:
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Open(Commit(x, r)Commit(y, s), x+ y, r + s)) = >
Open(Commit(x, r)c, cx, cr) = >

More information on the Pedersen commitment scheme and its security
proofs are provided by Pedersen [85].

A.2.2. Cryptographic signatures

Cryptographic signatures are used to cryptographically sign messages in
such a way, that the signature can later be verified. Signatures serve the
purpose of authenticity and integrity of messages. There exist several cryp-
tographic signature schemes with various properties, based on various hard
mathematical problems.

Protocols in this dissertation require a signatures scheme, however no
specific one. Thus the required functions are specified using the secret key
sk and public key pk:

� Signsk(m) −→ sm takes as input a message m and uses a secret key
sk to create the cryptographic signature sm over m

� Verifypk(s,m) −→ >/⊥ returns > iff Signsk(m) = s, ⊥ otherwise.
That means, only if s is a cryptographic signature over m that was
created with secret key sk it can be successfully verified over m with
public key pk.

For better readability Signsk(m0,m1) is employed as a shortcut to
Signsk(m0|m1) where m0|m1 is the concatenation of m0 and m1.

A.2.3. Paillier cryptosystem

The fault-tolerant, privacy-preserving aggregation protocol of Chapter 6
requires the Paillier cryptosystem.

The Paillier cryptosystem defines two functions:

� Epk(m, r)→ c, encrypts a message m ∈ Zn with random value r ∈ Z∗n
to the cipher text c ∈ Z∗n2 using public key pk. When there is only
one public key involved in the protocol E(m, r) stands for Epk(m, r).
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� Dsk(c) → (Dv(c), Dr(c)) → (m, r), decrypts ciphertext c to a tuple
(m,r) using secret key sk. Dv(c) and Dr(c) enable the decrypting
party to retrieve the encrypted message m and the employed random
r, respectively. Analogously, D(c) stands for Dsk(c).

The Paillier cryptosystem also has the following homomorphic properties:

D(E(m1, r1)E(m2, r2) mod n2) = (m1 +m2, r1 · r2) mod n (A.1)

D(E(m, r)k mod n2) = (km, rk) mod n (A.2)

Further information on the Paillier cryptosystem – including security
proofs – are provided by Paillier [84].

A.2.4. Indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack

The security of a cryptosystem can be described by different indistinguisha-
bility games between a challenger and an adversary. The cryptosystem
exhibits the specific property described by the game if the adversary only
has negligible advantage over guessing in the game.

The Paillier cryptosystem described in the previous section exhibits the
“indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack”(IND-CPA) property.

The game goes as follows: The adversary claims that he can distinguish
ciphertexts of two public plaintexts M0,M1. For this, the adversary is given
an encryption capability Ex() by the challenger. In the case of an asymmet-
ric public key cryptosystem this is the public encryption key. In the case
of symmetric encryption systems it is access to an encryption oracle. The
adversary is allowed to perform an arbitrary number of encryptions using
this encryption capability. At some point, when the adversary is ready for
the challenge, the adversary proposes two different plaintexts M1,M2. The
challenger chooses uniformly at random k ∈ {0, 1} and sends back Ex(Mk)
to the adversary. The adversary may now perform additional computations
but has eventually to submit a guess for k.

Indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack means, that even if al-
lowed to choose the plaintext himself, the adversary is unable to distinguish
the ciphertext of those plaintexts with more than negligible probability.

Apart from the described “indistinguishability under chosen plaintext
attack”(IND-CPA) game there are also the “indistinguishability under cho-
sen ciphertext attack”(IND-CCA) and the “indistinguishability under the
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adaptive chosen plaintext attack” (IND-CCA2). More information on in-
distinguishability games and similar notions of cryptosystem security are
provided by Goldreich [45].

A.2.5. Secret sharing

A secret sharing scheme subdivides a secret S into n shares so that S is
only recoverable if all n or a certain number of shares (depending on the
scheme) are re-combined. For instance, shares of S can be to distributed
among different players so that only if a certain number of players cooperate
they can recover S. Alternatively, a single player can obtain shares from
different parties. Only if he contacts a sufficient amount of parties he will
be able to recombine the shares to retrieve S (this approach is used in the
protocol of Chapter 6).

For the remainder, the following functions are defined:

� Sharej(S) −→ sj creates share j of S.

� Combine(S) −→ x/⊥ re-combines all shares in S to recover S or ⊥,
if the share cannot be recovered, i.e. if not enough correct shares are
supplied.

A simple additive secret sharing scheme that requires all shares for recov-
ery of S is easily described. All but one share are chosen randomly:

∀j ∈ 1, . . . , n− 1 : sj ∈ Zp(the set of integers modulo prime p).

Then the final share is calculated:

sn = S −
n−1∑
k=1

sk mod p.

Addition of all shares sj modulo p will recover S.
A (k, n)-threshold sharing scheme, like required by the fault-tolerant privacy-

preserving aggregation protocol (Section 6), only requires k-out-of-n shares
for successful recovery.

Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [97] is such a (k, n)-threshold sharing
scheme. A random (k − 1)-order polynomial

q(x) = ak−1x
k−1 + ak−2x

k−2 + . . .+ a1x+ a0
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is created. a0 is set to S and the remaining coefficients ai are chosen ran-
domly from Zp, the set of integers modulo prime p.

Then the Sharej(S) function yields the share (j, q(j) mod p), i.e. a point
on the polynomial at j. Re-combination requires interpolation to recover
the polynomial’s coefficients and thus to recover a0 = S by evaluation at
x = 0. Even if one has k − 1 shares of the required threshold k then all a0

are still equally likely and one does not learn anything about the secret S.

A.2.6. Oblivious transfer

Initially, the idea of oblivious transfer as conceived by Rabin [89] was that a
sender could not determine whether information was received by the receiver
or not. [33] build on this and described the general idea of (1-out-of-2)
oblivious transfer (OT). This variant guarantees the sender, that the receiver
receives at most one out of two messages and it guarantees the receiver that
the sender does not learn which one was received.

The following sketches their implementation of (1-out-of-2)-OT (see Fig-
ure A.1 on the next page): Bob (sender) has two messages M0,M1 out of
which Alice (receiver) shall receive exactly one. Bob chooses two random
messages m0,m1 and sends them, together with a public key x to Alice.

Alice wants to receive message Mr for r ∈ 0, 1. She chooses a random k
to blind her choice, encrypts it under the public key x and sends to Bob:

q = Ex(k) +mr

Bob then finally sends

Dx(q −m0) +M0, Dx(q −m1) +M1

to Alice. If Alice chose r = 0, then only the first value is k +M0 and Alice
can retrieve M0. The second value differs from k+M1 and thus Alice cannot
retrieve M1. The case of r = 1 works analogously. However, Bob will not be
able to distinguish which (m0 or m1) Alice chose, as she blinded her choice
with k.

An oblivious transfer is zero-knowledge w.r.t. Bob, i.e. one can construct
a simulator that creates a view that is indistinguishable from Bob’s view of
a real protocol run: The simulator chooses k and r uniformly random from
their respective domains.
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Techniques like described by Ishai et al. [56] allow Bob to extend c (1-
out-of-2)-OTs to lc OTs for marginally additional cost (l is the security
parameter).

Alice Bob

has M0,M1, randomly chooses m0,m1wants Mr

m0,m1, Ex()

q = Ex(k) +mr

Dx(q −m0) +M0, Dx(q −m1) +M1

Figure A.1.: Oblivious (1-out-of-2) transfer [33]. Alice obtains exactly one
out of two messages M0,M1 Bob holds.

Malicious dealer. Kiraz and Schoenmakers [65] present an instance of
an input substitution attack that cannot be prevented by the OT-protocol
itself: During an OT Bob, who holds M0,M1, can give M6k to Alice although
Alice chose to obtain Mk. This is possible because mk and Mk are not
connected in any way. Thus Bob can send in his final message:

Dx(q −m0) +M1, Dx(q −m1) +M0.

This attack can be used in the SFE protocol by a malicious Bob (de-
scribed in Section A.2.7) to provide Alice with wrong representations of her
bits. This can lead to the disclosure of Alice bits. This attack is presented
because the protocol of Chapter 8 employs OTs. However, as the protocol
description points out, it is resistant to this attack.

A.2.7. Garbled circuits and secure function evaluation

A garbled circuit (GC) is a technique developed by Andrew C. Yao in 1986
for secure function evaluation (SFE) [104]. The idea is to encrypt a Boolean
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circuit, that implements a function f on inputs, in such a way that it can
be evaluated in its encrypted form with encrypted inputs.

A garbled circuit GCf is the encryption of a Boolean circuit Cf that
implements a function f . Cf consists of internal wires between gates and of
input and output wires. The states of the input and output wires represent
the input and the outputs of f respectively. Gates are represented by truth-
tables that, for respective states of incoming wires, yield the outgoing wire’s
state. Without loss of generality this assumes that every gate has two
incoming wires and one outgoing wire.

Encryption. The following algorithm takes Cf and creates GCf .

Wire labels: Every wire i of Cf is assigned two t-bit strings v0
i and v1

i

representing the two states this wire can take on. Furthermore,
one randomly chooses a permutation bit pi. Then i’s wire labels
the following concatenations: w0

i = v0
i |(0⊕pi) and w1

i = v1
i |(1⊕pi).

Truth tables: Let g(x, y) be the truth table look-up function for gate g
and for states x, y of incoming gates i and j and outgoing gate k.

x y g(x, y)
0 0 g(0, 0)
0 1 g(0, 1)
1 0 g(1, 0)
1 1 g(1, 1)

Truth table g(x, y)

j

i

k

For every entry (x, y) in g’s truth table let

x′ = x⊕ pi and y′ = y ⊕ pj.

Let OWHF() be a one-way hash function, then the encrypted
truth table’s look-up function g∗ is:

g∗(x, y) = OWHF(vxi |k|x′|y′)⊕ wg(x,y)
k ⊕OWHF(vyj |k|x′|y′)
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x y g∗(x, y)
0 0

OWHF(vxi |k|x′|y′)⊕ wg(x,y)
k ⊕OWHF(vyj |k|x′|y′)

0 1
1 0
1 1

Encrypted truth table g∗(x, y)

j

i
k

That means, the wire label of the outgoing wire k for the respective
state indicated by g(x, y), w

g(x,y)
k is encrypted (XOR with hash)

under the t-bit strings for the respective input states vxi and vyj . As
a final step, the entries of g∗ are swapped to yield the encrypted
and permuted table ĝ: If pi = 1, then swap the first two entries
with the last two entries. If pj = 1 then swap the first and third
entry with the second and fourth.

The final GC consists of the encrypted and permuted truth tables and
information about their interconnections with wires. Wire labels are known
to the creator but are unknown to the evaluator.

Evaluation. The evaluator uses oblivious transfers (see Section A.2.6) to
obtain wire labels for all bits of its private inputs. Then, given the wire
labels wi = vi||pi and wj = vj||pj for incoming wires i, j to gate g the
evaluator of the GC uses x, y as indices to the respective entry ĝ(x, y) (in
this gate’s encrypted and permuted truth table and decrypts it:

Dec(ĝ(x, y)) = OWHF(vxi ||k||x||y)⊕OWHF(vyj ||k||x||y)⊕ ĝ(x, y) = w
g(x,y)
k

This gives the evaluator the wire label of this gate’s outgoing gate k. Start-
ing from the input wire labels the evaluator repeats this until he obtains
wire labels for the GC’s output wires.

There exists various improvements to the construction of GCs that im-
prove performance of evaluation. Kolesnikov and Schneider [66] explain
how XOR-gates can be implemented “for free”, i.e. without hashing incom-
ing wire labels. This can be accomplished, if for all wire labels the following
holds for the same R: w0

k = w1
k ⊕ R. A XOR-gate’s outgoing wire label is

chosen as wxi ⊕ wyj for x, y ∈ 0, 1.
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In the remainder, EI(x) denotes those wire labels that encrypt x for the
input wires of a specific GC. EO(x) denotes the output wires of the GC that
represent the value x.

As previously mentioned, a GC is the major building block of the secure
function evaluation protocol (SFE) [104] (see Figure A.2 on the following
page). SFE is an instance of a secure two-party computation protocol, in
which two parties, Alice and Bob, want to calculate f(x, y) over respective
private inputs x (Alice) and y (Bob) without disclosing their input to the
other. This means, that during the protocol Alice and Bob only learn their
respective own inputs and the output of the function. However, depending
on the function f(x, y) its result might yield enough information to deduct
the other parties inputs. This remaining information leakage is accepted in
secure multi-party computations. Techniques like differential privacy (see
Section A.2.8) can be applied to limit this remaining information leakage.

This is a short description of the secure function evaluation protocol: Bob
creates GCf(x,y) that encodes f(x, y) and also creates an encryption of his
private input EI(y) as wire labels for the input wires of the GC. Bob sends
both to Alice. Alice uses oblivious transfers (see Section A.2.6) for each bit
of her input to obtain an encryption EI(x) (the message Alice can obtain
in those OTs (Mk) represents the wire label for the respective state of the
bit in question). Alice uses EI(x), EI(y) to evaluate GCf(x,y) which yields
EO(f(x, y)). Alice transfers this result to Bob who decrypts and notifies
Alice about the decrypted result f(x, y).

Malkhi et al. [74] provide an excellent explanation of GCs and the SFE
protocol while Evans et al. [32] list state-of-the-art improvements to basic
GCs for better evaluation performance.

A.2.8. Differential privacy

As mentioned in Section A.2.7 the resulting information leakage from the
calculated function f(x, y) result with regard to the private inputs x, y is
accepted by SFE (and by all secure multi-party computations for that mat-
ter). Differential privacy can be used to reduce such information leakage of
function results so that inputs to the function cannot be inferred anymore.

Differential privacy [26] is a property of a probabilistic function K. K is
differentially private if the amount of information that its result leaks about
K’s inputs is limited.
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Alice Bob

has y
Creates Boolean circuit Cf(x,y) for f(x, y)

Encrypts Cf(x,y):
E(Cf(x,y)) = GCf(x,y)

has x

GCf(x,y), EI(y)

Obtains:
EI(x) Oblivious transfers

Evaluates:
GCf(x,y) with EI(x), EI(y)

to EO(f(x, y))

EO(f(x, y))

Decrypts EO(f(x, y)) to f(x, y)

f(x, y)

Figure A.2.: The secure function evaluation protocol [104]. Alice and Bob
have private x, y respectively and want to calculate f(x, y)
without disclosing their private value to the other party.

Other privacy mechanisms like k-anonymity [100], l-diversity [73] and t-
closeness [70] attempt to specifically protect the privacy of published micro-
data. Differential privacy, on the other hand, is only applicable to systems
where users want to query a sensitive database and one wants to prevent the
user from learning individual records of this database. Also in contrast to
the aforementioned privacy mechanisms, differential privacy formally limits
the information leakage in way that is independent of the data contained
in the database. The dependency on the data is an inherent problem for
a privacy mechanism as was showed by the subsequent publication of the
l-diversity [73] and t-closeness [70] research papers: Machanavajjhala et al.
[73] demonstrated a dataset for which k-anonymity was insufficient and
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developed the notion of l-diversity which was deemed sufficient even for this
dataset. Then, Li et al. [70] came up with an attack (a dataset) which
l-diversity could not prevent and subsequently developed t-closeness.

Differential privacy is solely dependent on the so-called sensitivity of the
query function K. Sensitivity δK of a function K is defined as the maximum
difference of the function result for two input data sets Dj, Di that only differ
in one entry:

δK = max∀Di,Dj ,d(Di,Dj)=1|K(Di)−K(Dj)|

The definition of differential privacy (or more accurately ε-differential
privacy) according to Dwork [26] is the following:

Definition 17 (Differential privacy). A randomized function K gives ε-
differential privacy if, for all data sets D1 and D2 differing on at most one
element and all S ⊂ Range(K),

Pr[K(D1) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[K(D2) ∈ S]

It means, that the probability for any result of K changes only slightly
(less than exp(ε)) if single elements are included/excluded in the set of
inputs to K. In consequence, even with knowledge of the data set, the
function result and arbitrary auxiliary information, it is hard for an attacker
to identify whether an element is present or not. Thus, also the actual value
of this element is protected.

The relaxed notion of computational differential privacy only requires that
differential privacy holds for computationally bounded adversaries [76].

Transformation of K to differential private K

According to Ghosh et al. [44] any function K can be transformed into an
ε-differential private version of itself by adding random noise to K’s result
according to a symmetric geometric distribution [44]. Specifically, if δK is
K’s sensitivity, one adds a sample from distribution Geom(exp( ε

δK
)) to each

function result K(D) to make it differentially private.
The parameter ε must be chosen according to the use case at hand but it

has no sensible meaning beyond this as the creators of differential privacy
admit. It represents the desired trade off between accuracy of the function
K and how well it preserves privacy.
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Differential privacy of continuous function evaluation

McSherry [75] proposes a database scenario where users want to query the
database for aggregates. However, the database system wants to ensure
differential privacy of every query to protect the users from learning in-
dividual records in the database, thus protecting the privacy of subjects
described by that data. Possible application of such a scenario is research
on medical data for instance: Individual data subjects shall be protected,
but aggregates help researchers find correlations.

However, user may issue queries that are very similar to each other re-
sulting in subsequent aggregates over intersecting sets of records. While the
database system may ensure differential privacy for some ε for each indi-
vidual query the information leakage (differential privacy) of the resulting
combined query is higher (lower). McSherry [75] analyzed how the differ-
ential privacy of combined function evaluations (queries) over intersecting
data sets relates to the differential privacy of the individual functions and
identified the following relation: Let a function fi provide εi-differential pri-
vacy. If all functions fi cover disjoint subsets, the differential privacy for the
combined function is maxiεi. However, if several functions span the same
set of values, the differential privacy for the combination of those functions
is
∑

i εi.

A.3. Summary

First, this chapter introduced the concept of interactive proof systems and
their properties that form the basis for the protocols described by Chap-
ters 6, 7 and 8. Zero-knowledge, proof-of-knowledge, Σ-protocols and their
compositions are described and proven for one exemplary protocol.

Second, this chapter introduces all cryptographic primitives that are used
in Chapters 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
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